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Abstract
This thesis examines the ground motion prediction component of earth-
quake loss estimation (ELE) frameworks and is based on the assertion that
reducing the uncertainty in ground motion prediction will result in improved
accuracy of loss estimates. The objective is to obtain improved ground mo-
tion predictions by identifying and quantifying the sources of uncertainty
in the predictions, with particular focus on the portion of the uncertainty
that can be reduced.
The work presented in this thesis starts with an examination of ground
motion measures commonly used in ELE and their relative utility. The
ground motion measure Arias Intensity is identified as well-suited to appli-
cation in a number of problems in earthquake engineering and this along
with the lack of a robust equation for its prediction, leads to the develop-
ment of a new predictive equation for Arias Intensity. Next, the prediction of
Arias Intensity at spatially separated locations is studied in order to develop
a model for the spatial correlation of Arias Intensity so that loss estimates
for spatially distributed portfolios may be obtained. Thirdly, the sources
of uncertainties in the predicted values of Arias Intensity are investigated
and the uncertainties are characterised and quantified in order to establish
whether or not they may be reduced. The impacts of these uncertainties
on the new predictive equation for Arias Intensity are also examined. The
final part of the thesis focusses on the use of GIS to display the information
described in the previous sections on ground motion prediction. Particular
attention is given to enhancing the display of uncertainties in ground motion
predictions.
This thesis demonstrates that the impacts of uncertainty on ground mo-
tion predictions and therefore earthquake loss estimation are significant,
making this research of particular importance in this field.
“The mind is the limit. As long as the mind can envision
the fact that you can do something, you can do it.”
Arnold Schwarzenegger
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1. Introduction
This chapter presents the background to Earthquake Loss Estimation (ELE),
including its definition, purpose and framework, indicating where the pre-
diction of earthquake ground motions and hence ground-motion uncertainty,
fits into the estimation process. The concept of uncertainty and importance
of appropriately accounting for it is also introduced. The limitations of
existing ELE methodologies are discussed, providing the context for the re-
search undertaken in the rest of this thesis. Finally, the thesis aims and
objectives are outlined, followed by a description of the structure of the
thesis.
1.1. Earthquake Loss Estimation
Earthquake Loss Estimation is a framework via which the social and eco-
nomic losses resulting from earthquakes can be quantified. This is achieved
by estimating seismic risk, which can be defined as the probability of dam-
age or loss due to earthquakes in a given time period. Seismic risk can be
generically defined using Expression 1.1:
Seismic Risk = f(Seismic Hazard, Exposure, Vulnerability) (1.1)
The standard definitions of these terms are as follows.
• Hazard is the rate of exceedance of a level of ground motion, where
ground motion refers to the movement of the ground resulting from
an earthquake. Ground shaking hazard is quantified using a ground-
motion measure, e.g. Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA). In the def-
inition presented in Expression 1.1, seismic hazard could also refer
to the frequency and severity of ground failure hazard, which can
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be further subdivided into liquefaction, landslides and fault rupture,
and induced hazards, such as tsunami, inundation, fire and Hazardous
Material (HazMat) release (FEMA, 2009).
• Exposure describes the buildings, building contents, occupants and
infrastructure at risk of loss when exposed to hazards.
• Vulnerability describes the susceptibility of the exposed structure to
losses due to a given level of hazard. The vulnerability of an exposed
structure is commonly represented using fragility functions. These
represent, for a given level of ground motion, e.g. PGA = 0.5g and
a given building type, e.g. an unreinforced masonry building, the
probability of different levels of damage e.g., slight, severe, collapse.
An additional component used to describe a structure’s vulnerability
may be an expression to convert levels of damage to expected loss.
In summary, seismic hazards, exposure and vulnerability all contribute
to the social and economic risks faced by the population following an earth-
quake (Coburn and Spence, 2002). These risks include:
1. Collapse and damage of buildings.
2. Disruption and failure of lifelines, e.g. transportation and utilities.
3. Losses resulting from failure of critical facilities such as nuclear power
plants, e.g. release of hazardous materials.
4. Social loss, e.g. deaths, injuries and homeless.
5. Direct economic losses, e.g. building repair costs.
6. Indirect economic losses, e.g. Increased travel time and disruption of
business (Bird, 2005).
Hazard, Vulnerability and Exposure are included in an Earthquake Loss
Estimation (ELE) model, the output of which are damage predictions, i.e.
the first two points listed above, and expected economic and social losses,
i.e. the last four points above. It is interesting to note that in terms of
loss estimation, these risks are in fact connected, as the losses calculated
are dependent on the damage and disruption caused. These predictions
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of earthquake loss may then be used for a number of applications, includ-
ing insurance and re-insurance, mitigation and emergency planning. The
latter is particularly important for government organisations, as a densely
populated area may suffer substantial losses even when earthquake risk mit-
igation measures have been undertaken. For example, social and economic
losses following the Northridge 1994 and Kobe 1995 earthquakes were sub-
stantial despite the implementation of mitigation measures (Strasser et al.,
2008). Additionally, Coburn and Spence (2002) discuss the importance of
efficient management of emergency response, as a poor response can result
in an increased death toll. To facilitate the work of organisations who are
involved in decision making and planning for seismic events, a number of
ELE software tools have been developed (Strasser et al., 2008). A large
proportion of these are based on a Geographic Information System (GIS).
A GIS is a specialised data management system which is capable of compil-
ing and analysing information based on spatial references (Whitman et al.,
1997). GIS is used in order to cope with the data demands of a loss estima-
tion and because of the ability of GIS to present results which can be easily
understood and disseminated (Bird, 2005).
The most notable development in this field is the state-of-practice ELE
software package HAZUS. Other ELE software has also been developed
(Strasser et al., 2008), including ELER (NERIES, 2011) and the worldwide
Openquake model, part of the GEM project (2011). Although the details
of the methodologies underlying these ELE software packages are different
at a component level, for example in the use of different vulnerability and
ground-motion models, the overall framework is considered analagous to
that of HAZUS. HAZUS may also be considered the most complete freely
available software tool for the assessment of earthquake-induced losses (Bird,
2005). The HAZUS-MH Earthquake Model provides estimates of direct
damage and loss to buildings; essential facilities; transportation and utility
lifelines; and population, based on scenario earthquakes or the results of
probabilistic seismic risk assessments (Stafford et al., 2007). Additionally,
the model includes the effects of induced damage: debris generation, fire,
as well as casualties and shelter requirements. Direct losses are estimated
based on physical damage to structures, contents, inventory, and building
interiors (FEMA, 2011a). HAZUS is a large scale model primarily developed
for the United States and documentation describing the ELE methodology
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Figure 2.1 Flowchart of the Earthquake Loss Estimation Methodology. 
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Figure 1.1.: Schematic illustration of a loss estimation methodology includ-
ing the definitions of the terms Hazard, Exposure and Vulner-
ability. This is the framework implemented in HAZUS. The
diagram is from the HAZUS Technical Manual (FEMA, 2011a)
and has been adapted to include the terms: Hazard, Vulnera-
bility and Exposure.
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on which HAZUS is based and the associated assumptions is available (Bird,
2005). There are also a number of papers describing the development of
the methodology, for example Whitman et al. (1997), Kircher et al. (2006)
and Tantala (2008) discuss its application through case studies. For these
reasons, the HAZUS methodology is treated as the state-of-practice in ELE
software in this thesis.
Figure 1.1 captures the elements of the methodology used to estimate
earthquake induced losses in HAZUS. Four main methodological compo-
nents are shown:
• Potential Earth Science Hazards;
• Direct Physical Damage;
• Induced Physical Damage;
• Direct Economic and Social losses.
Potential earth science hazards are the seismic hazards of ground shaking
and ground failure which along with the inventory, i.e. the infrastructure
exposed to the seismic hazards and its associated vulnerability, provide the
inputs for the loss estimation. Vulnerability refers both to the effects of
the seismic hazards on the inventory, which are analysed to obtain damage
estimates, as well as to the expressions used to convert calculated damage
to the inventory into economic and social losses. Examining Figure 1.1,
it can be appreciated that after the calculation of damage, hazards are
again included in the methodology. This allows calculation of losses due to
hazards which result from building damage, e.g. fire or hazardous material
release. To conclude, within an ELE, three components are used to obtain
predictions of social and economic losses resulting from an earthquake:
• Hazard;
• Exposure;
• Vulnerability.
The prediction of earthquake-induced ground motions is introduced into
the loss estimation framework as part of the hazard component. Ground-
motion prediction not only forms the basis for the calculation of damage,
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but also the prediction of other hazards such as liquefaction. Therefore, any
uncertainty in this prediction will result in an uncertainty in the final loss
estimate. One of the major limitations of HAZUS is that the magnitude
of uncertainty in loss estimates produced by the HAZUS-MH Earthquake
Model is “possibly at best a factor of two or more (FEMA, 2011a)”. Uncer-
tainties are inherent in all ELE methodologies and can be divided into those
arising from aleatory variability and those due to epistemic uncertainty. As
discussed by Bommer et al. (2006), the aleatory variability is the random-
ness in observations which may be interpreted as being inherent variability.
This is contrasted with epistemic uncertainty, which results from incomplete
knowledge and which can, in theory, be reduced through the acquisition of
additional and better data as well as improved understanding. Therefore,
identifying where uncertainties arise in ground-motion prediction and quan-
tifying them should lead to a better understanding of the uncertainty in the
results of an earthquake loss estimate and in what ways it may be reduced.
HAZUS is a GIS-based software package. The GIS software used for this
task provides data input, storage, analysis and output tools (Goodchild
and Haining, 2004; Steiniger and Weibel, 2009). Earthquake loss studies in-
volve large amounts of spatially-referenced data such as hazards, inventories
and damage distributions, which must be stored and analysed (Bird, 2005).
GIS software provides an efficient solution to handling and displaying large
amounts of spatially-referenced data (Stafford et al., 2007). Therefore, an
ELE software package that does not allow the spatial component of the
problem to be visualised through the use of GIS may be considered sub-
optimal. This thesis is centred on the ground-motion prediction component
of the Earthquake Loss Estimation process. Ground-motion predictions
and recordings following earthquake events are extremely useful for sim-
ilar applications to those of ELE, for example damage assessment using
the PAGER (Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response) sys-
tem (Wald et al., 2010) and are made available using GIS in applications
such as ShakeMap (USGS, 2011). Therefore, the way in which ground-
motion predictions are displayed using GIS is addressed in this thesis.
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1.2. Limitations of Existing Methodologies
Although HAZUS is a complex and powerful program (Bird, 2005), it has a
number of limitations. As the focus of this research is ground-motion pre-
diction, two sets of limitations of HAZUS are relevant to the determination
of the aspects of ground-motion prediction in Earthquake Loss Estimation
(ELE) that could be improved. The first is a seismological aspect of the ELE
process, specifically the prediction of ground shaking hazard. The second is
the use of GIS for both analysis and the display of results.
Seismic hazards can be divided into ground motion and ground failure
as shown in Figure 1.1. The ground-motion inputs of HAZUS are spec-
tral acceleration (Sa), peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground
velocity (PGV) (FEMA, 2011b). Earthquake losses are computed using
location-specific estimates of ground shaking demand (FEMA, 2011a). The
three main areas of interest to this research concerning the ground shaking
inputs to HAZUS are as follows. Firstly, the effect of the method of using
point predictions of ground shaking demand employed in HAZUS (FEMA,
2011a). This indicates that spatial correlations between ground motions at
different sites are not considered directly. The technical manual (FEMA,
2011a) states that the uncertainty in earthquake demand due to spatial
variability of ground motion is addressed implicitly by the variability of
damage probability matrices or fragility curves (FEMA, 2011a). However,
this can be considered an inappropriate way to incorporate uncertainty into
the analysis (Bommer and Crowley, 2006). Secondly, HAZUS only provides
the facility to input ground-motion hazard in terms of estimates of spec-
tral acceleration, PGA or PGV. However, there is the potential to obtain
improved predictions of damage distributions by using different input in-
tensity measures or combinations of intensity measures. For example, the
ground motion intensity measure Arias Intensity (Ia) correlates well with
ground failure hazards such as the distribution of earthquake-induced land-
slides (Keefer, 2002; Wilson and Keefer, 1985). Thirdly, it is important
to emphasize that the loss estimates produced by HAZUS are median val-
ues and the uncertainties in the resulting earthquake losses are not directly
quantified (Wong et al., 2005). The damage estimates provided are ex-
pressed in terms of probabilities of occurrence of particular damage states,
given a certain level of ground motion. However, this ground motion is one
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of the largest sources of uncertainty in a loss estimate (Wong et al., 2005)
and it is important to quantify the uncertainty in the predicted ground-
motion level. In order to incorporate ground-motion uncertainty into a
loss estimation, Wong et al. (2005) used sensitivity analyses varying the
input ground motions. The analyses conducted by Wong et al. (2005) com-
pute different HAZUS scenarios using different input ground motions for
the Charleston earthquake. Two scenarios are compared, one using a me-
dian ground-motion prediction and the second, the 84th percentile ground
motions and the study finds that losses almost double between the two sce-
narios (Wong et al., 2005). The authors strongly recommend that these
large uncertainties should be accounted for by performing sensitivity analy-
ses which vary the ground-motion inputs to HAZUS to evaluate the impact
on the estimated losses (Wong et al., 2005). This indicates that the un-
certainty in the input ground-motion measure is not directly incorporated
in the HAZUS framework. The HAZUS software technical manual states
that attenuation relations in the earthquake model tend to be conserva-
tive (FEMA, 2011a) and this can lead to an overestimation of losses in
certain regions. However, if only median predictions of ground motion are
supplied as an input, this is unlikely to be the case. These three issues in
the specification of ground shaking hazard impact on subsequent stages in
the ELE methodology, such as the prediction of ground failure hazard, as
well as on the level of uncertainty associated with the final loss estimate.
The second set of limitations relate to the use of GIS in Earthquake
Loss Estimation and the advantages and disadvantages of using GIS-based
ELE software packages are now presented. The specific inadequacies in GIS
usage associated with HAZUS cannot be defined due to the proprietary na-
ture of ArcGIS, the GIS software package used by HAZUS. However, its
capabilities can be assessed by comparison with other GIS software, which
is discussed in Chapter 7. As previously discussed, GIS software provides
an efficient solution to handling and displaying large amounts of spatially-
referenced data (Stafford et al., 2007) and a GIS-based software system
creates the ideal framework to integrate the various components required
for seismic risk assessment (Whitman et al., 1997). There are three key
areas in which the advantages of using GIS are evident. Firstly, the ease
with which databases in GIS can be updated with both inventorial as well
as methodological changes (Bird, 2005). Secondly, an advantage of GIS over
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Figure 1.2.: Earthquake Incident Viewer (2011), an application of a GIS in
emergency response for the city of Christchurch following the
Christchurch Earthquake (February 2011)
other database programs is that the data structure in GIS is particularly
applicable to ELE, as different types of hazard can be combined through
the use of “layers” of data. Spatially-referenced data, including earthquake
source parameters and site conditions, are input and analysed in order to
obtain maps of ground shaking and ground failure hazard. These layers in
combination with another spatially-referenced layer of inventory data can
then be used to obtain damage predictions. Damage predictions may then
be used to obtain loss estimates for a study area. Thirdly, GIS provides
a powerful tool to visually and graphically represent results (Bird, 2005).
The importance of visual presentation in facilitating the understanding, dis-
semination and comparison of earthquake losses, especially in the context
of using GIS technology for emergency response planners and government
officials, is emphasised in Figure 1.2. This figure shows an image of the
Earthquake Incident Viewer (2011), for Christchurch, New Zealand, follow-
ing the Christchurch Earthquake (February 2011). This GIS tool was made
available to members of the public soon after the event and shows a map of
Christchurch with the status of infrastructure and facilities. For example,
locations of open petrol stations, road closures and structural damage may
be viewed.
The disadvantages of GIS-based ELE software packages are related to
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the inability of GIS to easily execute numerical algorithms such as those
associated with ground-motion prediction equations and predictions of spa-
tial correlations. As an alternative, analyses can be conducted externally
using different programs and the results imported. Another option would
be to use programming languages, for example C++, to encode complex al-
gorithms (Whitman et al., 1997), which may be incorporated into the GIS
software. For a data-intensive task such as an ELE, computational efficiency
is extremely important for the end-user, especially if the loss estimates are
required in near-real time. Although GIS is in general an efficient environ-
ment for analysing large amounts of data, HAZUS has certain limitations
on the size of regions that can be analysed and rapid loss estimations for
large study areas may require a significant amount of time to run (FEMA,
2011a). Additional disadvantages in using GIS-based platforms lie in the
costs associated with the software and the lack of interoperability of dif-
ferent GIS systems. In terms of costs, the advantage of a GIS system over
other databases is that the data structure permits multiple levels of analysis
depending on the level of funding available (Whitman et al., 1997). Addi-
tionally, the improved state of Open-Source GIS software may overcome
problems associated with interoperability, particularly the dissemination of
results and cost of analysis (Neteler and Mitasova, 2008). Currently, the
output of the HAZUS Earthquake Model is a GIS map or table of predic-
tions. The major limitation of this output has already been alluded to and
concerns the fact that the output is a single prediction with little infor-
mation to the user on the accuracy of the prediction in the study region,
specifically, the uncertainty in this prediction and its sources.
It is the latter point in the list of disadvantages of GIS-based ELE that
is explored in this thesis. Information on the uncertainty in a loss estimate
is invaluable to the organisations that use the results of ELEs to make
decisions. This thesis takes steps towards enabling the display of uncertainty
in ELE predictions using GIS by improving the quantification of uncertainty
in ground-motion predictions (GMPs). Therefore, the sources of uncertainty
in a GMP are identified and quantified and ways in which they can be
displayed using GIS are explored.
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1.3. Research Aims and Objectives
In this section, the ways in which this thesis seeks to improve or enhance
the above points are presented. This research is based on the hypothesis
that improved ground-motion predictions will result in less uncertainty in
the results of the ground motion hazard component of the Earthquake Loss
Estimation (ELE) methodology and therefore less uncertainty in the overall
loss estimate. The aim of this thesis is therefore, to improve ground-motion
predictions and to achieve this, it examines the following key points:
• The quantification of earthquake ground motion, including:
-The suitability of different ground-motion prediction measures
for ELE.
-The prediction of earthquake ground motion.
• The sources of uncertainty and error in ground-motion predictions,
including:
-The way in which spatial correlation in ground motions is dealt
with.
-Uncertainty in ground-motion model derivation and in ground-
motion predictions and the ways in which it is propagated and may
be reduced.
• The use of GIS to analyse and display ground-motion prediction data.
In particular, its utility in the visualisation of the source and quantity
of uncertainty in the ground motion component of ELE.
A summary of these components and the connection between these dif-
ferent areas of research is expressed diagrammatically in Figure 1.3.
1.4. Structure
The remaining chapters in this thesis are now briefly summarised.
Chapter 2 looks at existing ground-motion measures used in ELE and
provides the motivation for the subsequent focus on the ground-motion mea-
sure, Arias Intensity (Ia) (Arias, 1970).
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Figure 1.3.: A diagram showing the connection between the individual ele-
ments of the research.
In Chapter 3, a new ground-motion prediction equation for Ia (Arias,
1970) is developed. This equation offers significant enhancements over ex-
isting equations and can be implemented for practical use. This chapter
provides the basis for the remaining chapters which look in detail at the
identification of the sources, quantification and display of error in ground-
motion predictions. The results of analyses in the following chapters are
applied to the prediction of Ia using the equation presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 investigates the impacts of spatial correlation on the prediction
of Ia. Two techniques by which the impacts of spatial correlation can be
explored are introduced, the first of which attempts to define a correlation
structure a posteriori using empirical semi-variograms. The second looks at
correlation structures defined a priori by incorporating spatial correlations
directly into the regression analysis. The work in this chapter is revisited
in Chapter 7.
Chapter 5 studies the sources of uncertainty in ground-motion prediction
equations and the focus is on uncertainties that affect the derivation of the
ground-motion model. The aim is to compute the model-specific compo-
nents of epistemic uncertainty, so that they may be better understood and
the model standard deviation potentially reduced. Although this chapter
focusses on Ia, the techniques employed may be used to reduce the uncer-
tainty in the predictions for a number of ground-motion measures, including
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those currently implemented in state-of-practice ELE such as PGA, PGV
and spectral acceleration.
Chapter 6 presents the second section of the work on uncertainty in
ground-motion predictions. In contrast to Chapter 5, this chapter looks
at the impacts of epistemic uncertainty for scenario events which have a
significant effect on seismic hazard analysis for ELE, particularly in the
production of seismic hazard maps. In this chapter, the portion of the
uncertainty in future predictions which is currently guessed in practical ap-
plications is quantified. The impacts on hazard maps are explored and
existing techniques enhanced by quantifying the previously guessed portion
of the uncertainty.
In Chapter 7, the spatial correlation of ground motions, discussed in
Chapter 4, is analysed and displayed in a GIS environment. This serves
two purposes, the first is to further explore previous analyses on spatial cor-
relation in an environment that allows the underlying spatial relationships
to be better understood in a visual sense. The second is to take steps to-
wards visualising the effects of spatial correlation on a ground-motion field
in near-real time.
Chapter 8 uses similar GIS tools and techniques to Chapter 7 in order
to facilitate the visualisation of the impacts of uncertainties on predicted
ground-motion fields. The results of the analyses conducted in Chapters
5 and 6 are used to allow the display of the impacts of uncertainty on
ground-motion fields. The aim of this chapter is to convey the importance
of accounting for and correctly propagating uncertainties in terms of the
impacts on predicted ground-motion fields.
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions of the thesis as well as the recommen-
dations for further work.
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2. Selection of an Intensity
Measure: Arias Intensity
The component of Earthquake Loss Estimation (ELE) to be examined in
this thesis is the quantification of the seismic hazard of ground shaking.
There are a large number of intensity measures that can be used to quantify
earthquake ground motion, of which Arias Intensity (Ia) (Arias, 1970) is the
focus of this research. This chapter starts by presenting an overview of the
different intensity measures commonly used in ELE. An explanation of the
utility of Ia in the context of ELE is then provided. Finally, a definition
of Ia both in terms of its relationship to recorded ground-motions as well
as to seismological parameters is presented. Both the motivation for the
focus of the research on Ia and the requisite background information for the
discussion on the development of a new ground-motion prediction equation
for Ia, the subject of the next chapter, are provided herein.
2.1. Intensity measures in Earthquake Loss
Estimation
Before commonly used ground-motion intensity measures (IMs) are exam-
ined, a description of how and why quantitative IMs were developed is
presented. Macroseismic intensity allows the capture of the observed ef-
fects of earthquakes on humans and structures and can be measured both
quantitatively and qualitatively. An example of a qualitative measure is
the Modified Mercalli Intensity scale (Wood and Neumann, 1931) which
is based on the observed effects of earthquakes. It is important to note
that although the scale has been described as ‘qualitative’, in more recent
versions of the scale, macroseismic intensity can be derived using both qual-
itative data and quantitative data and perhaps may be better described as
‘semi-quantitative’. The sources of these data include:
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• Questionnaires, e.g. intensity maps produced in ShakeMap (USGS,
2011) are based on responses to the “Did You Feel It?” (DYFI) ques-
tionnaire (Wald et al., 1999), in which respondents summarize the
effects of shaking in their communities.
• Field studies.
• Damage maps produced by emergency response agencies.
• Reports produced by the earthquake engineering community.
• Press reports.
• Estimated Modified Mercalli Intensity maps based on instrumental
ground-motion recordings (Wald et al., 1999).
For a destructive earthquake, the process of collecting and interpreting
damage data and preparing a map of Modified Mercalli Intensities can be
data and time intensive. However, it can be of particular utility in areas
where instrumentation for recording strong motions resulting from earth-
quakes is inadequate or does not exist. Despite their widespread use, the
limitations of these qualitative approaches to measuring earthquake ground
motion are those common to all empirical scales, that is, in general they
are:
• subjective;
• not reproducible;
• not fine enough at higher levels of intensity to discriminate between
the largest events.
It is important to note that as modern macroseismic intensity scales such
as the European Macroseismic Scale have developed, they have become less
subjective and more reproducible, as they are based on the observation of
certain types of damage in certain building classes. Although the mod-
ern Modified Mercalli Intensities obtained from the DYFI program are ex-
tremely useful for rapid post earthquake information and are robust (Atkin-
son and Wald, 2007), instrumental intensity scales, which describe ground-
motion levels quantitatively on the basis of strong ground-motion record-
ings, are of particular utility for ELE, as is now discussed.
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Quantitative ground-motion intensity measures (IMs) may be used to
estimate ground-motion intensity at locations where there are no record-
ings (Kramer and Upsall, 2006). This is achieved through the derivation
of Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs). GMPEs use theoreti-
cally and physically justifiable relationships to predict values of an IM as a
function of recorded earthquake characteristics and information pertaining
to the site at which the value of an IM is required. Quantitative measures
of ground-motion intensity may then be used to estimate the demands im-
posed on structures by an earthquake. In performance-based design of civil
engineering structures, the effect of an earthquake on a building is obtained
by firstly identifying the critical indices of damage for a particular building,
e.g. interstorey drift. The correlation of these indices with different IMs is
then examined.
The selection of an appropriate IM for a particular purpose may be gov-
erned by its efficiency, referring to the performance of an IM in predicting
the seismic demand on a structure. An efficient IM is one which results in a
small variability of the structural demand measure for a given value of the
IM (Luco and Cornell, 2007). The structural demand measure may then
be used to obtain a structural damage estimate. This can be input into
an ELE to calculate a value of economic or social loss resulting from the
earthquake.
Another factor in the selection of an optimal IM is predictability, which is
related to the magnitude of the uncertainty in the ground-motion prediction
equation used to compute the ground motion for a specific site (Kramer and
Mitchell, 2006; Bradley et al., 2010). Predictability is an important prop-
erty of a ground-motion IM as it affects the probability of a specific level
of ground motion occurring. The total variance of the structural response
estimate for a given earthquake scenario can be considered to be the sum
of two independent components (Shome et al., 1998). The first is the vari-
ance of the ground motion and the second the conditional variance of the
response, given the ground motion. Therefore, the choice of an IM should
be governed by both its efficiency and predictability, as the same dispersion
in structural response values could be obtained using either an efficient and
less predictable IM or a predictable and less efficient IM.
In order to obtain an accurate prediction of the level of damage, the op-
timal intensity measure should be selected (Giovenale et al., 2004). The in-
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tensity of a ground motion is often measured by a maximum value obtained
directly from the recording, such as peak acceleration or velocity (PGA and
PGV respectively). When predicting damage to a building resulting from
an earthquake, it is often more useful to use an intensity measure that is re-
lated directly to structural response and therefore structural damage, such
as the spectral acceleration Sa (Mori et al., 2005).
These three intensity measures: PGA, PGV and Sa are the main quan-
tifiers for ground shaking hazard in ELE frameworks. PGA is a commonly
used intensity measure and is the amplitude of the largest peak horizontal
or vertical acceleration recorded at a site during a particular earthquake.
It is mainly useful for analysis of short period structures (Douglas, 2001).
Similarly, PGV refers to the amplitude of the largest peak velocity and has
been identified as being correlated to some aspects of geotechnical hazard
potential. For example, it is the measure to which pipeline damage rates
are most closely related (Kramer and Upsall, 2006). Finally, spectral accel-
eration, Sa is the most commonly used intensity measure for the analysis
of buildings (Baker and Cornell, 2006). Sa is the maximum absolute ac-
celeration that a ground motion causes in a linear elastic oscillator with a
particular natural period and damping level. However, it has been demon-
strated that Sa is not particularly efficient for tall, long-period buildings or
for near-source ground motions (Luco and Cornell, 2007). This first point is
attributed to the fact that for tall buildings, higher modes of vibration con-
tribute signicantly to the structural demand characterised by drift. Hence,
the variability of the structural demand parameter for Sa(T1) (where T1 is
the fundamental period of the structure) is larger for these buildings than it
is for shorter buildings whose responses are dominated by the fundamental
mode (Luco and Cornell, 2007). Spectral acceleration is also less efficient
in situations where the near-source ground motions have a dominant period
close to the second-mode period of the structure (T2). The different in-
tensity measures discussed have varying levels of efficiency when analysing
structural performance. This can be demonstrated using seismic demand
hazard curves which are obtained by combining the distribution of structural
response for a given IM with the seismic hazard curve. An example of the
variation of curves calculated using different intensity measures is illustrated
in Figure 2.1 which shows seismic demand curves for two demand measures:
floor acceleration and interstorey drift ratios. The difference in the demand
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hazard curves at low annual probabilities of exceedance is evident.
Figure 2.1.: Demand hazard curves from Bradley et al. (2010) showing (a)
maximum 2nd floor acceleration, (b) maximum roof acceler-
ation, (c) maximum 3rd-4th floor interstorey drift ratio, (d)
maximum 10th floor interstorey drift ratio. The different in-
tensity measures plotted are PGA, PGV, spectral displacement
at the first mode (Sde), spectral displacement (Sdi) and spec-
trum intensity (SI).
With the exception of PGV for some applications, ground-motion mea-
sures that have strengths in describing ground failure seismic hazards are
not well represented in ELE. As a result, ground failure is often poorly
modelled (Bird, 2005). In an Earthquake Loss Estimation, a number of
seismic hazards are predicted. Therefore, it is important that a suite of
ground-motion measures are available as inputs in order to give accurate
predictions of different seismic hazards. One such ground-motion measure
that may be used in this context is Arias Intensity, Ia (Arias, 1970). Ia is a
ground-motion parameter that captures the potential destructive effects of
an earthquake using the integral of the squared acceleration time history.
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The motivation for focussing on Ia, particularly in terms of its applications
to earthquake engineering problems, is discussed in further detail in the
next section.
2.2. Applications of Arias Intensity
Earthquake-induced ground-motion cannot be adequately characterized by
a single scalar measure for all conceivable applications. In order to compre-
hensively characterise a ground motion and its associated damage potential,
the features of the motion that are associated with its energy and frequency
content and the variation of these characteristics in time should be quan-
tified. However, for certain applications, such as structure-specific perfor-
mance assessment (Luco and Cornell, 2007), some of these characteristics
are less influential than others. In these cases, a scalar representation of the
ground-shaking can be efficiently used to infer the likelihood of the motion
to cause damage. Of the scalar intensity measures that have been proposed
in the literature, Arias Intensity (Ia) is a measure that has been found to
be well-suited to application in a number of problems in earthquake engi-
neering (Travasarou et al., 2003). This is due to the ability of Ia to reflect
multiple characteristics of ground motion, incorporating the amplitude, fre-
quency content and duration of the ground motion. Therefore in certain
situations Ia is a more efficient predictor of damage potential (Travasarou
et al., 2003) than a parameter related solely to the amplitude of the ground
motion, such as PGA. Earthquake loss estimation requires ground-motion
parameters that not only provide estimates of ground-shaking damage to
buildings and infrastructure, but also estimates of ground-failure damage.
As a result, any intensity measure that can be applied to a number of dif-
ferent problems in earthquake engineering would be a useful input to a loss
estimation.
Travasarou et al. (2003) discuss the effectiveness of employing Ia for the
assessment of the seismic performance of structures whose response is dom-
inated by the high-frequency content of ground motion. Examples of appli-
cations of Ia in structural damage prediction include the assessment of the
dynamic response of highway bridges (Mackie and Stojadinovic, 2002) and
in the estimation of levels of damage to non-seismic buildings in the class
of buildings which includes rural structures, adobe houses and those made
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from clay and field-stone (Caban˜as et al., 1997).
Ia is also an efficient index of damage for many geotechnical problems.
Kramer (1996) discusses using Arias Intensity for predicting ground failure
resulting from earthquakes. Egan and Rosidi (1991), Kayen and Mitchell
(1997) and Travasarou et al. (2003), among others, have discussed the util-
ity of Ia for estimating the propensity of a soil deposit to liquefy. Kayen
and Mitchell (1997) studied the relationship between measured liquefac-
tion resistance of a soil and the Ia characteristics of nearby strong-motion
records. These authors plot the estimated Ia at depth against SPT (Stan-
dard Penetration Test) blowcounts and find a clear relationship between
Ia and sites where liquefaction occurred. Furthermore, Harp et al. (1995),
Keefer (2002) and Jibson (2007) discuss the strong correlation that has been
observed between Ia and the distribution of earthquake-induced landslides.
Travasarou et al. (2003) discuss the work conducted at the Pacific Earth-
quake Engineering Research Center with respect to seismic slope stability
and the correlation between different intensity measures and seismically-
induced permanent displacements. In this study, the seismically-induced
permanent displacements were correlated to different scalar intensity mea-
sures. The results presented by Travasarou et al. (2003) are shown in Fig-
ure 2.2. This figure shows the correlation between slope displacements and
the intensity measures, PGA, Ia and PGV 2 for slopes with fundamental
periods of T = 0.5s and T = 1s, where the fundamental period can be esti-
mated using the height of the slope and its shear-wave velocity. It can be
observed that in the case of slopes with periods (T < 1s), Arias Intensity
performs better than traditionally used parameters such as PGA and PGV 2
in correlating with seismically-induced permanent displacements.
In summary, Arias Intensity is an efficient IM for predicting the seismic
demand experienced by short-period structures and stiff slopes. However, it
has a low predictability, i.e. the uncertainty associated with the prediction of
Ia is high. The low predictability is demonstrated by examining the values of
σ obtained for predictive equations for Ia in Travasarou et al. (2003), where
σT = 0.871−1.329 (see Chapter 3) and also comparing this to values of σ for
other intensity measures such as PGA, e.g. Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008),
for linear site response, σT = 0.526. The identification and quantification
of the reducible part of the uncertainty in ground-motion predictions is
explored further in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Figure 2.2.: Figure taken from Travasarou et al. (2003) showing the cor-
relation between seismically induced permanent displacements
and peak ground acceleration (left), Arias Intensity (centre) and
peak ground velocity squared (right), for slopes with fundamen-
tal periods of T = 0.5s and T = 1s. and a yield acceleration of
ky = 0.05g. σ is the standard deviation of the random error of
the regression analysis used to fit the trendlines shown.
There are a number of other parameters that have utility in the predic-
tion of ground failure hazard, and one parameter of interest is Cumulative
Absolute Velocity (the integral of the absolute acceleration time series), cal-
culated with a threshold acceleration of 5cm\sec, CAV5. Kramer (2006) dis-
cusses how CAV5 is an efficient predictor for seismically-induced geotechni-
cal hazards such as lateral spreading and settlement. Additionally Campbell
and Bozorgnia (2010) suggest that based on their results, CAV5 has signi-
cantly higher predictability than Ia and could be considered to be an alter-
native to Ia in future engineering applications. Although the predictability
of Arias Intensity may be low compared to other intensity measures (IMs),
the key issue is the overall uncertainty in the prediction of loss and therefore,
an IM should be selected considering both its predictability and efficiency.
Arias Intensity is an efficient IM for the prediction of the response of various
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different types of structures, geotechnical systems etc. and therefore is par-
ticularly useful as it may be used as the single IM input in a multi-faceted
loss model.
In Earthquake Loss Estimation (ELE), it may be more useful as outlined
in Travasarou et al. (2003) to characterise problems as high frequency, in-
termediate frequency and low frequency problems. In this classification, Ia
is a useful measure for dealing with a wide range of problems controlled by
high frequencies. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that Ia is a use-
ful parameter for use in regional loss estimation. Hence, the development
of an empirical relationship to estimate Ia for a broad range of magnitude
and distance combinations is warranted. In order to conduct earthquake
loss analyses in terms of Ia, a stable empirical ground-motion model that
can predict the intensity level at a given site of interest is needed. How-
ever, very few models for this purpose have been derived (Stafford et al.,
2009a). The most robust and generally applicable model that has been de-
veloped to date is that of Travasarou et al. (2003). However, despite being
the most robust of those currently available, the model of Travasarou et
al. (2003) has some shortcomings, primarily associated with the modelling
of site response, which is further explored in Chapter 3. The utility of Ia as
a ground-motion measure for damage prediction in Earthquake Loss Esti-
mations coupled with the need for robust models for its prediction provide
the motivation to develop a new empirical model for Ia which is presented
in Chapter 3.
2.3. Selection of Functional Forms for a New
Empirical Model for Arias Intensity
Arias (1970) defines a quantitative instrumental intensity measure to give
an indication of the potential damage that an earthquake can produce in
a certain location, independent of the levels of exposure and vulnerability.
The measure is based on the idea that the amount of damage experienced
by a structure is proportional to the energy dissipated by the structure per
unit weight during the duration of the earthquake induced ground motion.
This structure may be represented by a mathematical model in order to
provide a relationship between energy and structural damage. Arias (1970)
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begins by considering a population of Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF)
structures with undamped circular frequency, ω uniformly distributed in
the interval (0,∞). The SDOF structures are subject to small oscillations
and if they are initially at rest, the intensity of the earthquake in a given
direction can be represented as in Equation 2.1.
I =
∫ ∞
0
Edω (2.1)
E is the energy dissipated per unit weight by an undamped structure
with frequency ω as a result of earthquake induced ground motion and
is dependent on the mechanical model used to represent structures in the
population. The mechanical model used by Arias (1970) is a simple linear
elastic oscillator with viscous damping, represented by a damping ratio ζ.
The general expression for Arias Intensity (Ia) experienced by SDOF os-
cillators with damping ratio ζ aligned in the x direction and responding
to an acceleration time history in the x direction, ax(t), can be written as
Equation 2.2 (Stafford et al., 2009a).
Ixx(ζ) =
arccos(ζ)
g
√
(1− ζ2)
∫ ∞
0
a2x(t)dt (2.2)
In the case that the oscillators have zero damping, i.e. ζ = 0, arccos(ζ)
g
√
(1−ζ2) =
pi
2g (Arias, 1970). Equation 2.3 defines the way in which the Ia in the x
direction is most commonly represented. The term Ixx represents the Ia
experienced by SDOF oscillators with a damping ratio of zero aligned in
the x-direction and responding to ground shaking in the x-direction.
Ixx =
pi
2g
∫ ∞
0
a2x(t)dt (2.3)
Earthquake ground motion measured at a recording station has three
perpendicular components, ax(t), ay(t), az(t). The acceleration along any
line through a point, P can be represented using direction cosines (λ, µ, ν)
as:
a(t) = λax(t) + µay(t) + νaz(t) (2.4)
Therefore, Equation 2.5 gives an expression for Ia along a straight line
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through point P .
Iλ,µ,ν = λ
2Ixx + µ
2Iyy + ν
2Izz + 2λµIxy + 2µνIyz + 2λνIzx (2.5)
The Ia tensor at a point, P is shown in 2.6 where the trace of the tensor
gives the scalar intensity shown in Equation 2.7.∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ixx Ixy Ixz
Iyx Iyy Iyz
Izx Izy Izz
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.6)
Ixx + Iyy + Izz =
pi
2g
∫ ∞
0
a2x(t) + a
2
y(t) + a
2
z(t)dt (2.7)
The trace is an invariant, i.e., it is orientation independent and there-
fore, all sets of 3 perpendicular axes passing through an origin have the
same Ia (Stafford et al., 2009a). A quantity often used in applications
where an estimate of building damage is required is the Ia on the horizontal
plane through P . Arias states that man-made structures are generally more
sensitive to horizontal motions of foundations (Arias, 1970), and therefore
presents Equation 2.8 to predict Ia. This study assumes that earthquake
induced ground failures are also more sensitive to horizontal motions than
vertical motions. This assumption is widely used, for example in Travasarou
et al. (2003). It also has physical justification, particularly in the case
of landslide prediction, where the analysis of slope stability is commonly
based on methods such as Newmark (1965) which use a critical horizontal
earthquake acceleration to describe the level of ground shaking at which a
landslide may occur (Jibson, 1993).
Ih = Ixx + Iyy =
pi
2g
∫ t0
0
a2x(t) + a
2
y(t)dt (2.8)
As Ixx + Iyy = const., the use of the arithmetic mean of the two hor-
izontal components of recorded ground-motion results in an orientation-
independent measure of the Ia (Stafford et al., 2009a).
Clearly, Ia and other intensity measures, for example PGA or Sa, can be
obtained from an instrumental recording of an acceleration time history at
a given site. However, as discussed above, a prediction of the IM at any site
of interest is necessary. Therefore, an empirical relationship is required to
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relate the IM at a site, e.g. Ia, to a number of seismological parameters,
such as earthquake source and site conditions. Equation 2.3 offers little
insight into potential functional forms that would relate the Arias Inten-
sity at a site to seismological parameters. Therefore, in order to identify
suitable functional forms for a predictive equation for Arias Intensity, the
procedure of Stafford et al. (2009a) is followed, which first requires that the
acceleration time history is transformed using a Fourier transform. Parse-
val’s theorem states that the total power of a signal in both the time and
frequency domains is equivalent and is shown in Equation 2.9 where |A(f)|
is the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the acceleration.∫ ∞
−∞
|a(t)|2dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
|A(f)|2df (2.9)
Boore (2003) describes how the Fourier amplitude spectrum of ground
motion at a particular site can be defined in terms of variables that are often
used for defining earthquake scenarios. The spectrum of the ground motion
contains all of the information necessary to fully describe the earthquake
processes and wave propagation mechanics (Boore, 2003). Functional de-
scriptions of the total ground motion amplitude spectrum can be obtained
as a function of contributions from earthquake source, path and site ef-
fects. Using this idea, Equation 2.10 can be developed, giving the Fourier
amplitude spectrum in terms of seismological parameters relating to the
earthquake source, path and site.
|A(f)| = CM0(2pif)
2
[1 + (f/fc)2]
1
R
exp
[
pifR
Q(f)β
]
S(f) (2.10)
Where the parameters relating to source are: f the frequency andM0 the
seismic moment, which is related to the energy released from an earthquake.
The parameters describing the path are: R the distance between the source
and site of interest and Q(f) the frequency dependent anelastic attenuation
function, which describes the loss of energy of the seismic waves as they
propagate through the earth. The site parameters are: β the shear-wave
velocity of the crust in the vicinity of the source (also used in the deter-
mination of Q(f)) and S(f) is a site transfer function which characterises
the effect of site response by relating the input ground motion at the un-
derlying bedrock to the output ground motion on the ground surface. The
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coefficient C can be expressed as: C = RφθFV4piρβ3R0 (Boore, 2003), where ρ is
the crustal density, R0 is a reference distance, often taken to be 1km, F
is the free surface amplification of the seismic waves, Rφθ is the radiation
pattern, i.e. the variation with azimuth of the strength of seismic waves
leaving the source of a shear dislocation, and V is a factor for partitioning
energy into two horizontal components (which can be assumed to be 1√
2
(Boore, 2003)). Additionally, in Equation 2.10, the geometric spreading is
assumed to be perfectly elastic spherical spreading at a rate of R−1. The
geometric spreading rate is unlikely to take this theoretical form and for the
more general case it is therefore assumed to be represented by R−ω (where
ω → 1 for spherical spreading) (Stafford et al., 2009a).
Finally, equations 2.9 and 2.11 can be used in order to obtain Equa-
tion 2.12 which gives an expression for Arias Intensity in terms of seismo-
logical descriptors.
A(f) =
4pi2RφθV FM0f2
ρβ3R0 [1 + (f/fc)2]
1
Rω
exp
[
−pifR
Q0β
]
Si (2.11)
Ia =
pi
2g
[
4pi2RφθV FM0
ρβ3R0Rω
]2
S2i
∫ ∞
0
f4
[1 + (f/fc)2]
2 exp
[
−pifR
Q0β
]
df (2.12)
Where Si represents the site response, with i corresponding to the dif-
ferent classes in a site classification scheme, for example in Stafford et
al. (2009a), site classes A and B correspond to rock sites; C and D to soil
sites. The parameter Q0 is the anelastic attenuation function, assumed in-
dependent of frequency (Olafsson and Sigbjornsson, 1999) and ω arises from
the relationship for the geometric spreading rate based on the distance from
the earthquake hypocentre to the recording site, Rω. Although this inte-
gral does not have a closed form solution, Stafford et al. (2009a) show that
based on the work of O´lafsson and Sigbjo¨rnsson (1999), the integral can be
well approximated over the range of values that are of practical interest by
the following method. The following variables are substituted into the inte-
gral, f¯ = ffc , the anelastic attenuation parameter κQ =
2piR
Q0β
and λ = κQfc,
which allows the integral to be represented as f
5
cΨ
λ . Here, Ψ is also a func-
tion of λ involving sine and cosine integrals. As discussed in Olafsson and
Sigbjornsson (1999) and presented in Stafford (2009a), the solution to the
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integral can be approximated by letting Ψ = 1 . This approximation results
in a maximum error of 20% over the range of values of practical interest.
The expression may then be evaluated to obtain a simplified form of the
theoretical model for Arias Intensity presented in Equation 2.13.
Ia =
pi3R2φθf
4
cM
2
0S
2
i
gρ2β6R0R2ωκQ
(2.13)
Equation 2.13 is used as the basis for the development of the empirical
predictive equation for Arias Intensity presented in the next chapter.
2.4. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a brief overview of the different intensity measures com-
monly used in Earthquake Loss Estimation (ELE) has been provided. The
utility of the intensity measure Arias Intensity has been explored, particu-
larly in terms of its application in ELE. Arias Intensity has been found to
be a useful measure for dealing with a wide range of problems in Earth-
quake Engineering. In the next chapter, the performance of models for the
prediction of Ia is investigated, to establish whether there is currently a
robust model for Ia prediction. The last two points provide the justification
to focus this thesis on Ia. Finally, the definition of Ia has been established
through the derivation of a simplified equation for Ia based on seismological
theory.
In Chapter 3, a ground-motion model for Ia is developed as a function
of the seismological and site parameters for a location of interest. Exist-
ing ground-motion prediction equations for a variety of earthquake ground-
motion measures are typically obtained using regression analysis and sta-
tistical software packages and the same procedure is followed in order to
obtain the ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) for Ia presented in
the next chapter.
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3. New Predictive Equation for
Arias Intensity
This chapter presents a new empirical predictive equation for Arias Intensity
(Ia) and describes the dataset used to develop it. As explained in the pre-
vious chapters, this is motivated by the efficiency of Ia as a ground-motion
measure for the estimation of earthquake induced losses. This chapter fo-
cusses on critically analysing current models for Ia prediction and presents
the development of a new model that offers significant enhancements over
existing models in terms of its robustness and accuracy.
3.1. Strong-Motion Dataset
The acquisition of a large and reliable global dataset is essential for the
development of a global empirical predictive equation for Ia. This in turn
requires the capability to access a dataset consisting of numerous recordings
from worldwide earthquakes. An ideal dataset would meet the following cri-
teria relating to the recording of the earthquake and contain the associated
metadata described below:
• Recordings. Strong motion recording instrumentation which is:
- available in all seismically active locations;
- arranged in a dense network;
- modern;
- of an equivalent standard worldwide;
- accurate with quantifiable measurement error in recordings.
• Metadata. The following data would be known with measurement
error quantified:
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- earthquake characteristics, e.g. hypocentre location and magni-
tude;
- fault rupture geometry e.g. strike, dip and rake;
- recording site information, e.g. measured site conditions char-
acterised by Vs30.
However, in reality, strong motion recording instrumentation is limited
in terms of distribution and accuracy and therefore records obtained are of
varying quality and utility due to site specific conditions e.g., the type of
recording instrument. This limits the amount and quality of data available.
The majority of available data come from projects which are focussed on
modelling shallow crustal earthquakes based on data from California (Chiou
et al., 2008). Therefore, for other worldwide locations, datasets may have
limited availability of reliable estimates of ground-motion recordings and
associated data, such as fault geometries and site conditions. In the devel-
opment of the Chiou and Youngs (2008a) model for the average horizon-
tal component of peak ground motion and response spectra, the authors
report that several investigations have shown that ground-motion relation-
ships based mainly on California data are consistent with strong motion data
in other active tectonic regions e.g., Japan (Fukushima and Tanaka, 1990);
Italy (Sabetta and Pugliese, 1996) and the Mediterranean (Ambraseys et al.,
1996). If California data are consistent with strong motion ground data from
other regions (Chiou et al., 2008), ground-motion models based on these
data may be applied in other regions. The dataset used for the derivation
of the predictive equation described in this chapter, as well as for subse-
quent analysis described in the following chapters, is a subset of the Pacific
Earthquake Engineering Research Center Next Generation of Attenuation
(PEER NGA) database. The source, content and quality of this dataset are
discussed below.
The “Next Generation of Ground-Motion Attenuation Models” (NGA)
program is a multidisciplinary research program coordinated by the Lifelines
Program of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER),
in partnership with the U.S. Geological Survey and the Southern Califor-
nia Earthquake Center (PEER, 2011). The objective of the project is to
develop new ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) and five sets of
GMPEs have been produced. The development of these models was sup-
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Figure 3.1.: Epicentres of the earthquakes included in the NGA
database (Chiou et al., 2008)
ported by other components of the project, including the development of an
updated database of recorded ground motions. The database also includes
supporting information, known as metadata, on the strong-motion record
processing and earthquake event information such as earthquake source,
path of the seismic waves, and recording station site conditions. The PEER
ground motion database is considered to have the most comprehensive set
of metadata available, with all data verified and reviewed by experts (Chiou
et al., 2008). The database includes a large set of ground motions recorded
from worldwide shallow crustal earthquakes (Chiou et al., 2008) and the
location of these events is shown in Figure 3.1. It is important to note that
the metadata in the NGA database has an associated level of uncertainty
which is, in some cases, quantified. The impacts of the dataset uncertainty
on the analyses conducted using it are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
The complete NGA database, from which a subset of data is taken to use
in this thesis, consists of 3551 accelerograms from 173 earthquakes (Chiou
et al., 2008). The information contained in the database consists of ground-
motion parameters (e.g., peak ground acceleration, PGA) and 126 columns
of metadata (Chiou et al., 2008). This metadata can be split into the three
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categories shown below, with the information used in this thesis listed for
each category:
• Earthquake source. Moment magnitude Mw; Kagan magnitude un-
certainty; hypocentre location; position of hypocentre in fault plane;
faulting mechanism, characterised by rake λ and rupture geometry
defined using strike θ and dip δ.
• Strong-motion station. Coordinates of instrument location; surface
geology and shallow subsurface conditions, characterised by Vs30 (the
average shear-wave velocity to 30-metre depth), uncertainty estimate
in Vs30.
• Propagation path. Distance measures, e.g. closest distance between
fault rupture and site Rrup.
In order to produce a dataset that can be used in this thesis, the NGA
database must be restricted by removing records which do not have certain
required characteristics. The dataset which is used in thesis is the same as
that used recently for the development of other empirical models for num-
bers of cycles (Stafford and Bommer, 2009), duration measures (Bommer
et al., 2009), and envelope parameters (Stafford et al., 2009b). This dataset
contains 2406 recordings from 114 earthquakes, each of which has two or-
thogonal horizontal components1. The criteria used to remove records from
the NGA database are discussed below.
Firstly, all records were removed which do not have the required metadata
for the development of a predictive model for Ia. The records removed were
those for which the following were not available: two horizontal components
of ground motion and values of: moment magnitude, Mw; rupture distance,
Rrup; average shear-wave velocity, Vs30 and rake λ used to obtain style of
faulting. Secondly, the general philosophy of Abrahamson and Silva (2008b)
was adopted. These authors include all earthquakes, including aftershocks,
from shallow crustal earthquakes at distances less than 100km and less than
200km for western-US events. This is justified as it can be assumed that
the median ground motions from events in different active tectonic regions
1The two horizontal components are used to calculate ground motions in two orthogonal
directions that are then combined using the arithmetic mean (Travasarou et al., 2003))
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with shallow crustal earthquakes are similar, i.e. that the median stress-
drop and its variability are similar (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008b). The
following criteria are then applied in order to exclude certain recordings for
which:
• the earthquake event is not representative of shallow crustal tectonics.
• the recording is not representative of free-field ground motion.
• key metadata or information is missing, for example Vs30 is missing.
• strong-motion record is of poor quality, i.e. has errors that cannot be
corrected by standard processing techniques (Douglas, 2003).
• there are duplicate recordings from co-located stations (only one record
is kept).
The result of applying these exclusion criteria is a dataset of 2754 recordings
from 135 earthquakes. However, this number of records is further reduced
by applying the additional constraints on the dataset used in Stafford and
Bommer (2009) who limit rupture distances for the records and rupture
depths for the events. The distance range of records is limited to 100km
as, if rupture distances greater than 100km are considered, the local crustal
structure can influence ground motions at the site of interest (Stafford and
Bommer, 2009; Abrahamson and Silva, 2008b). This assumption is applica-
ble to this thesis, the aim of which is to produce a generic model applicable
for different locations throughout the world. The depth to the top of rup-
ture of events is restricted to be no greater than 15km, as events with depths
greater than 15km are not considered to be typical of shallow crustal earth-
quakes worldwide (Stafford and Bommer, 2009).
In summary, the final dataset was therefore compiled by starting with
the complete NGA database and then removing all records for which two
horizontal components were not available and removing any recordings for
which a complete set of metadata was not available. Finally, the ranges of
rupture distance and depth to top of rupture are restricted using the crite-
ria above. The distributions of these records with respect to the primary
predictor variables used in the development of the empirical model for Ia
are shown in Figure 3.2. The 114 earthquakes, of which 79 are classified as
mainshocks and 35 as aftershocks, have moment magnitudes in the range
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Figure 3.2.: Distribution of records with respect to various predictor vari-
ables used for the development of the predictive model for Arias
Intensity.
4.79 to 7.9, shear-wave velocity values between 116 and 2017 m/s, closest
rupture distance from 0.07 km to 100 km and depths to the top of rup-
ture ranging from 0 to 14.5 km. Of these 114 earthquake events, 23 events
have normal or normal-oblique mechanisms (−150◦ ≤ λ ≤ −30◦), 35 have
reverse or reverse-oblique mechanisms (30◦ ≤ λ ≤ 150◦), and the remain-
ing 56 are strike-slip events (−180◦ ≤ λ ≤ −150◦, −30◦ ≤ λ ≤ 30◦ and
150◦ ≤ λ ≤ 180◦). The records have been used in their processed form and
are freely available from the following website: http://peer.berkeley.
edu/products/strong_ground_motion_db.html. The extensive documen-
tation on the dataset included in other papers, e.g., Chiou et al. (2008) and
Stafford et al. (2009) and the clear outline of the record inclusion philosophy
detailed in this chapter, should provide the requisite information for anyone
wishing to reproduce this dataset.
3.2. Existing predictive equations
Before commencing development of a new model for Arias Intensity, recent
models for the prediction of Arias Intensity are presented.
The first two equations are based on regional data and have simple func-
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tional forms. The first is that of Hwang et al. (2004) who present Equa-
tion 3.1 based on data from the Chi-Chi event and aftershocks. Where a,b
and c are constants, Mw is the moment magnitude and RJB is the Joyner
Boore distance (the closest horizontal distance from the earthquake source
to the site).
ln Ia = aMw + b lnRJB + c (3.1)
Equation 3.2, is an attenuation relation for the Zagros Mountains region
in Iran presented by Rajabi et al. (2010), where Rrup is the closest distance
between the fault rupture and the site and a,b and c are constants:
log Ia = a+ bMw − cRrup − logRrup (3.2)
The third model is that of Stafford et al. (2009a) who present a suite of
four models for the prediction of Arias Intensity based on recordings from
crustal earthquakes in New Zealand supplemented with near-field records
from worldwide crustal earthquakes (Stafford et al., 2009a). The model
deemed by these authors to be the most appropriate for use in situations
where a single estimate of Arias Intensity is required is shown in Equa-
tion 3.3.
ln Ia = c1 + c2Mw + c3 ln[RJB + exp(c4Mw)] + c5Zhyp
+ c6SC + (c7 + c8 ln Ia,rock)SD + c9FR (3.3)
Where RJB is the Joyner Boore distance, Zhyp is the hypocentral depth,
SC and SD are dummy variables for site classes C and D (taking values
of 1 and 0 for class C and vice versa for class D), classified according to
Standards New Zealand (2004). Ia,rock is the Arias Intensity prediction on
a rock site and FR is a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 for reverse
and reverse-oblique fault mechanism events and 0 otherwise.
The final model to be examined is that of Travasarou et al. (2003) (TBA).
This model has a significantly more developed functional form compared
with the models of Hwang et al. (2004) and Rajabi et al. (2010) as it pro-
vides robust predictions based on a functional form that is constrained by
seismological theory. It is also, in contrast to all three models listed above,
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based on a global rather than regional dataset and is therefore more appli-
cable than the regional models for comparisons to the new proposed global
model for Ia. Finally, it is particularly instructive to investigate the perfor-
mance of this model as it is the most likely to be used for current, worldwide
applications.
The datasets used in this thesis and that used by TBA share many sim-
ilarities, with the main differences being that the TBA dataset comprises
fewer records (1208 records from 75 earthquakes - the vast majority of which
are common to both datasets) and does not include Vs30 values. The main
difference between the two datasets stems from the inclusion of the Chi-Chi
aftershock recordings in the present database. However, despite these sim-
ilarities, it is found that the performance of the TBA model when applied
to the dataset of this thesis is not as good as it could be; as demonstrated
in the following two ways.
The empirical predictive equation for Ia presented in Travasarou et al.
(2003) is given in Equation 3.4.
ln Ia = c1 + c2(Mw − 6) + c3 ln
(
Mw
6
)
+ c4 ln
√
R2rup + h
2
+ [s11 + s12(Mw − 6)]SC + [s21 + s22(Mw − 6)]SD
+ f1FN + f2FR (3.4)
Where SC and SD are dummy variables for site classes. The site class
definitions from Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2001) were used to classify the site
conditions in the dataset. These are described as follows:
• B, competent rock (Vs30 ≥ 760m/s or < 6m of soil);
• C, weathered soft rock and shallow stiff soil (< 60m of soil);
• D, deep stiff Holocene or Pleistocene soil (> 60 m of soil).
For each of these site classes, the dummy variables take the following
values:
• B, SC = SD = 0;
• C, SC = 1, SD = 0;
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• D, SC = 0, SD = 1.
FN and FR are indicator variables for style of faulting, for which a value
of FR = 0, FN = 1 would correspond to a normal fault and vice versa for a
reverse fault.
Table 3.1 shows the as-published coefficients of the TBA model (TBA)
and those that are obtained when the functional form used by these au-
thors (but with a homoskedastic variance structure i.e., a constant variance
structure) is used within a regression analysis with the dataset used in this
thesis (NGA). As can be seen, the values of many of the coefficients differ
markedly. The table also shows the inter-event, intra-event and total model
standard deviations, σE , σA and σT respectively. The p-values presented in
the table are testing the null hypothesis that the model is not dependent
on a particular coefficient. If the p-value is less than the significance level
= 0.05 (a 95% confidence level), the null hypothesis is rejected and the
coefficient is said to be statistically significant. Importantly, the new cali-
bration of these parameters indicates that only 4 out of the 11 coefficients
are significant at the 95% confidence level. In particular, the terms that are
used to account for the site response and style-of-faulting are far from being
significant.
The practical impact of these differences is demonstrated in Figure 3.3
in which median predictions from these two models are compared. In this
particular case differences that are of the order of a factor of 2 or more can be
observed. No effort has been made to replicate the variance structure used
by TBA for this comparison, but inspection of Figure 3.4 indicates that the
homoskedastic variance model differs quite significantly from that employed
by Travasarou et al. (2003). This will account for some of the difference in
the determined coefficients, as the use of a homoskedastic variance structure
will result in lower magnitude events having a stronger influence on the
model fit, however it will not be a strong contributor.
A plot of the intra-event residuals, computed by conducting a regression
analysis using the as-published TBA model and the dataset employed in
the present study, against the shear-wave velocity (Figure 3.5) indicates
that the model for site response employed by TBA does not capture the
scaling of ground motions with respect to this parameter. The combination
of these findings strongly suggests that the development of a new model is
37
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Figure 3.3.: Comparison of the median predictions of the TBA model using
the original model coefficients, presented in Column “TBA” of
Table 3.1 and the predictions obtained using coefficients derived
using the database of this study and the TBA functional form,
presented in Column “NGA” of Table 3.1. Predictions are for
a strike-slip event on rock. The bottom panel shows the ratio
of the predictions.
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Table 3.1.: Comparison of coefficients using the functional form of
Travasarou et al. (2003) (TBA) and the dataset of this study
(NGA). Variance components of the TBA model are intensity,
magnitude, and site class dependent (hence the ranges).
Coefficient TBA NGA p-value Significant
c1 2.8 3.9626 0.0000 Yes
c2 -1.981 -1.7523 0.2329 No
c3 20.72 20.7610 0.0195 Yes
c4 -1.703 -1.9344 0.0000 Yes
h 8.78 9.0455 0.0000 Yes
s11 0.454 -0.1299 0.0544 No
s12 0.101 -0.1476 0.0759 No
s21 0.479 0.0185 0.7435 No
s22 0.334 -0.0289 0.6721 No
f1 -0.166 -0.0945 0.6544 No
f2 0.512 0.1756 0.2863 No
σE 0.475-0.611 0.6126 n.a. n.a.
σA 0.730-1.180 0.9984 n.a. n.a.
σT 0.871-1.329 1.1714 n.a. n.a.
warranted. The next section describes the development of a new predictive
equation for Arias Intensity.
3.3. Selection of functional form
In order to predict Arias Intensity (Ia) at a given site, expressions must be
developed to describe the energy radiated by an earthquake event at the
source, the attenuation of the resulting seismic waves and the modification
of these waves by the near surface materials. The studies of Travasarou
et al. (2003) and Stafford et al. (2009a) have both provided theoretical
arguments to support the use of particular functional forms to describe these
effects. Following the theoretical considerations both groups of authors
then deviate from their base models in order to incorporate known features
of earthquake ground-motion scaling such as near-source saturation, site
response and style-of-faulting. Therefore, for the purposes of developing a
new model for Arias Intensity the theoretically constrained functional forms
previously exposed are noted but functional expressions are also adopted
that have recently been used for the derivation of predictive models for
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Figure 3.4.: Comparison between the heteroskedastic variance model of
TBA with the homoskedastic model found using the TBA func-
tional form and the database of the present study.
other ground-motion measures (principally spectral acceleration).
In the present study, recourse is taken to the developments in empirical
ground-motion modelling that have arisen through consideration of other
intensity measures. The NGA project resulted in a suite of predictive models
for spectral ordinates the majority of which feature functional terms to
account for nonlinear site response (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008b). Given
that values of Ia are heavily governed by the amplitudes of an accelerogram
and that strong correlations have been found to exist between Ia and peak
ground motions (Baker, 2007; Stafford et al., 2009b), it is reasonable to
initially adopt functional forms that are similar to those used by the NGA
model developers. The functional forms that differ from those presented in
40
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Figure 3.5.: Intra-event residuals plotted against Vs30 for the model of TBA
and the dataset used in this study. The solid line is a loess
(locally weighted scatterpoint smoothing) fit to the residuals.
existing models are discussed in subsequent sections. They relate to source-
scaling, specifically the scaling of ground motion with magnitude, and the
effects of near-surface geology.
3.3.1. Magnitude scaling
Travasarou et al. (2003) used numerical analysis to demonstrate that the
influence of stress drop on Arias Intensity led to a nonlinear scaling with
respect to magnitude. For each event in their database, a regression was
performed between magnitude and the predictions of Arias Intensity de-
rived from the solution to an equation based on a point source model,
which predicts an acceleration Fourier amplitude spectrum as a function
41
of seismic moment, distance and stress parameter (Travasarou et al., 2003).
The results of these authors appear to demonstrate a nonlinearity in the
relationship between ln(Ia) and Mw which was therefore accounted for by
using a logarithmic magnitude term in the TBA functional form. The point
source model used in TBA is based on a theoretical model for radiated
shear waves in far-field conditions and therefore the assumption of loga-
rithmic scaling will be less applicable for larger magnitudes. The approach
adopted by Stafford et al. (2009a) does not suggest such scaling and results
in only linear terms. These analytical and theoretical considerations sug-
gest that the logarithm of Arias Intensity should either scale approximately
linearly, or mildly nonlinearly, with magnitude. However, this nonlinearity
can effectively be incorporated into a model in three ways. Firstly, through
the use of nonlinear site response terms, which are dependent on a ref-
erence ground-motion value and therefore magnitude. Secondly, by using
magnitude-dependent geometric spreading terms, i.e. terms which describe
the path of the seismic waves in terms of both magnitude and distance and
finally through the use of direct nonlinear magnitude scaling terms.
Three options for the magnitude scaling of the model are investigated
in this thesis: linear, quadratic and logarithmic scaling. Figure 3.6 shows
a comparison of the model predictions obtained using different magnitude
scaling options in the regression analysis and demonstrates two main points.
Firstly, that the linear scaling results in a different model fit to the quadratic
and logarithmic scalings; and, secondly, that the scaling captured using
quadratic or logarithmic terms are very similar. Logarithmic magnitude-
scaling (of the form adopted by Travasarou et al. (2003)) requires the inclu-
sion of an additional model term, c3 ln(Mw/6) as well as c2 (Mw − 6) (where
c2 and c3 are coefficients). Hence in this study, quadratic scaling was ul-
timately chosen as it is more efficient; requiring the inclusion of only one
coefficient if the linear term is constrained. Regression analyses were con-
ducted using linear magnitude-scaling of the form c2 (Mw − 6) and quadratic
magnitude-scaling of the form c2 (8.5−Mw)2 and the results compared
(note that other magnitude scaling terms appear elsewhere in the functional
term for distance scaling). Comparison of test statistics from both models
reveals that the quadratic magnitude-scaling produces better results for the
Akaike Information Criterion, AIC (Akaike, 1987), Bayesian Information
Criterion, BIC (Schwarz, 1978), and log-likelihood tests. These statisti-
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Figure 3.6.: Magnitude scaling options considered during the development
of the model of the present study. The quadratic option was
finally taken. The model predictions are shown for: Rrup =
1km, Vs30 = 350m/s and Frv = 0
cal metrics support the adoption of quadratic magnitude-scaling over linear
scaling. Therefore, the final model uses quadratic magnitude-scaling with
a functional form that employs magnitude-dependent geometric spreading
and then also accommodates nonlinearity in the site response. Figure 3.7
shows the generic scaling of the new model with respect to both magnitude
and distance as well as a comparison of the new model predictions based
on the NGA dataset with those obtained using the Travasarou et al. (2003)
functional form and the NGA dataset, (TBA).
3.3.2. Site Effects
The most significant short-coming of existing models for Ia is their inability
to adequately capture the modification of Ia values that occurs as waves
pass through near-surface deposits. The incorporation of the effects of near-
surface geology in previous models for the prediction of Ia all make use of
dummy variables for site classes. However, the model of Travasarou et
al. (2003) attempts to incorporate some nonlinearity into these site-class
terms through the use of magnitude dependence of these terms. Similarly,
Stafford et al. (2009a) incorporate this effect more directly by developing a
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Figure 3.7.: Comparison of the median predictions of the new model based
on the NGA dataset with those obtained using the Travasarou
et al. (2003) functional form and the NGA dataset. The pre-
dictions for the new model are provided for VS30 = 760m/s and
normal of strike-slip style of faulting, Frv = 0.
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model that has site-class terms that are dependent upon the strength of the
predicted Ia for rock site conditions. This latter approach is based upon
the work of Youngs (1993) and Abrahamson and Silva (1997) who were
the first to incorporate nonlinear site response characteristics into empirical
ground-motion models.
In this thesis, the first step in modelling nonlinear site response is to ob-
tain the functional form for soil amplification effects as a function of the
median Ia on some reference site condition, Iˆrocka . This reference site con-
dition is typically chosen to correspond to rock sites upon which nonlinear
effects should be minimal. Abrahamson and Silva (1997) first implemented
a model that had a functional form of the type shown in Equation 3.5.
ln (Amp) = ln
(
Isoila
Iˆrocka
)
= a+ b ln
(
Iˆrocka + c
)
(3.5)
The coefficients a, b and c can be interpreted in the following way: a
represents a linear soil amplification factor that applies when the input
rock-motion is weak (actually the linear response tends to the expression
a + b ln (c) when the rock motion becomes smaller than c); the coefficient
c represents the reference ground-motion level, or ‘corner’ at which the
transition from linear to nonlinear soil behaviour occurs; and, finally, the
coefficient b is the gradient of the amplification factor against reference
ground-motion above the ‘corner’ in log-log space. Therefore, coefficient b,
which is negative, represents nonlinear soil behaviour with site amplification
decreasing with increasing amplitude of the reference Ia (Abrahamson and
Silva, 1997) .
Chiou and Youngs (2008b) have implemented a modified form of the
expression shown in Equation 3.5 and the investigations made in this the-
sis indicate that this form performs well when used to model the nonlin-
ear site response of Arias Intensity values. Before this functional form is
adopted, an independent check is performed to see if the general scaling
of Arias Intensity resulting from nonlinear site response follows the form
of peak ground-motion parameters, including spectral ordinates. Recently,
Papaspiliou (2010) has conducted extensive parametric site response analy-
ses in order to assess the nonlinear scaling of spectral amplitudes. One step
of this process is to pass accelerograms through some reference soil profiles
in order to obtain surface motions given some input motion at an assumed
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Figure 3.8.: Generic nonlinear scaling of Arias Intensity for a soil site with
an average shear-wave velocity of Vs30 = 280 m/s. Data for this
figure is provided by Papaspiliou (2010).
bedrock. A subset of the motions that have been used for these parametric
analyses are taken and Ia values computed for both the bedrock and surface
motions. In order to provide information on the behaviour of the site ampli-
fication for very strong ground-motions, scaled as well as unscaled motions
are used in this analysis. These calculations show the general scaling of
Arias Intensity resulting from nonlinear site response follows essentially the
same form as models previously proposed for peak ground-motions. Fig-
ure 3.8, shows a loess fit to the Ia values demonstrating the linear response
at low values of Ia and the transition to non-linear response. This exercise
provides support for the idea that the functional form adopted by Chiou and
Youngs (2008b) can be tried and also provides very good starting estimates
for the ensuing nonlinear random-effects regression analyses.
The suitability of the presumed nonlinear site-response scaling is also
assessed by making comparisons of the developed model with actual ob-
servations. The observations are grouped according to similar magnitude
values and shear-wave velocity values and examples of these binned obser-
vations are presented here in Figure 3.9. Naturally, the reduction of the
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dataset into smaller bins places restrictions upon the number of observa-
tions in any given bin (with the number being related to bin size). In order
to obtain a reasonable number of points that can be used to infer the gen-
eral behaviour of the observations, it is desirable to use a relatively large
magnitude bin and to then partition the range of Vs30 values in order to ob-
tain roughly equal numbers of observations in each bin. Although there is
a considerable degree of variability in the observations within these bins, it
can be appreciated that the general trends that are predicted by the model
are consistent with the local trends found in the raw observations. This
finding further supports the adoption of the form shown in Equation 3.5 for
nonlinear scaling of site-response.
Although the impact of nonlinear site response can be anticipated from
Figure 3.9, it is more clearly seen in Figure 3.10 in which the amplification
of Arias Intensity is plotted with respect to the Arias Intensity predicted for
the reference site conditions of Vs30 = 1100m/s. In this figure the transition
from linear to nonlinear site response is clear. Furthermore, for all consid-
ered Vs30 values, de-amplification occurs once the reference Arias Intensity
exceeds 1 m/s. Figure 3.10 also demonstrates the degree of nonlinear scaling
that is predicted by the new model and the influence that the shear-wave
velocity has upon the median predictions of the model. It is clear from in-
spection of this figure that site effects are very significant for Arias Intensity
as both linear and nonlinear scaling is evident for the cases shown here. In
particular, it can be noted that the general decay of amplitudes with respect
to distance for the case of the small Mw5.5 earthquakes is essentially con-
stant; implying that the site response is linear. In contrast, the rate of decay
with respect to distance for the larger Mw7.5 events varies significantly. At
short source-site distances, in this latter case, some de-amplification can be
observed in the amplitudes of the Arias Intensity predictions.
The obvious trends that are observed in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 act
as strong evidence in support of the adoption of the new model. It is worth
noting the importance of using an appropriate model to capture the scaling
of Ia with respect to soil conditions, as inappropriate models can lead to
artificial correlations being observed in the Ia residuals. In this case one
may observe clusters of motions higher or lower than expected as a result of
a general bias in the model itself. The spatial correlation of ground motions
is discussed in further detail in Chapters 4 and 7.
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Figure 3.9.: Influence of site conditions on the median prediction of Arias
Intensity. The top and bottom panels show data associated with
a magnitude range of 6.3 ≤ Mw < 6.7 and 7.3 ≤ Mw < 7.7
respectively and for the ranges of VS30 shown. Dashed lines in
these panels are loess (local estimation) fits to the data, while
solid lines are model predictions based upon using the mean
values of metadata in each bin.
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Generic scaling of Arias Intensity predicted by the new model
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3.4. Model for estimating Arias Intensity
In Chapter 2, a theoretical functional form for Arias Intensity is presented
in Equation 2.13. Stafford et al. (2009a) use this as the basis for Equa-
tion 3.6, where the terms are as defined in Chapter 2 and the new terms a
and d are constants from a magnitude-corner frequency relationship log f0 =
2.623− 0.5Mw (Boore, 2003) and a magnitude-seismic moment relationship
Mw =
2
3 logM0 − 10.7 (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) respectively. The pre-
vious section discussed the selection of appropriate functional forms which
are based on existing regression models and in this section, the regression
analyses used to obtain a new model for Arias Intensity (Ia) governed by
the theoretical relationship shown in Equation 3.6 are presented.
ln Ia =
{
ln
[
pi3R2φθ
gρ2β6R0
]
ln [10] (4a+ 2d)
}
+ ln [10]Mw − 2ζ ln [RHYP]− ln [κQ] + 2 ln [Si] (3.6)
The regression analysis used to obtain a model for Arias Intensity (Ia)
consists of initially trying various functional forms which are basic variations
of the actual regression model presented by Travasarou et al. (2003), shown
again for ease of reference in Equation 3.7.
ln Ia = c1 + c2(Mw − 6) + c3 ln
(
Mw
6
)
+ c4 ln
√
R2RUP + h
2
+ [s11 + s12(Mw − 6)]SC + [s21 + s22(Mw − 6)]SD
+ f1FN + f2FR (3.7)
The new functional form is presented in Equations 3.8 to 3.10. Equa-
tion 3.8 represents the generic expression that is used to obtain the loga-
rithm of the Arias Intensity for any given scenario. Equation 3.9 shows the
general scaling with respect to magnitude, distance and style of faulting.
Equation 3.10 defines the model for the site response.
ln Ia = ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
+ fsite
(
Vs30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
(3.8)
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ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
= c1+ c2 (8.5−Mw)2+(c3 + c4Mw) ln
√
R2rup + c
2
5+ c6FRV (3.9)
fsite
(
Vs30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
= v1 ln
(
Vs30
Vref
)
(3.10)
+ v2
[
ev3(min[Vs30,1100]−V1) − ev3(Vref−V1)
]
ln
(
Iˆrefa + v4
v4
)
Three main differences between the functional form of TBA presented in
Equation 3.7 and the final functional form shown in Equations 3.8–3.11 can
be identified. The two most significant parts of the functional form that are
the focus of the model development are the site response and magnitude
terms as discussed in the previous sections. The site response makes use
of the average shear wave velocity in the uppermost 30m of the site (Vs30)
rather than dummy variables for site classes (SC and SD). The magnitude
terms are based on a quadratic rather than logarithmic magnitude scaling.
The third difference is that the new functional form has only one term
to describe effects due to style of faulting, rather than incorporating both
normal and reverse styles of faulting as in TBA. This term is a dummy
variable for reverse faulting FRV , which takes a value of 1 for reverse-faulting
events and 0 otherwise. The normal faulting term was removed in the
early stages of the regression analysis as the coefficient obtained was not
statistically significant. The removal of the term should lead to conservative
predictions for normal rupture events, as the coefficient f1 in the TBA model
is negative.
All functional forms are evaluated using standard statistical metrics, such
as AIC, BIC and log-likelihood, that are automatically provided through the
use of the nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2008) of the free software R: http:
//www.r-project.org/ (R-Development-Core-Team, 2008). In all cases,
the presented coefficients are found to be statistically significant with the
exception of two of the terms within the nonlinear site-response component
of the model, v3 and v4. However, as these parameters have a clear physical
interpretation, and their p-values are still less than 0.1, i.e., these coefficients
are significant at the 90% confidence level, they are retained in the model.
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In all of these equations, Mw, Rrup (km), FRV and Vs30 (m/s) are as
defined previously. In Equation 3.11, the two parameters Vref and V1 are
equal to 1100 and 280 m/s respectively, where Vref is the reference shear-
wave velocity above which the site response is linear. V1 takes the value
of 280m/s, as the data on which the investigation of the generic nonlinear
scaling of Arias Intensity is based is a soil site with an average shear-wave
velocity of Vs30 = 280 m/s. Therefore, Equation 3.11 produces a linear
response for Vs30 values greater than 1100m/s in which case, the last term
of Equation 3.11 becomes zero. Parameters for the new model with a ho-
moskedastic variance structure are found through the regression analysis
and are presented in Table 3.2. It is recommended that the model is im-
plemented for the following ranges of input variables: Mw values between 5
and 8, Rrup less than 100km and while the dataset contains Vs30 values as
large as 2017m/s, predictions will be best constrained when made for Vs30
values in the range 200 to 1000m/s. These ranges of applicability are based
upon the range of the data used in the model derivation (see Figure 3.1).
However, it should be recognised that the model has weaker constraint at
the peripheries of this range (Bommer et al., 2007). The median model
predictions for the new empirical equation for Ia for different magnitude
bins, shear-wave velocity values and a reverse-style of faulting earthquake
scenario are shown in Figure 3.11.
The performance of the new model presented in Figure 3.11 is assessed
using the residual plots that are obtained from the nonlinear random effects
regression analysis and shown in Figure 3.12. Visual inspection of these
residuals suggests that the functional form performs well and that there
are no significant trends with respect to the predictor variables. The mild
quadratic trends that can be observed in the local trend lines for Vs30 and
Mw are due to a paucity of data at the extreme values of these variables but
are not statistically significant. These residual plots, and in particular the
bottom panel of Figure 3.12, can be contrasted against the residuals shown
earlier in Figure 3.5. It is clear that the use of the continuous predictor vari-
able of shear-wave velocity has enabled the site response to be adequately
captured.
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Figure 3.11.: Median model predictions of Arias Intensity for a normal or
strike-slip rupture. From top to bottom, Ia against: Magni-
tude, left for Rrup values and VS30 = 760 m/s, right for VS30
values and Rrup = 10 km; Rupture distance, left for Mw and
VS30 = 760, right for VS30 and Mw = 6.5 ); Shear-wave veloc-
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Figure 3.12.: Residual plots (observed minus modelled), where the top panel
shows inter-event residuals while the three remaining panels
are for intra-event residuals. Loess fits to the residuals are
also shown. 54
3.5. Variance model
The natural variability of ground motion (modelled using the standard de-
viation of predictive equations) has a large impact on loss estimates for any
particular area (Crowley et al., 2008) and therefore, correctly modelling this
variability is of paramount importance. For this reason, the variance struc-
ture of the model for the prediction of Arias Intensity (Ia) is investigated
in this thesis, focussing on whether or not the variance is heteroskedastic
(non-constant). For the majority of intensity measures, heteroskedastic-
ity in the variance structure is characterised by large values of standard
deviation (aleatory uncertainty) for relatively weak values of the intensity
measure, and relatively small values of standard deviation for strong mo-
tions. As a result, in the case where an underlying heteroskedastic variance
is assumed to be homoscedastic (constant), a probabilistic hazard analysis
(PSHA) will underestimate the rate of occurrence of relatively frequently
occurring weak to moderate motions. This can lead to an under-prediction
of earthquake induced losses for short return periods (of interest to stake-
holders such as insurance companies). On the other hand, the rate of occur-
rence of the rare strong motions will be overestimated. This can lead to an
over-prediction of losses associated with large earthquake scenarios (often
of interest to emergency planners and used for deterministic-type scenario
loss estimation analyses). The results of the variance analyses conducted,
and presented herein, have resulted in the incorporation of a heteroskedastic
variance structure into the model.
The Arias Intensity at an individual site has traditionally been written
as the sum of a median model prediction and two error components that
together represent the total difference between the observed motion and the
model prediction. This representation is shown mathematically in Equa-
tion 3.11.
ln Ia,ij = ln Iˆa,ij + ηi + εij (3.11)
Where the observed Arias Intensity is represented by Ia,ij , the median
Arias Intensity is represented by Iˆa,ij , ηi and εij are the inter- and intra-
event residuals and the subscripts i and j are indices indicating the ith event
and the jth record from the ith event. For a single event the inter-event
residual is common to all sites.
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This formulation of the ground-motion model presented in Equation 3.11
is also of use when examining the spatial correlation of Ia. In order to
assess the degree to which spatially separated sites are similarly above or
below the median predicted value the component of Equation 3.11 that is
interrogated is the intra-event residual εij . The development of a model for
the spatial correlation of Arias Intensity is discussed in Chapter 4.
The random errors in a model can be partitioned more specifically into
four independent components of source ηi, path εP,ij , site εS,ij and the
remaining uncertainties εX,ij (Chiou and Youngs, 2008b). The first com-
ponent is the inter-event residual and is associated with the deviation of
the mean value of predicted ground motion for an earthquake event from
the mean value of the population. The other three components are usu-
ally grouped together and termed the intra-event residual, εij (as in Equa-
tion 3.11), describing the deviation of individual observations from the mean
value for a particular event (Chiou and Youngs, 2008b). Both inter- and
intra-event residuals are assumed to be independent of each other and nor-
mally distributed with zero mean and variances of τ2 and σ2 respectively;
an assumption that is examined in Chapter 4.
While developing the new model for Ia, visual inspection of residual plots
shown in Figure 3.12 suggested that neither the inter-event nor intra-event
residuals exhibited trends with the model parameters. Based on the findings
in other works, such as Youngs et al. (1995) and Chiou and Youngs (2008b),
it seems prudent to investigate whether any statistically significant depen-
dence on magnitude is present in the variance of the inter-event residuals
and whether the variance of the intra-event residuals is dependent on mag-
nitude and nonlinear site effects.
Using visual inspection, there is no clear trend in the plot of inter-event
residuals against magnitude shown in Figure 3.12. This is tested by fitting a
linear model to describe the relationship between inter-event residuals and
magnitude and performing a non-constant variance test on the model. The
test used is the Breusch-Pagan test (Breusch and Pagan, 1979) which fits
a linear regression model to the residuals, and results in a rejection of the
null hypothesis that a non-constant variance exists, if the variance can be
explained by additional explanatory variables. The result of this test on the
linear model for the inter-event residuals is a rejection of the null hypothesis.
Although there is no real physical justification for the existence of a trend,
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artificial trends can appear as a result of having more accurate metadata for
larger events. Bommer et al. (2007) discuss the greater uncertainty associ-
ated with the determination of moment magnitudes for smaller earthquakes
and Rhoades (1997) demonstrates that accounting for the uncertainties in
magnitude estimates reduces inter-event variability.
Visual inspection of the plots of intra-event residuals do not reveal clear,
significant trends. However, in theory, as demonstrated by Chiou and
Youngs (2008b), the intra-event residuals should display heteroskedastic-
ity with respect to the reference rock motion. The mathematical deriva-
tion explaining the reasons for the dependence of intra-event residuals upon
nonlinear site effects is presented in Chiou and Youngs (2008b) and is now
summarised. The recorded surface ground-motions can be represented using
the formulation in Chiou and Youngs (2008b) and shown in Equation 3.12.
For the model for Ia presented in Equations 3.8 to 3.11, the definitions of
the coefficients a and b in Equation 3.12, are presented in Equations 3.13
and 3.14, ηi, εij are defined in Equation 3.11 and Iˆrefa,ij from Equation 3.9,
while c = v4. As mentioned previously, b is used to produce linear response
(b = 0) for Vs30 ≥ 1100 m/s.
ln Ia,ij = ln Iˆ
ref
a,ij + ηi + aij + bij ln
(
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi + c
c
)
+ εij (3.12)
aij = v1 ln
(
VS30,ij
Vref
)
(3.13)
bij = v2
[
ev3(min[VS30,1100]−V1) − ev3(Vref−V1)
]
(3.14)
Following from Equation 3.12, the variance of the intra-event residuals can
be given as in Equation 3.15, where σP , σS and σX , are the standard devi-
ations of the intra-event residual components for path, site and remaining
errors respectively. By examining the coefficient of the last term, it can be
appreciated why the incorporation of nonlinear site effects in the ground-
motion model leads to a heteroskedastic intra-event variance. The intra-
event variance decreases with decreasing value of [1+bj
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi+c
] Therefore,
the nonlinear site response terms in the equation for Ia directly lead to a
heteroskedastic intra-event variance which is dependent on b (and therefore
Vs30), Iˆrefa,ij , e
η and c.
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σ2 = σ2S + σ
2
X +
[
1 + bj
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi + c
]2
σ2P (3.15)
Figure 3.13 shows a plot of the intra-event residuals against the variable
1 +NLij , with NLij defined in Equation 3.16. NLij can be interpreted as
a measure of soil nonlinearity where NLij ≤ 1 as bj is negative. The fig-
ure demonstrates that the residuals exhibit heteroskedasticity with respect
to the covariate 1 + NLij This trend is emphasised using square markers
which represent the standard deviation of binned residuals, with each bin
containing an equal number of points.
NLij = bij
[
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi
Iˆrefa,ije
ηi + c
]
(3.16)
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Figure 3.13.: Intra-event residuals plotted against the variance covariate 1+
NLij . The square markers represent the standard deviation
of the residuals in bins containing equal numbers of points.
As a result of the work presented above demonstrating a mathematical
dependence on 1 + NLij , the incorporation of a heteroskedastic variance
structure into the existing model was investigated. Several variance struc-
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tures with covariates including Mw and 1 +NLij were considered and the
results compared by studying the plots of the intra-event residuals against
independent variables and using standard statistical metrics e.g., AIC, BIC
and log-likelihood.
The final variance function that is adopted is defined in terms of both
magnitude and the covariate 1 +NLij . From analysis of the residual plots
and the statistical metrics, the favoured variance structure has the math-
ematical formulation presented in Equation 3.17, where δ1, δ2 and δ3 are
the coefficients of the heteroskedastic variance model and are presented in
Table 3.2.
var (εij) = σ
2
Amax
(
Mwj , 5
)2δ1 (δ2 + |1 +NLij |δ3)2 (3.17)
With this heteroskedastic variance for the intra-event residuals, a total
standard deviation as given in Equation 3.18 is finally obtained (in which
the NLij term is computed by assuming that ηi = 0).
σ =
√
σ2E + σ
2
Amax (Mw, 5)
2δ1 (δ2 + |1 +NLij |δ3)2 (3.18)
Figure 3.14 shows a plot of the variance function to demonstrate the
variation of the functional form with the covariates. The results show that
the model standard deviation is generally large (compared to other intensity
measures), but that significant reductions occur for strong shaking scenarios.
Figure 3.15 shows the variation of the standard deviation of the new model
with both magnitude and the covariate 1+NLij , which is a function of the
reference site condition as shown in Equation 3.16. Figure 3.16 compares
the standard deviations from the model of TBA and that of this study
for a particular site class (which is required in order to have consistent
comparisons). Figure 3.16 demonstrates that the standard deviations of
the two models are similar, with differences of several percent over a broad
range of magnitude and distance pairs. However, it can also be observed
that for the majority of scenarios the standard deviation of the new model
is lower than that of TBA.
In Table 3.2, the final parameter values are provided along with the stan-
dard errors in the estimates which are used to construct confidence intervals
on the parameter values. The parameter v4 can be seen to be not statisti-
cally significant at the 95% confidence level. However, as the parameter has
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Figure 3.14.: Plot showing the variation of the variance function with co-
variates Mw and 1 +NLij .
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Figure 3.15.: Contour plot showing the variation of the standard deviation
of the new model with Magnitude and the covariate 1+NLij .
This ratio has been computed for VS30 = 760 m/s, Rrup =
10km and is for a normal or strike-slip rupture.
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Figure 3.16.: Contour plot showing the ratio of the standard deviation ob-
tained for the TBA model and that obtained from the model
proposed herein. Note that this ratio has been computed for
VS30 = 400 m/s, or site class C for the TBA model and is for
a strike-slip rupture.
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Table 3.2.: Coefficients for the new heteroskedastic model for Arias Inten-
sity outlined in Equations 3.8 to 3.11 with the homoskedastic
model coefficients presented for comparison. The variance com-
ponents σE and σA represent the inter- and intra-event standard
deviations respectively.
Coefficient Heteroskedastic Std. Error Sig. @ 95% Homoskedastic
c1 4.9862 0.4716 Yes 5.1961
c2 -0.1939 0.0453 Yes -0.2371
c3 -4.0332 0.3351 Yes -3.6561
c4 0.2887 0.0524 Yes 0.2309
c5 6.3049 0.9341 Yes 5.4651
c6 0.3507 0.1615 Yes 0.3186
v1 -1.1576 0.0643 Yes -1.1335
v2 -0.4576 0.1361 Yes -0.6519
v3 -0.0029 0.0015 Yes -0.0022
v4 0.0818 0.0678 No 0.1327
δ1 -0.5921 1.0975 - n.a.
δ2 3.8311 2.1626 - n.a.
δ3 4.0762 3.4780 - n.a.
σE 0.6556 1.3755 n.a. 0.6812
σA 0.5978 0.4065 n.a. 0.8975
a clear physical interpretation it is retained in the final model. The coeffi-
cients of the variance model, δ1, δ2 and δ3 have large associated standard
errors. However, the heteroskedastic structure is provided primarily for the
physical and mathematical reasons discussed, as it should result from the
use of nonlinear site response. This is an indication that there is significant
aleatory uncertainty for Arias Intensity and that it is not straightforward
to capture the correct scaling of this.
The incorporation of a heteroskedastic variance structure into a ground-
motion model also has an impact on the median prediction of ground motion.
Figure 3.17 shows the comparison between the median model predictions
for the two different variance structures. It is clear that there is a variation
between the Ia predictions of the two variance models at large magnitudes
with the homoskedastic structure predicting a lower value of Arias Intensity.
However, it is important to note that the standard deviation in these pre-
dictions is approximately 1, which is considerably larger than the variation
in the homoskedastic and heteroskedastic median predictions. Despite the
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relatively small impact on median predictions of including a heteroskedastic
over a homoskedastic variance structure, in terms of ELE, as mentioned, the
rationale for including a heteroskedastic variance structure is that the ho-
moskedastic structure will underestimate the probability of losses at short
return periods and overestimate the probability of losses at long return pe-
riods. When short return period events are the largest contributor to a loss
estimate, using a homoskedastic variance structure would therefore provide
an unconservative loss estimate.
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Figure 3.17.: Comparison of homoskedastic and heteroskedastic median
model predictions for a normal or strike-slip style of faulting
earthquake, at a site with Rrup = 10 km and VS30 = 350 m/s.
The median model predictions for the model developed in this chapter
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and the model of Travasarou et al. (2003) (TBA) are shown in Figure 3.18.
This figure shows that the development and use of the new model for Arias
Intensity presented in this thesis is warranted, as there are considerable
differences in the scaling and model predictions of the new model and the
model currently used in practical applications (TBA). It is of particular
importance that for values of variables of engineering interest, such as large
magnitudes and close distances, the TBA model gives a lower prediction of
the Arias Intensity. Additionally, there is a large difference in the scaling of
the models with respect to Vs30.
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Figure 3.18.: Comparison of median model predictions for the TBA model
and model developed in this thesis for a strike-slip style of
faulting earthquake, and left panel: a site with Rrup = 10 km
and right panel: VS30 = 760 m/s.
3.6. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a description of the dataset used in this research has been
provided. A review of the existing ground-motion prediction equations for
Arias Intensity has been presented in order to provide the context for the de-
velopment of a new predictive equation for Ia. The steps in the development
of the new equation for Ia which includes a heteroskedastic variance struc-
ture have been described and the new predictive equation presented. This
new equation is considered to offer considerable enhancements over existing
models, therefore warranting its use for practical applications. Chapter 4,
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uses this equation as the basis for an investigation into the spatial correla-
tion of Arias Intensity.
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4. Spatial Correlation of
Earthquake Ground-Motions
There are many situations in earthquake loss analysis where it is not appro-
priate to only predict independent values of Arias Intensity (Ia) at a series
of point locations, using a predictive relation as presented in Chapter 3. For
example, when assessing earthquake damage to spatially-distributed port-
folios or estimating the impacts of ground failure on spatially-distributed
networks. Instead, knowledge of the joint probability of occurrence of Ia
values at multiple locations is required. In order to estimate losses to spa-
tially distributed systems, a model for the spatial correlation of the intensity
measure (IM) is required. In this chapter, the steps towards the develop-
ment of such a model for Ia are described.
4.1. Definition of spatial correlation
For a given scenario, a ground-motion prediction equation such as that de-
veloped for Arias Intensity in Chapter 3 provides a probabilistic description
of the ground motion at an individual site based on the assumption of log-
normality and using a median prediction and measure of dispersion about
the median value. This equation may be used to obtain an estimate of the
earthquake ground motion at a given site resulting from a scenario or his-
torical event. The earthquake ground-motion estimate may then be used
in an Earthquake Loss Estimation framework to quantify the impact of an
earthquake on the site of interest.
However, a number of scenarios require the impact of earthquakes on a
regional rather than single-site basis to be estimated, for example when
estimating earthquake damage to spatially distributed infrastructure sys-
tems (e.g. pipeline networks and transportation networks) or to portfolios
of buildings (Jayaram and Baker, 2009). It has been widely reported that
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ignoring or underestimating the correlations between ground motions at dif-
ferent sites overestimates frequent losses and underestimates rare losses (Ja-
yaram and Baker, 2009; Bazzurro and Luco, 2005; Park et al., 2007). How-
ever, no efforts have yet been directed towards the development of a spatial
correlation model for Ia, therefore, this chapter focusses on the development
of such a model.
Although the requirements of a loss estimate vary depending on the pur-
pose for which it is conducted, earthquake loss analyses are generally un-
dertaken using approaches that balance efficiency of computations with the
level of rigour in the methodology (Bazzurro and Luco, 2005). This can
result in certain important aspects of ground-motion prediction being over-
looked, for example the spatial correlation of ground-motion measures and
the uncertainty in the ground-motion prediction. The implication of this
may be misleading loss estimates which do not incorporate the various un-
certainty and correlation sources. This chapter focusses on the impacts of
spatial correlation on predictions of Ia made using the equation developed in
Chapter 3, whilst the impact of uncertainties on Ia is studied in Chapters 5
and 6.
The impact of spatial correlation on ground-motion predictions is illus-
trated by a study of Park et al. (2007). These authors study the seismic
risk to two portfolios of structures in California, one with a large foot-
print area and the second with a small footprint area. The two portfolios
are subjected to a number of future (scenario) earthquake events and the
likelihood of losses due to structural damage is estimated. The effects of
spatially-correlated ground motion are studied by generating six different
random fields of spectral acceleration (Sa(0.3s)). The cases of particular
interest in the context of this thesis are: Case 1 which predicts independent
ground motions at each building location; Cases 3 and 4 which generate
spatially correlated ground-motion fields with exponential intra-event cor-
relation functions, ρ(h).
The authors simulate the damage ratio (DR), i.e. the total losses as a
fraction of the building replacement cost, from a damage function (DF),
i.e. a probabilistic relationship that represents the DR as a function of the
ground motion IM Sa(0.3 s), observed at the site. In all cases the portfolio
losses for each event were obtained by adding the losses predicted at each
site. The losses caused by all events and the annual rate of occurrence of
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each earthquake were used to produce a curve of the annual mean rate of
exceedance (MRE) of portfolio losses of different amounts. The MRE curves
for the six cases are shown in Figure 4.1 for both the large and the small
portfolios. The MRE curves in Figure 4.1 show that if as in Case 1, the
spatial correlation of ground motion is ignored, the result is an underestima-
tion of rare losses and overestimation of frequent losses compared to those
produced by Cases 3 and 4. Additionally, neglecting the spatial correlation
has more severe implications for small portfolios than for large ones. Ne-
glecting ground motion correlation makes the occurrence of extremely high
or low ground-motion values everywhere in the footprint of the portfolio
very unlikely.
The prediction of the joint occurrence of ground-motion intensities at
several sites is only possible if the correlation between ground-motion in-
tensities at the different sites is known. This correlation is caused by a
number of effects. Firstly, the ground motions at the two sites have been
generated by the same earthquake. In existing ground-motion prediction
equations, including the new predictive equation for Arias Intensity pre-
sented in Chapter 3, this is accounted for by the inter-event error term, ηi.
This term results in the median prediction for a particular event being above
or below the median prediction for all events. The second effect is due to
the similar path taken by the seismic waves from source to site. This is not
currently taken into account in ground-motion prediction equations, but is
key to the development of relationships for the spatial correlation of ground
motions. The investigations of Boore (2003), Jayaram and Baker (2008;
2009; 2010), Wang et al. (2005), McGuire (1988), Goda (2008a) and Hong
et al. (2009) indicate that the correlation of ground-motion values decreases
with increasing distance between sites and that factors such as local-site
conditions (characterised by Vs30) may also exert an influence on spatial
correlations of ground motions (Baker and Jayaram, 2008).
In order to estimate losses to spatially distributed systems for a partic-
ular earthquake event, a model for the spatial correlation of an intensity
measure is required. In the past, focus has been placed upon the devel-
opment of such models for a range of common intensity measures such as
spectral acceleration, e.g. Wang et al. (2005), Goda and Hong (2008b) and
Jayaram and Baker (2009) and PGA, e.g. McGuire (1988) and Boore et
al. (1997; 2003). This chapter describes the steps taken in the development
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Figure 6. Mean rate of exceedance curves for losses to the
large portfolio (top) and small portfolio (bottom) computed
using the six proposed models for simulating random fields
of ground motion IMs for each earthquake.
consistentwith themethodology in Section 3, Case 2 is
considered because, for its simplicity, it has been used
to model ground motion correlation in many appli-
cations. Case 1 has a place in here because in the
overwhelming majority of cases ground motion spa-
tial correlation is simply disregarded. Finally, Case 6 is
an unrealistic, extreme case included for comparison
purposes only.
The losses expressed as a fraction of the replace-
ment cost, called damage ratio (DR) experienced by a
building at given site were simulated from a so-called
“damage function” (DF), which is not shown here.
A DF is a probabilistic relationship that presents the
DR as a function of the severity of the ground motion
IM, here Sa(0.3 s), observed at the site. In all six cases
the portfolio losses for each event were obtained by
simply adding the losses predicted at each site, if any.
The losses caused by all the events in the catalog and
the annual rate of occurrence of each earthquake were
then assembled to produce a curve showing the annual
mean rate of exceedance (MRE) of portfolio losses of
Figure 7. Ratio of MRE curves from Cases 1–6 to MRE
curve for Case 3, where Boore et al. (2003) correlation func-
tion is used. The left panel refers to the large portfolio and
the right panel to the small portfolio.
different amounts. The MRE curves for the six cases
above are shown in Figure 6 for both the large and the
small portfolios displayed in Figure 4.
The loss exceedance curves in Figure 6 show that
the trend of the MRE curve is systematically dis-
torted if the spatial correlation of ground motion IMs
is ignored (Case 1). The rare losses are consistently
underestimated and the frequent losses are overesti-
mated compared to those produced by Cases 3 and
4, which we consider to be the benchmarks for this
exercise. This assertion becomes even more evident
when considering the ratio of the MRE curves from
Cases 1-6 to the MRE curve of the reference Case 3
as a function of MRE (Figure 7). For the large and
small portfolios, the underestimations occur for losses
corresponding to MREs less than or equal to 7× 10−3
and 1× 10−2, or mean return periods (MRPs) of about
150 or 100 years and longer, respectively.
As expected, neglecting the intra event site-to-site
correlation of IMs, namely setting ρ(h)= 0 in Equa-
tion 4 (Case 2), produces loss estimates that are less
biased than those from Case 1. The underestima-
tion/overestimation of losses is still significant and
begins at about the same MRE (and MRP) values as
in Case 1.As expected, the bias introduced by neglect-
ing or underestimating the spatial correlation of IMs
is more severe for small portfolios than it is for large
ones. Neglecting groundmotion correlationmakes the
occurrence of extremely high (or low) ground motion
values everywhere in the footprint of the portfolio
essentially an impossible occurrence. When a portfo-
lio footprint (here about 4 km for the small portfolio) is
within the separation distance of the correlationmodel
(4 km for Case 3 and 6 km for Case 4), then a sce-
nario with significantly higher (lower) than expected
ground motions at all sites in the portfolio is a much
5
Figure 4.1.: From Park et al. (2007) showing the mean rate of exceedance
curves for losses to a large portfolio and small portfolio (top and
bottom respectively) computed using ground-motion fields sim-
ulated for each of the six cases outlined above. Case 1 neglects
spatial correlation and cases 3 and 4 include spatial correlation.
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of a spatial correlation model for Ia and also provides a discussion on the
logical basis for worldwide models to represent the correlation of Ia values
at spatially-separated locations. Two methods are described by which a
spatial correlation model for a ground-motion measure may be developed.
The first uses the new empirical model for the prediction of Ia presented
in the previous chapter, recordings from well-recorded events within the
PEER NGA database (Chiou et al., 2008) and geostatistical tools, in order
to examine the spatial correlation among values of Ia. This method can be
considered to be an attempt to look at the spatial correlation of Ia a pos-
teriori. The second examines how spatial correlation may be incorporated
directly into the regression analysis, again using the previously presented
model for Ia. The result of the second technique is that the regression anal-
ysis also includes parameters of a spatial correlation model for Ia, this is an
a priori method of incorporating spatial correlation.
4.2. Empirical Semi-variograms
The first method used to derive a model for the spatial correlation of Arias
Intensity values is that outlined in Jayaram and Baker (2009) who inves-
tigate the spatial correlation of spectral acceleration values using geosta-
tistical tools. These tools are used in a number of different fields to model
spatially distributed random vectors and are based on the idea of using mea-
surements made on small bodies of material separated from one another by
a certain distance to make inferences about the whole study area. For exam-
ple, earthquake ground-motion recordings are made at spatially separated
locations, which constitute a sample of a ground-motion field that is not
recorded everywhere but which needs to be predicted. This thesis follows
the research of Jayaram and Baker (2009) and Cressie (1985), by using
a well-established geostatistical tool, the semi-variogram, to model spatial
correlations. The semi-variogram is a function that assesses the average de-
crease in similarity between two random variables as the distance between
them increases.
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4.2.1. Mathematical formulation of the semi-variogram
The covariance is a parameter which provides a measure of the strength of
correlation between two random variables for a pair of observations. For a
random variable Z, recorded at any two points u and u′, it can be assumed
that the covariance depends on the separation of points, also termed the lag,
h = u − u′. The covariance is constant for any given h and an expression
for the covariance can be given as a function of lag only, where C(h) is the
covariance fuction:
cov [Z(u), Z(u+ h)] = E [{Z(u)− µ}{Z(u+ h)− µ}]
= E
[{Z(u)}{Z(u+ h)− µ2}]
= C(h) (4.1)
However, the covariance cannot be directly calculated, as the mean value
of the random variable µ is generally unknown as it requires repetitive mea-
surements of [Z(u), Z(u+ h)] which are not available in practice (Jayaram
and Baker, 2009). For this reason, in order to obtain the covariance or cor-
relation between two variables, the usual procedure is to estimate the semi-
variogram. Cressie (1985) and Webster (2003) present Matheron’s intrinsic
hypothesis which assumes that the mean and the variance of Z(u+h)−Z(u)
exist and are independent of the point u. This enables the expression in
Equation 4.2 for the variogram 2γ(h) to be developed, as presented in Web-
ster (2003).
var [Z(u)− Z(u+ h)] = E
[
{Z(u)− Z(u+ h)}2
]
= 2γ(h) (4.2)
Where 2γ(h) is termed the variogram at lag h. The semivarogram, γ(h)
is computed as half the expected squared difference between the random
variables at two locations Z(u) and Z(u+ h).
The two important assumptions made in the above equation are firstly,
that the semi-variogram exhibits second-order stationarity. This means that
the expected value of the random variable Z is constant across space and
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that the measures that depend on the two observations of the random vari-
able Z(u) and Z(u + h) depend only on the lag h and not on the site
locations. The second is that the semi-variogram is isotropic, i.e. it de-
pends only on the separation distance h = ||h|| rather than the separation
vector h (Jayaram and Baker, 2009). The assumption of isotropy can be in-
vestigated using directional semi-variograms, which are obtained using only
pairs of random variables whose values of h have identical azimuths. For a
given dataset, because an isotropic semi-variogram is independent of data
orientation, the directional semi-variograms obtained for any azimuth will
be identical to the isotropic semi-variogram. This assumption was tested by
Jayaram and Baker (2009) by plotting directional semi-variograms for data
from the Northridge, California earthquake, which is also used in this thesis.
These authors conclude that the assumption of an isotropic semi-variogram
is reasonable, as the same model provided a satisfactory fit to all of the
directional semi-variograms. The isotropic assumption is explored further
in Chapter 7.
An empirical stationary semi-variogram can be computed from sample
data in a region, i.e., observations of a random variable zui ; i = 1, 2, ...n
using the equation:
γˆ (h) =
1
2Nh
Nh∑
i=1
(zui+h − zui)2 (4.3)
Where γˆ(h) is the experimental stationary semi-variogram, zu the data
value at u, Nh the number of pairs of observations separated by h and
zui , zui+h are the i
th pair of observations separated by h.
The function γˆ provides a set of experimental values for a number of lag
values h and in order to develop a predictive model for the spatial correlation
of random variables at any two sites separated by h, a continuous function
must first be fitted to the empirical semi-variograms that are obtained. A
valid semi-variogram function must have a corresponding covariance matrix
which is positive definite1. Jayaram and Baker (2009) considered a series of
common models for semi-variograms that meet this criterion, including the
1A positive definite covariance matrix, C, is one for which zTCz ≥ 0, for all non-
zero vectors z, where zT is the transpose of z. Suitable models for the variogram
γ(h) = C(0) − C(h) must allow C to satisfy this condition and the covariance must
also have the following properties: C(0) ≥ 0, C(h) = C(−h) and |C(h)| ≤ C(0).
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exponential, spherical and Gaussian models which are discussed in further
detail in the next section. These can be defined as a function of just two
parameters: the sill of the semi-variogram, a, and the range of the semi-
variogram, b. These two parameters are defined as shown in Figure 4.2.
The sill of a semi-variogram a, corresponds to a site separation distance, h,
of infinity and therefore, to the case where there is no correlation between
the random variables. The range b, is the distance in which the variogram
reaches the value of sill. Therefore, it is possible to write a generic expression
for common spatial correlation models as shown in Equation 4.4:
Figure 4.2.: Parameters of a semi-variogram, Jayaram and Baker (2009)
γ (h) = f (h|a, b) (4.4)
Using Equation 4.2 and assuming second-order stationarity (which gives
rise to the second equality), the variogram can be written as shown in 4.5.
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var [Z(u)− Z(u+ h)] = var [Z(u)] + var [Z(u+ h)]− 2cov [Z(u), Z(u+ h)]
= C(0) + C(0)− 2C(h)
= 2 [C(0)− C(h)]
∴ γ(h) = C(0)− C(h) (4.5)
Equation 4.6 demonstrates that the covariance structure may be com-
pletely specified by the semi-variogram function.
γ(h) = σ2(1− ρ(h)) (4.6)
Where ρ(h) is the correlation coefficient, ρ(h) = C(h)C(0) , C(0)is the covari-
ance at lag 0 and as h→∞, γ(h)→ σ2.
Therefore, as noted by Jayaram and Baker (2009), once a model for the
semi-variogram has been obtained, the model for the spatial correlation
follows directly from the expression in Equation 4.7 in which ρ (h) represents
the correlation model that we eventually desire.
γ (h) = a [1− ρ (h)] (4.7)
4.2.2. Computing empirical semi-variograms for earthquake
ground motions
In order to derive the spatial correlation model for Arias Intensity, the pro-
cedure used by Jayaram and Baker (2009) is followed. The steps in the
process as well as any points of departure, the derivation of key equations
and the assumptions made are presented here. It should be noted that
for the purposes of exploring the spatial correlation of Arias Intensity, the
homoskedastic model performance (refer to Chapter 3, Table 3.2) is con-
sidered to be adequate and this model is used in the remaining analyses.
As is now discussed, this analysis is based on normalised intra-event resid-
uals and the normalisation acts to remove the effect of the difference in the
homoskedastic and heteroskedastic intra-event residuals.
This section explores the estimation of semi-variograms based on observed
ground motions. As described in the previous chapter in Equation 3.11, the
Arias Intensity at a given site can be written as the sum of a median model
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prediction and two error components. The latter are ηi and εij and refer
to the inter- and intra-event residuals respectively. This formula can be
re-written for a single event as shown in Equation 4.8:
εj + η = ln(Iaj )− ln( ˆIaj ) (4.8)
For a single event the inter-event residual is common to all sites. There-
fore, the differences in the ground motions at different sites resulting from
the same event are characterised by εj . Jayaram and Baker (2008) show that
a vector of spatially-distributed intra-event residuals, εj = (ε1j , ε2j , ..., εdj)
follows a multivariate normal distribution. Hence, the distribution of εj
can be defined using the mean and covariance of εj . The covariance is
not known, as the ground-motion models provide only the variances of the
residuals and not the correlations between residuals at two different sites.
However, as demonstrated above, the covariance of a random variable, in
this case the intra-event residual, can be represented using a semi-variogram
whose functional form and parameters must be determined. In fact, in this
thesis, the empirical semi-variogram function developed is a function of nor-
malised intra-event residuals. It is more convenient to work with ε˜ rather
than ε, as the former are homoskedastic with unit variance.
The normalised intra-event residual is calculated as:
ε˜ =
εj
σi
(4.9)
Where σi is the standard deviation for the earthquake i which produces
record j. Therefore, if working directly with normalised intra-event residu-
als, where E
[
εj
σi
]
= 0 and E
[(
εj
σi
)2]
= 1 and hence a = 1, the expression
in Equation 4.7 can be simplified further to become a function of a single
parameter; the range of the semi-variogram as shown in Equation 4.10.
γ (h) = 1− ρ (h) (4.10)
A model for spatial correlation for Arias Intensity may be developed
through construction of empirical semi-variograms for normalised intra-
event residuals of well-recorded earthquakes. Cressie (1985) has presented
two different equations that may be used to define the empirical semi-
variogram for a dataset; the classical estimator (considered by Jayaram
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and Baker (2009)) shown in Equation 4.11 and robust estimator shown in
Equation 4.12. In these equations, zui represents a normalised intra-event
residual at position ui, h is the separation distance between sites and Nh is
the number of pairs of sites having this separation distance. The computed
semi-variogram is given by γˆ (h).
γˆ (h) =
1
2Nh
Nh∑
i=1
(zui+h − zui)2 (4.11)
γˆ (h) =
(
1
Nh
∑Nh
i=1 |zui+h − zui |1/2
)4
0.914 + 0.988/Nh
(4.12)
Both the classical and robust estimators lead to similar empirical semi-
variograms, but the robust estimator is less sensitive to outliers. An example
of the results obtained in this thesis following application of both estimators
to normalised intra-event residuals from the Chi-Chi, Taiwan mainshock is
shown in Figure 4.3. The application of either estimator results in a set of
empirical values for the semi-variogram at particular separation distances.
In this thesis, the robust estimator is adopted in preference to the classical
estimator on the basis that it should perform better in situations in which
there are relatively few points for any given separation distance. The actual
separation distances that are considered in practice are defined for discrete
bins and the bin size is chosen following some simple sensitivity checks.
These checks explore the bin size required to obtain a reasonable number
of site pairs in each bin whilst allowing the correlation between sites at
smaller separation distances to be captured in the analysis. The results of
the sensitivity checks are shown for the Chi-Chi event in Figure 4.4. In
this figure, the variation of the percentage of sites separated by h is shown
for separation distances h ≤ 50km for different bin widths ∆h. The pink
diamond markers show the variation for the bin size of 2 km, which is
adopted in this thesis to allow the correlation between sites separated by
smaller distances to be captured whilst maintaining a reasonable number of
site pairs in each bin.
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Figure 4.3.: Example empirical semi-variograms computed using the classi-
cal and robust estimators of Cressie (1985). The example shown
is for the Chi-Chi mainshock.
4.2.3. Empirical semi-variograms from the Northridge and
Chi-Chi earthquakes
In this thesis, the well-recorded earthquakes of Northridge and Chi-Chi are
used to investigate the feasibility of developing a model for the spatial corre-
lation of ln Ia. These earthquakes have 140 and 318 recordings respectively.
For each earthquake, the coordinates of the recording stations are used to
compute the separation distances of all sites and distance bins with a central
distance hi, are defined to have width ∆h = 2km. Pairs of sites separated
by distance hi ± 1 are grouped into bins and the empirical semi-variograms
are then derived.
As mentioned previously, it is advantageous to work with the normalised
intra-event residuals for the two earthquakes. Furthermore, it would be
most desirable if the variance estimates for all earthquakes were identical
(as is assumed in regression analyses). However, residuals from an individual
earthquake may have a variance that differs from the intra-event variance of
the predictive model and it is also possible for the predictions for a subset
of observations from an individual event to be biased. This would result in
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Figure 4.4.: Variation in percentage of site pairs in a particular bin with
site separation distance for the Chi-Chi event. (Total number
of site pairs = 23281)
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the covariance matrix no longer being a function of two parameters, ε and
σ, as the former would vary from event to event, which would make fitting
the regression model more difficult, a point which is discussed further in
Section 4.3. The use of inter-event residuals should act to ensure that the
mean logarithmic motions for a particular event are equal to zero. How-
ever, in some cases not all available records from a particular earthquake
are used, for example, a record from an isolated site with a large separation
distance from other sites is not relevant in a spatial correlation model. For
these reasons, the first step that is taken is to check that the mean and
standard deviations of the residuals from each of the two considered events
are very close to the values dictated from the regression analysis. While
the mean residuals are found to be very close to zero (as expected) it is
found that the standard deviations of the residuals from these two events
are significantly lower than the intra-event standard deviation found from
the regression analysis. The standard deviation of the intra-event residuals
for the Chi-Chi and Northridge events are 0.768 and 0.732 respectively while
the intra-event standard deviation of the model is 0.898. This discrepancy
is most likely associated with the influence that some of the recordings from
the Chi-Chi aftershocks are having in terms of inflating the variance of the
overall regression model and may also be due to the fact that these earth-
quakes are very-well studied and, as such, the metadata is relatively good for
these particular events. In order to overcome the problems associated with
different standard deviations, the intra-event residuals are normalised by
their group-specific standard deviation (where the group is the earthquake
event from which the residuals were taken). This normalisation should act
to ensure that the variance implied by the semi-variogram tends to unity at
large separation distances and also results in correlation values that tend to
zero as the separation increases (as expected).
In addition to checking that the mean and variance of the residuals for the
individual events are consistent with what is to be expected, it is also neces-
sary to check that there are no trends in Chi-Chi and Northridge residuals
when plotted against distance. When undertaking the regression analy-
ses it is implicitly assumed that the distance scaling for all earthquakes is
the same, however, this is not necessarily the case (particularly for global
datasets). As mentioned in Chapter 3, it is important to appropriately
model the nonlinear site response in order to ensure that artificial correla-
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tions are not implied through biased model predictions that systematically
lead to groups of records with higher-than or lower-than average motions.
For the same reason it is important to check that the distance scaling is ap-
propriate for the individual events. This check has been performed for both
events and no statistically significant trends in the residuals with respect to
distance were found.
After inspection of the empirical semi-variograms, it appears appropriate
to truncate the dataset at a maximum separation distance of hi = 100 km for
the Chi-Chi event and to truncate at hi = 50 km for the Northridge event.
The reasons for this are threefold. Firstly, when fitting the model to the
empirical data it is important to model the structure of the semi-variogram
well at small separation distances, as these distances are of greatest practical
relevance. Secondly, large separation distances (h > 100km) are associated
with low correlations which will have very little effect on the joint distribu-
tions of Arias Intensity values (discussed in terms of spectral acceleration
by Jayaram and Baker (2009)). Finally, spurious values are obtained when
large separation distances are considered, which is well illustrated in the em-
pirical semi-variogram for the Chi-Chi event shown in Figure 4.5. This is to
be expected, as there is limited data at these distances and therefore there
are a limited number of pairs of points for the estimation of correlations.
Given that these values are of almost zero relevance to all practical cases,
the range considered for the development of the models has been limited.
Jayaram and Baker (2009) outlined some of the most common models
that have been fitted to spatial data in other fields. Of the models that they
considered, these authors use the exponential model for general application
but found that common fitting procedures were not optimal for obtaining
the model parameters. The reason for this is that while an optimal fit may
be obtained in a statistical sense, such a fit is governed by the performance
of the fitted model over the full range of data that is considered. When the
primary interest is upon the correlations at short separation distances it is
desirable to ensure that a good fit is obtained in this region as a priority.
To this end, Jayaram and Baker (2009) employed a manual fitting approach
in which the model parameters were ‘tuned’ using visual judgement.
In this thesis, rather than use the manual fitting procedure, the weighted
least squares approach proposed by Cressie (1985) is employed. This ap-
proach systematically gives higher weight to the observations at small sepa-
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Figure 4.5.: Empirical semi-variogram for the Chi-Chi event plotted to the
maximum separation distance between sites obtained from the
data.
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ration distances and also takes into account the differing numbers of obser-
vations (pairs) that are contained in a bin at a given separation distance.
The formal derivation is provided in Cressie (1985), but the method comes
down to minimizing the loss function given in Equation 4.13.
k∑
j=1
Nhj
[
γˆ (hj)
γ (hj |θ) − 1
]2
(4.13)
In Equation 4.13, θ represents the vector of parameters that define the
spatial correlation model and that are modified in order to minimise the loss
function given by this expression. The term γ (hj |θ) represents the corre-
lation model and in this thesis, two alternative models are considered. The
first model is that preferred by Jayaram and Baker (2009) and is referred
to as the exponential model. This model is given here in Equation 4.14.
γ (h) = a
[
1− e−3hb
]
(4.14)
In the case that normalised residuals are used, the sill a is expected to be
very close to unity. Therefore, in practice the expression in Equation 4.14
only has one free parameter. In order to consider another model that has
more freedom to adapt itself to the empirical data, a sigmoid function can be
used. The sigmoid function is particularly flexible and it can be configured
to have the desirable characteristics of tending to zero as the separation
distance decreases and tending to unity as the separation distance increases.
The sigmoid function for this application has two free parameters φ1,φ2,
that are both able to influence the general form of the function. The value
of φ1 shifts the function so that the semi-variance is zero when the separation
distance is zero and φ2 scales the function in terms of separation distance.
The expression for the sigmoid model is given below in Equation 4.15.
γ (h) =
1
1 + exp
[
− ln(h)+φ1φ2
] (4.15)
Figure 4.6 shows that very different model fits are obtained for both
the Northridge and Chi-Chi earthquakes. In both cases the fitted models
capture the general features of the scaling of the correlation with separation
distance. However, it is also clear that the exponential model significantly
over-estimates the semi-variance of the Chi-Chi event over a considerable
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Figure 4.6.: Examples of the models that have been obtained through the
use of the functional forms of Equations 4.14 and 4.15. The
data from the Chi-Chi and Northridge events are shown in the
top and bottom panels respectively.
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range of values that can be of potential importance to an earthquake loss
analysis. The sigmoid model performs marginally better, but is still not
able to capture the specific features of the empirical semi-variograms.
In order to present a clearer picture of how these models are performing
in the regions of greatest relevance to most engineering applications, i.e., at
very short separation distances, Figure 4.6 is replotted using a logarithmic
abscissa, shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7.: The same fits shown in Figure 4.6, but plotted using a logarith-
mic abscissa in order to accentuate the differences in the models
for small separation distances.
In order to check that the difference in the results obtained are not due
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to site-specific conditions which differ between the Northridge and Chi-
Chi events, for example Vs30 values, empirical semi-variogram values are
calculated for a second Californian event. The Anza event is chosen as this
event is close to the sites affected by the Northridge event and therefore the
recording sites have similar soil conditions with a similar distribution. The
results are presented in Figure 4.8. As the Anza event has fewer recordings
(57 recordings) than Northridge or Chi-Chi, the semi-variogram is calculated
using a bin size ∆h = 5 km in order to provide an adequate number of site
pairs in each bin to allow the correlations between ground motions to be
examined. It is evident that the scatter in the calculated empirical semi-
variogram values for Anza is considerable when compared to the Northridge
and Chi-Chi events. Therefore, attempts to fit an exponential model to the
data do not adequately capture the scaling of correlation with separation
distance, particularly for small h values.
In order to explore the fitted model performance further for the Northridge,
Chi-Chi and Anza events, a stable semi-variogram model, defined in Equa-
tion 4.16, was also fitted to the data for each event.
γ (h) = s
[
1− e−3h
ω
rω
]
(4.16)
In this equation, s is the sill of the semi-variogram and r is the range and
the additional parameter compared with the exponential model (see Equa-
tion 4.14) is ω, where ω = 1 gives the form of the exponential model. The
stable semi-variogram is used to investigate whether a different functional
form may provide a better fit to the data. Figure 4.9, shows that the stable
model offers an improvement in model fit to individual events compared
with the exponential model, but again, the variation in the parameters of
the model fits to different events is considerable.
The parameters of the models that have been obtained for the three events
are presented in Table 4.1. As expected, the sill parameter a, is reasonably
close to unity in all cases. However, the other parameters show considerable
differences between the events and it is clear that no generic trends can be
inferred from these three earthquake events.
The difference in the results presented for the Northridge, Chi-Chi and
Anza earthquakes raises the question of whether the development of a
generic model for the spatial correlation of Arias Intensity can be justi-
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Table 4.1.: Model coefficients for the functional forms of Equa-
tions 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16, obtained from consideration of
the Chi-Chi, Northridge and Anza earthquakes.
Model Parameter Chi-Chi Northridge Anza
a 0.9675 0.9113 0.7198
b 31.7127 3.4304 0.4809
φ1 -1.9046 0.8896 -
φ2 0.9987 1.7603 -
s 1.1813 1.0728 1.2188
r 34.7588 4.4888 0.7530
ω 0.3873 0.0500 0.0065
fied. The question of whether it is a reasonable assumption that the spatial
correlation of ground motions resulting from a particular earthquake event
is the same for different events must be considered. However, it is clear that
additional earthquake events must be considered before strong conclusions
about the feasibility of developing such a model can be made. The use
of semi-variograms to model spatial correlations is further explored using
GIS and is described in detail in Chapter 7. In Chapter 7, GIS is used
to investigate the development of a generic model through consideration of
spatial correlation models for different events occurring in the same region.
GIS was chosen as an appropriate framework in which to conduct this work
for two reasons. Firstly, because of its spatial analysis capabilities and the
ability to explore other factors that may affect the spatial correlation model
for a particular event. Secondly, to provide an opportunity to validate the
work presented here.
4.3. Incorporation of spatial correlations into
regression analysis
Despite the differences in the results between the spatial correlation mod-
els for the Northridge, Chi-Chi and Anza events, obtained in the previous
section using geostatistical tools, the result of which is that a generic model
cannot be inferred from these three events, a second approach to develop
a spatial correlation model for Arias Intensity is explored. This approach
involves incorporating spatial correlation in an existing regression algorithm
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used to obtain GMPEs. The modified algorithm can be used to estimate
both GMPE and spatial correlation parameters simultaneously. These anal-
yses were conducted using the nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2008) of the
statistical software R.
Previous analyses have indicated that for existing GMPEs, incorporating
spatial correlation in the regression algorithm has little effect on the model
median prediction and standard deviation. Moreover, the spatial correla-
tion parameters obtained using an algorithm modified a priori, are similar
to those estimated using statistical analysis of the residuals (Hong et al.,
2009). However, the point of concern in this thesis, is that the assumptions
of the method described in Section 4.2 are inconsistent. Spatial correla-
tion analysis on a GMPE such as that presented above, involves statistical
analysis of the residuals obtained from the regression analysis. However,
exisiting algorithms used to conduct regression analyses to obtain GMPEs
assume that the intra-event residuals are uncorrelated.
The analyses that were presented in the previous section, which used semi-
variograms to model spatial correlations, indicate that it is not currently
feasible to derive a generic spatial correlation model for Arias Intensity.
This is due to the large event-to-event differences found in the parameters
of the spatial correlation models fit to the empirical semi-variograms. When
incorporating spatial correlation directly into the regression algorithm, large
event-to-event variations in spatial correlation parameters may mean that
it is difficult to estimate a single set of parameters applicable to all events.
4.3.1. Modified regression algorithm
The regression analyses used to obtain ground-motion models are generally
based on either the one-stage mixed-effects algorithm proposed by Abra-
hamson and Youngs (1992) (based on Brillinger and Preisler (1984)) or the
one or two-stage maximum-likelihood algorithm of Joyner and Boore (Joyner
and Boore, 1993). As mentioned, the algorithms assume that the intra-event
residuals are independent of each other, but they are, however, known to
be spatially correlated (Wang and Takada, 2005; Goda and Hong, 2008b;
Jayaram and Baker, 2009, 2010). In this thesis, the nlme package (Pinheiro
et al., 2008) in R has been used to obtain the GMPE for Ia presented in
Chapter 3. This package uses the Lindstrom and Bates (1990) algorithm
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for regression analyses, which can be modified to allow spatial correlation
of the intra-event residuals.
The procedure by which an algorithm used to conduct a regression anal-
ysis may be modified to consider correlated residuals is presented in Hong
et al. (2009). These authors focus on the two-stage Joyner and Boore al-
gorithm (1993) which is a maximum-likelihood method. For the dataset
and specified functional form of the ground-motion prediction model, the
maximum-likelihood method identifies a set of values of model parameters
that gives the observed data the greatest probability, i.e. a set of parameters
that maximize the likelihood function. In a one stage method, all param-
eters are estimated in the same step by maximising the likelihood of a set
of observations. The method by which Hong et al. (2009) incorporate the
functional form of an empirical spatial correlation model (for example the
exponential model presented in Section 4.2) into the covariance matrix of
the residuals is now examined in detail.
Using the GMPE for Arias Intensity (Ia) as an example, it can be ob-
served that the equation, presented again in Equations 4.17, 4.18 and 4.20,
is nonlinear in the parameters.
ln Ia = ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
+ fsite
(
VS30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
(4.17)
ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
= c1+c2 (8.5−Mw)2+(c3 + c4Mw) ln
√
R2rup + c
2
5+c6FRV (4.18)
fsite
(
VS30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
= v1 ln
(
VS30
Vref
)
(4.19)
+ v2
[
ev3(min[VS30,1100]−V1) − ev3(Vref−V1)
]
ln
(
Iˆrefa + v4
v4
)
The equation may be linearised using a Taylor expansion about trial val-
ues of the parameters (Joyner and Boore, 1993), so that it may be replaced
by the system shown in Equation 4.20.
Y =XB + e (4.20)
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Where Y denotes the logarithm of the ground-motion measure of interest,
X is a matrix of linearised input variables, for example terms involvingMw
and Rrup, and B is a vector of unknown model parameters to be estimated
and e is an N × 1 vector (N is the number of records) which contains
ηi + εij which are normally distributed with zero mean and variances σ2η
and σ2ε respectively and covariance matrix C.
The covariance matrix is given by:
C = σ2T c (4.21)
This matrix is formed by zeros except for its block diagonal sub matrix ce,
for the eth earthquake, where [σT ]2 = [ση]2 + [σε]2. For uncorrelated intra-
event residuals, the block diagonal submatrix ce is shown in Equation 4.22.
The off-diagonal element, ρη is the inter-event correlation coefficient, ρη =
ση
σT
.
ce =

1 ρη . . . ρη
ρη 1 . . . ρη
...
...
. . .
...
ρη ρη . . . 1
 (4.22)
Equation 4.20 is linear in the parameters, however, as C depends on the
standard deviations of the intra and inter-event residuals and parameters of
the correlation model and therefore it is not possible to obtain an analytical
inverse matrix C−1, a maximisation scheme must be used in order to solve
for B, ση and σε. The solution, which can be obtained using the one or two
stage algorithm, maximises the likelihood function in Equation 4.23.
L = −N
2
ln(2pi)− N
2
ln(σ2T )−
1
2
ln |c|− 1
2σ2T
[
(Y −XB)T c−1 (Y −XB)
]
(4.23)
If spatial correlation is incorporated, the covariance matrix and a block-
diagonal sub-matrix are as shown in Equations 4.24 and 4.25 respectively.
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C = σ2ε

c11 0 . . . 0
0 c12 . . . 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 . . . c1Ne
 (4.24)
c1e =

1 ρ1,2 . . . ρ1,Nre
ρ2,1 1 . . . ρ2,Nre
...
...
. . .
...
ρNre,1 ρNre,2 . . . 1
 (4.25)
Where e is the number of earthquake events. c1e is an Nre×Nre matrix,
where Nre is the number of records for the eth earthquake, with diagonal
elements equal to unity. Equation 4.26 gives the off-diagonal term ρi,j ,
which represents the correlation among records for the same event, where
hi,j is the distance between recording stations for the ith and jth record for
the eth event.
ρi,j = ρη + ρε(hi,j)(1− ρη) (4.26)
For the case where an exponential model (of the form presented in Sec-
tion 4.2, Equation 4.14) is used to describe the spatial correlations, ρε(h)
(the intra-event spatial correlation coefficient for two recording stations sep-
arated by distance h) can be defined as in Equation 4.27.
ρε(h) = e
−3hb (4.27)
For spatially correlated residuals, if one compares Equation 4.22 and 4.25
it is clear that in addition to the model parameters, B and the standard
deviation of the intra and inter-event residuals, the parameters in the model
for spatial correlation, ρε(h), must be estimated. The Joyner-Boore algo-
rithm may be still used to carry out the maximisation of L for the additional
parameters of the correlation model.
In the two-stage algorithm, the first stage determines distance-dependent
model parameters and the second stage, magnitude-dependent model pa-
rameters. The first stage is characterised as:
Y1 =X1B1 + e1 (4.28)
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Where Y1 denotes the logarithm of the ground-motion measure of in-
terest as well as other terms which may be treated as constant in each
iteration (Hong et al., 2009), X1 is a matrix of linearised input variables,
for example terms involving Mw and Rrup, and B1 is a vector of distance
dependent model parameters to be estimated and also includes a vector
which is linearly related to magnitude dependent parameters P and ηij . e1
is an N × 1 vector (N is the number of records) which contains εij which
are normally distributed with zero mean and variance σ2ε .
If the spatial correlation amongst εij is not considered, the estimate of
the parameters B1, Bˆ1 is given by:
Bˆ1 =
(
X1
TX1
)−1
X1
TY1 (4.29)
Upon incorporating spatial correlation, Equation 4.29 becomes Equa-
tion 4.30 where C1 is the covariance matrix for e1.
Bˆ1 =
(
X1
TC1
−1X1
)−1
X1
TC1
−1Y1 (4.30)
If the spatial correlation of the intra-event residuals is incorporated, one
may define the block diagonal submatrix for correlated residuals as in Equa-
tion 4.31.
c1e =

1 ρε(h1,2) . . . ρε(h1,Nre)
ρε(h2,1) 1 . . . ρε(h2,Nre)
...
...
. . .
...
ρε(hNre,1) ρε(hNre,2) . . . 1
 (4.31)
In the spatially correlated case, the estimates of the distance-dependent
model parameters, the spatial correlation parameters and σε are obtained
by maximising the log-likelihood function:
L = −N
2
ln(2pi)−N
2
ln(σ2ε)−
1
2
ln |c|− 1
2σ2ε
[
(Y1 −X1B1)T c−1 (Y1 −X1B1)
]
(4.32)
The second stage uses Equation 4.33 to characterise the magnitude de-
pendent model parameters.
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Y2 =X2B2 + e2 (4.33)
Where Y2 are the estimated values of P from the first stage (Pˆ ) , X2 is
a matrix of terms involving Mw and B2 is a vector of Mw dependent model
parameters to be estimated. e2 is a vector which contains ηi and Pˆ − P .
The corresponding covariance matrix and block diagonal terms are given in
Equations 4.34 and 4.35 respectively.
C2 =

c21 0 . . . 0
0 c22 . . . 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 . . . c2Ne
 (4.34)
c2Ne = σ
2
η + σ
2
ε(
Nre∑
i=1
Nre∑
j=1
we,ij) (4.35)
Where we,ij are the elements of the matrix c1e. This can be solved to
give the remaining pieces of information, i.e. an estimate of the magnitude
dependent parameters B2 and ση.
The regression analysis presented in the previous chapter was performed
using the nlme package in the software R , which finds the model parame-
ters using the alternating algorithm of Lindstrom and Bates (1990). The
Joyner and Boore algorithm alternates between two steps, a linearisation
and a maximisation. In a similar way, the Lindstrom and Bates algorithm
alternates between two steps, a penalised non-linear least squares (PNLS)
(maximisation) and a linear mixed effects step (LME) (linearisation and
maximisation). A brief decription of this algorithm is now presented with
the terminology used by Pinheiro and Bates (2000) as well as the corre-
sponding terminology from the description of the Joyner-Boore algorithm.
In the PNLS step, the precision factor (an expression in terms of the covari-
ance matrix C) is estimated and held fixed. The conditional modes of the
random effects (η terms) and the conditional estimates of the fixed effects
(or parameters Bˆ) are then obtained by minimisation of the PNLS objective
function which is presented in Equation 4.36.
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M∑
i=1
[||yi − fi(B,ηi)||2 + ||∆ηi||2] (4.36)
Where y is the ground-motion measure, ∆ is the precision factor, B
are the fixed effects parameters and ηi are the random effects. fi(B,ηi)
represents the model function. The second step, the LME step, updates the
estimate of∆ based on Taylor expansion of f about the estimates of B and
ηi using an approximate log-likelihood function. The algorithm alternates
between PNLS and LME steps until a convergence criterion is met and thus
obtains estimates for the model parameters. In the case where the within-
group errors are heteroskedastic (as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5)
or in this situation where a correlation structure may exist, the basic nlme
model can be extended. The methodology remains the same as for the basic
model. However, the alternating algorithm functions are altered to contain
covariance terms and the parameters of the correlation model are estimated
along with the model parameters. The extended algorithm, incorporating
a correlation structure, is used for the analysis of the spatial correlation
model for Arias Intensity and is discussed in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.2. Influence of including spatial correlation in the
regression algorithm
The overall influence of spatial correlation on the regression algorithm is
now considered. A key effect of assuming independent intra-event residuals
is the underestimation of σ and overestimation of τ (standard deviation of
the intra-event and inter-event residuals respectively) (Jayaram and Baker,
2010). Letting the correlation between intra-event residuals at two sites be
a constant = ρ, the covariance matrix, C, for the total residuals can be
summarised as:
C = (1− ρ)σ2IN + (τ2 + ρσ2)
M∑
re=1+1
1Nre,Nre (4.37)
Letting (1 − ρ)σ2 be represented by σ′2 and (τ2 + ρσ2) by τ ′2, allows
equation 4.37 to be re-written as:
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C = σ′2IN + τ ′2
M∑
re=1+1
1Nre,Nre (4.38)
Therefore, in an algorithm that does not include spatial correlation of
the residuals, the variance components that are estimated are actually τ ′
and σ′. It can be appreciated that τ ′ overestimates τ and σ′ underesti-
mates σ, by letting the correlation ρ = 0.5, which leads to σ′ = 0.84σ
and τ ′2 = τ2 + 0.7σ2. The overestimation of τ has implications for risk
assessment to spatially distributed portfolios as a larger value of τ implies
a higher likelihood of observing large ground-motion intensities (Jayaram
and Baker, 2010) (as a larger value of τ acts to increase all values in the
ground-motion field). Therefore, it is important to test whether fitting
ground-motion equations while considering correlated intra-event residuals
change the estimates of σ and τ significantly. However, as mentioned by
both Jayaram and Baker (2010) and Hong et al. (2009), the variance of the
residuals decreases marginally and this only has a negligible effect on the
estimated GMPE. Secondly, both sets of authors examine ground-motion
model coefficients re-estimated considering spatial correlation and observe
that they are similar to those obtained without considering spatial correla-
tion.
The conclusion of the analyses conducted in Hong et al. (2009) and Ja-
yaram and Baker (2010) is that the influence of considering the spatial
correlation on the estimated GMPEs is negligible. The variance of the total
residuals and the model coefficients used to predict median ground-motion
intensity are not significantly different from those obtained before spatial
correlation is considered. However, a model incorporating spatial correlation
will allow the prediction of ground-motion fields rather than point estimates
of ground motion and the impact on the intra-event and inter-event residual
variances may have implications for loss estimates to spatially distributed
systems.
4.3.3. Implementation
An effort has been made to conduct a regression analysis using R on the
GMPE for Ia presented in Chapter 3 assuming that the intra-event residuals
are spatially correlated.
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A number of different correlation structures may be specified to describe
the within-group correlation models. In this thesis, an exponential spatial
correlation structure was chosen. This is based on the work conducted in
Section 4.2 where exponential, stable and sigmoid models were fitted to
empirical semi-variograms for the Northridge, Chi-Chi and Anza events.
Although the stable model has been found to perform best, the advantage
of using the exponential form in this analysis is that, if normalised resid-
uals are used, only one extra parameter (in addition to the original model
coefficients) has to be estimated in the regression analysis.
The result of conducting a regression analysis using the original func-
tional form for Arias Intensity with the addition of an exponential corre-
lation structure and the original dataset was that the algorithm would not
converge, i.e. estimates of the model parameters could not be obtained. In
order to establish whether the failure to converge was related to the partic-
ular correlation structure used, different correlation structures were tested,
including exponential, stable and sigmoid models. However, none of the
models allowed the algorithm to converge. Finally, the model was run with
a correlation structure with fixed parameters based on the results of the
empirical semi-variogram analyses (Section 4.2 ), however again, estimates
of the model parameters could not be achieved.
There are a number of reasons why the algorithm may have failed to
converge. Firstly, the impact of a variation in the residuals from an individ-
ual earthquake differing from the intra-event variance is that the covariance
matrix is not a function of two parameters. Instead, the intra-event term
may be different for all events (114 in the dataset used). This would cause
problems in the estimation of the parameters of the correlation model, re-
sulting in the algorithm failing to converge. Secondly, the large difference
in the range parameter for the three events studied using empirical semi-
variograms in the earlier part of this chapter may result in convergence
problems when the algorithm is attempting to estimate parameters which
describe a correlation model common to all events. This makes an assump-
tion that the ground-motion field resulting from two earthquakes in different
locations, say Chi-Chi and Northridge will be similarly correlated. In fact,
as discussed in Jayaram and Baker (2010) and outlined in the beginning
of the chapter, the correlation between ground motions is based on the
path of the seismic waves from source to site, fault asperity distribution
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and correlations of Vs30 values that are not adequately captured in GMPE
functional forms. Therefore, there is little physical justification for why
a generic spatial correlation model would exist as these effects are event
specific. However, if these event specific effects are in fact due to the defi-
ciencies in the ground motion models, for example an inadequate modelling
of site effects, further developments in the modelling of spatial correlations
may arise when the modelling of earthquake ground motions improve. The
implications of the untenability of a generic worldwide spatial correlation
model are that it may be best to approach the modelling of spatial correla-
tions on an event-by-event basis. The results presented in Hong et al. (2009)
conclude that the correlation model obtained by statistical analysis of the
residuals is very similar to that obtained by incorporating spatial correlation
into the regression algorithm. This coupled with the results mentioned in
Section 4.2, have resulted in the decision to investigate the impact of spatial
correlations on an event-by-event basis using geostatistical tools, presented
in Chapter 7. A second assumption made in this section that may benefit
from further investigation in future studies is that the correlation between
events is zero, i.e. the off-block-diagonal terms of the matrix C presented in
Equation 4.22 are 0, as events which occur in similar regions could produce
correlated ground motions due to similar fault mechanisms and paths of
wave propagations.
Finally, previous studies have indicated that the effects on GMPEs of in-
corporating a spatial correlation model into an existing GMPE are neglible
(Jayaram and Baker, 2010; Hong et al., 2009). In the context of this thesis,
if spatial correlations have only minor implications for GMPEs, more at-
tention should be focussed on the impacts of uncertainty on ground-motion
prediction, which is discussed further in the next chapter.
4.4. Chapter Summary
This chapter has defined spatial correlation and discussed its importance in
terms of the impact on ground-motion prediction. The impacts on Earth-
quake Loss Estimates of ground-motion predictions which incorporate spa-
tial correlation and other sources of uncertainty have also been briefly in-
troduced. The potential development of a generic spatial correlation model
for Arias Intensity has been explored using two techniques. The first is the
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use of empirical semi-variograms to develop spatial correlation models for
the well-recorded Northridge, Chi-Chi and Anza events. The second is the
incorporation of spatial correlations directly into the regression analysis.
The conclusions of this Chapter are that more events should be studied in
order to test the validity of developing a generic spatial correlation model
and this further research is performed using GIS in Chapter 7. At the be-
ginning of this chapter, it was noted that loss estimates can often overlook
important aspects of ground-motion prediction including the spatial cor-
relation of ground-motion measures and the uncertainty in ground-motion
prediction. This chapter has dealt with the former. In Chapter 5, the uncer-
tainty in ground-motion prediction is explored, focussing on the epistemic
uncertainty in ground-motion predictions and how this may be reduced.
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Figure 4.8.: Example of the model that has been obtained through the use
of the functional form of Equation 4.14 and the data from the
Anza event using a bin size ∆h = 5 km.
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Figure 4.9.: Example of the models that have been obtained through the
use of the functional form of Equations 4.14 and 4.16 and the
data from the Chi-Chi, Northridge and Anza events (top left,
top right and bottom respectively).
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5. The impacts of epistemic
uncertainty on ground-motion
model derivation
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the new ground-motion prediction equation
(GMPE) for Arias Intensity has a large standard deviation, σ. This arises
because there is uncertainty in both the derived ground-motion model and
the model predictions as well as random variability in the ground-motion
predictions. However, in theory, there is a part of this uncertainty that
can be reduced by the acquisition of more information, for example addi-
tional earthquake ground motion recordings. The reducible component of
the uncertainty is referred to as epistemic. The aim of this chapter is to
compute the model-specific components of epistemic uncertainty, so that
they may be better understood and the model standard deviation poten-
tially reduced. Moss and Der Kiureghian (2006) and Moss (2009) discuss
how this reduced estimate of the model variance may also be more represen-
tative of the true aleatory uncertainty, i.e. the uncertainty due to intrinsic
randomness (Der Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009), in the ground-motion
predictions.
This chapter firstly identifies the sources of epistemic uncertainty in a
GMPE. The source that is the focus of this section, is epistemic uncer-
tainty arising from input variable uncertainty. Next, these uncertainties
are quantified and an enhanced methodology introduced that may be used
to analyse their impacts on the regression analysis used to obtain GMPEs.
Finally, the impacts of accounting for the input variable uncertainty in GM-
PEs are demonstrated by applying the methodology to the GMPE for Arias
Intensity.
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5.1. Sources of epistemic uncertainty
As a point of clarification, the following terminology is used throughout this
chapter in the discussion of ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs).
• Parameter A constant estimated from the data during regression anal-
ysis.
• Variable The observations or metadata used in the regression anal-
ysis. There are two types, independent variables (also called input
variables, regressors or predictor variables) and dependent variables
(also called output variables or response variables), where independent
variables are simply defined as those that if changed have an effect on
the dependent variable.
For example, in Equation 5.1, Y is the dependent variable, X1 and X2 are
independent variables and b1 and b2 are the parameters to be estimated.
Y = b1X1 + b2X2 (5.1)
In order to predict ground motion for earthquake loss estimation or a
hazard analysis, an appropriate GMPE must be chosen for the intensity
measure of interest. This GMPE typically has a form constrained by the-
oretical, empirical and practical considerations. The dependent variable in
the GMPE shown in Equation 5.2 is the ground-motion measure, Z, which
could be, for example, Ia, PGA or Sa. The independent variables, repre-
sented by Xk are generally: magnitude (Mw), shear-wave velocity in the
top 30 metres of the site (Vs30), a distance metric, e.g. fault rupture to site
distance (Rrup) and dummy variables describing style of faulting (e.g. Frv).
The parameters B of the ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) are
estimated using regression analysis on recorded data. The ground-motion
measure is a function of the parameters and independent variables as shown
in Equation 5.2.
Z = f (B,Xk) (5.2)
As shown in Equation 3.11 and reformulated in Equation 5.3, the ground
motion at an individual site can be written as the sum of a median model
prediction, Zˆij and two error components that together represent the total
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difference between the observed motion Zij and the median model prediction
Zˆij .
Zij − Zˆij = ηi + εij (5.3)
Where ηi and εij are the inter- and intra-event residuals and the subscripts
i and j are indices defining the ith event and the jth recording for the ith
event respectively. For a given scenario, the scatter in the ground-motion
predictions represented by ηi and εij is currently assumed to be aleatory.
However, this scatter has a number of sources and although there is a com-
ponent of aleatory variability, there is also uncertainty which is epistemic
due to the assumptions and idealisations associated with the mathematical
modelling. The following specific sources of this epistemic uncertainty can
be identified (Der Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009):
• Inexact form of the model and selection of particular model formula-
tion.
• Selection of a particular database.
• Input variable measurement error.
• Statistical errors in the estimation of parameters.
Youngs (2006) and Stafford et al. (2009a) suggest that the first two sources
of uncertainty may be accounted for using a logic tree framework. For a
given scenario, this involves making multiple predictions of an intensity mea-
sure using a suite of different predictive equations developed using different
datasets. However, although using a suite of equations would go some way
to modelling these sources of epistemic uncertainty, a portion of the remain-
ing variability would still be epistemic. This firstly results from the suite of
equations not being complete, i.e. model forms exist that are not included
in the set of equations (Scherbaum et al., 2005). Secondly, there is the
possibility that there are independent variables which we are not aware of
missing from existing models (Der Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009). This
thesis focusses on the last two points in the list of sources of uncertainty
presented above which are currently ignored in ground-motion predictions.
Previous studies, including Rhoades (1997), Abrahamson and Silva (2008a)
and Gehl et al. (2011), have looked at certain aspects of the input variable
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uncertainty impacts and Arroyo and Ordaz (2011) looked at parameter es-
timation uncertainty for linear GMPEs. In this chapter, the input variable
uncertainties are examined and in the next chapter, the uncertainties in the
parameter estimation are studied.
5.2. Quantification of input variable uncertainty
In order to examine the impacts of input variable uncertainty on the deriva-
tion of a ground-motion prediction equation, the uncertainty in the input
variables must first be quantified. Therefore, the nature of the probability
distributions that describe the uncertainty in the input variables must be
examined in order to determine the parameters required to describe them.
For example, in the case of a normally distributed uncertain variable, a
mean value and standard deviation would be used. With an estimate of
the distribution for each uncertain variable, the methodology described in
Youngs (2006) may be applied to assess the impact of inexact normally-
distributed input variables on the derived ground-motion prediction equa-
tion and involves the following key steps. Firstly, new datasets are simulated
with the distribution of variables obtained from the mean and standard de-
viation. The parameters of the functional form (GMPE) are then derived
repeatedly for the simulated data and the standard deviation across the pre-
dictions is computed to provide a value of σTvu, the standard deviation due
to the input variable uncertainty. This method is analogous to that used
by Moss (2011) who uses both an exact technique, a Bayesian framework,
as well as an approximate method, Monte Carlo simulations, to propagate
the input variable uncertainty.
In this thesis, the dataset used is that described in Chapter 3, which is a
subset of the NGA Flatfile (Chiou et al., 2008). This dataset contains values
of the input variables, as well as in the case of magnitude, Mw, and shear
wave velocity, Vs30, the estimated uncertainty in these values. However,
there is no value of uncertainty provided for the distance metric and in this
thesis it is estimated using Monte Carlo simulations as described in Section
5.3.2. The uncertainty in the values ofMw and lnVs30 provided in the NGA
Flatfile are used as the standard deviations of these two variables. The
methods by which the NGA values are obtained and the justification for
using them in this thesis are discussed in greater detail in Sections 5.2.1
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and 5.2.2.
The final common input variable to a GMPE to consider is the dummy
variable to describe the style of faulting Frv, which may also be subject to
uncertainty. Frv values stated in the NGA dataset are calculated using the
rake angle λ of the fault. Abrahamson and Silva (2008a) state that the
uncertainty in rake angle only impacts the estimated standard deviation
of the model if the event would change from one style of faulting cate-
gory to another and as few events are near these boundaries, the impact
of the uncertainty in rake on the standard deviation will be negligible. In
this chapter, it is assumed that the fault mechanism, where reverse-faulting
events are defined as those with a rake angle in the range of 30◦ − 150◦,
is well constrained. Therefore Frv can be assumed to take a value of 1
for reverse-faulting events and 0 otherwise, with no uncertainties attached.
This assumption was checked by firstly assuming that the measurement er-
ror in rake angles was 10◦ and then identifying events in the flatfile which
have a rake of 30◦± 10◦ and 150◦± 10◦, i.e. those which could change from
one category to another if they contained a measurement error. All of the
8 events that were in this range of values were found to be recent events
located in California occurring on well-known and extensively-studied fault
planes for which the rake angle may be assumed to be well constrained. It
is therefore assumed that the style of faulting uncertainty can be neglected.
5.2.1. Magnitude, Mw
Rhoades (1997) discusses how the standard errors of earthquake magnitudes
vary appreciably between earthquakes, depending on how the magnitude
is determined. Magnitude as well as the other independent variables in
ground-motion prediction equations are generally derived variables, as they
are not directly measured, instead they are inferred from other variables.
The magnitude of a particular event is calculated using a non-unique in-
version process which results in a certain level of uncertainty. Kagan (2003)
discusses that the level of uncertainty in the moment magnitude is a func-
tion of a number of factors. Firstly, there is a higher accuracy of magnitude
determination for deeper events. Secondly, the size of the earthquake also
has a considerable impact on the uncertainty in the magnitude estimate,
with greater uncertainty for smaller events. Thirdly, there is inconsistency
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between catalogues, which is demonstrated when different sources report
different magnitudes for the same event. For example, the Harvard cen-
troid moment tensor (CMT) solutions and USGS first-motion (FM) focal
mechanisms may yield different results with differing accuracy of the solu-
tions. Lastly, uncertainty in moment magnitude is a function of time with
improved estimates of magnitude often obtained a few weeks post-event.
Therefore, it is evident that the magnitude input to a ground-motion pre-
diction equation carries a component of epistemic uncertainty. This should
be quantified, so that it may be propagated through the analysis, as if it
is not treated, this uncertainty will manifest as aleatory variability. The
Kagan uncertainty (Kagan, 2003) estimate of moment magnitude values
reported in the flatfile is estimated from multiple reported magnitudes for
each event where they existed. It is based on the consideration of the sta-
tistical standard deviation, time and quality of data and the method used
to derive the magnitude (Moss and Der Kiureghian, 2006).
In this thesis, both the mean value and standard deviation of magnitude
are taken from the flatfile, where the former is the Mw value estimated
for each event and the standard deviation is the Kagan magnitude uncer-
tainty (Kagan, 2003). The range of Kagan magnitude uncertainty values
is: 0.081− 0.3. It is assumed that the uncertainty in magnitude values can
be characterised by a normal distribution. This assumption can be justified
for both the case where moment magnitude is obtained from an estimated
value of seismic moment, which is log-normally distributed (Kagan, 2002;
Godano and Pingue, 2000) and when Mw is obtained from fault rupture
dimensions with an associated measurement error (commonly assumed to
be normally distributed, e.g. Moss and Der Kiureghian (2006)).
5.2.2. Shear-wave velocity, Vs30
A number of studies have been conducted which examine the sensitivity of
GMPEs and their associated standard deviations to assumed uncertainties
in shear-wave velocity estimates, e.g. Gehl et al. (2011), Moss and Der
Kiureghian (2006) and Moss (2008). Moss (2008) looks in some detail at
quantifying the uncertainty associated with Vs30, as a previous study by
Moss and Der Kiureghian (2006) showed that it can be a very sensitive
parameter.
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The flatfile contains a preferred Vs30 value for a site and an estimate of
uncertainty in lnVs30, which is dependent on the estimation method used
and expert judgement (Chiou et al., 2008). A number of different methods
were used to obtain the Vs30 values given in the flatfile, depending on the site
location and the available information and each method has a different level
of certainty. The different methods used to obtain Vs30 and the uncertainty
in the values are outlined here and comprehensively discussed in Chiou et
al. (2008). As each method has a different level of certainty, the value of
Vs30 reported in the flatfile for a particular site is taken from the data source
which has the highest level of certainty in its estimate. This hierarchy of
methods is as follows:
• Measured Vs30 values obtained from the Pacific Engineering profile
data set of 1500 interpreted Vs values.
• Vs30 values inferred from site geology for California stations using the
methodologies of Borcherdt and Fumal (2002) and Wills and Cla-
han (2006).
• For sites outside California, values are inferred from regional Vs30 pro-
files, Geomatrix site classification, Spudich et al. (1999) site classifi-
cation or other regional site classification.
• Alaskan Vs30 values were inferred from maps obtained using high-
frequency Rayleigh wave measurement data.
The values of the logarithm of shear wave velocity uncertainty range from
σlnVs30 = 0.1 to σlnVs30 = 0.7. Measured values also have an associated
level of uncertainty due to extrapolation over distance of the measurements,
which in some cases may have been made up to 300m from the recording
station. Figure 5.1 shows that the measured values have the lowest values of
σlnVs30 , however Vs30 values inferred from borehole measurements which only
extend to a depth of 20m have the highest values of σlnVs30 (Chiou et al.,
2008). An important observation made by Gehl et al. (2011) is that the
knowledge of Vs30 is highly heterogeneous amongst the different recording
stations and a more accurate way to incorporate the uncertainty in Vs30
may be to introduce an individual uncertainty on Vs30 for each station,
depending on the available site information.
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Figure 5. Epistemic variability (uncertainty) of mean ln!VS30" estimate for a recording site.
Table 5. NEHRP Category mean (median) VS30 estimates and aleatory
variability computed from all profiles in the Pacific Engineering profile da-
tabase.
NEHRP
Category
Median
VS30
(m/sec)
Standard
Deviation of
ln!VS30"
Mean VS30
(m/sec)
Standard
Deviation of
VS30 (m/sec)
Number
of Profiles
A 1745.3 0.122 1756.0 212.1 6
B 967.6 0.169 981.6 173.5 56
C 450.5 0.189 459.1 94.6 479
D 258.2 0.208 263.8 54.2 886
E 152.5 0.172 154.5 22.3 129
38 B. CHIOU ET AL.
Figure 5.1.: From Chiou et al. (2008), epistemic uncertainty of mean logVs30
values obtained from different sources. Where A-E are the
NEHRP site classes.
In this thesis, the values of Vs30 are assu ed to be log-normally dis-
tributed (Rodriguez-Marek, 2010), with the mean value being the preferred
lnVs30 from the flatfile. The Vs30 uncertainty provided in the NGA Flatfile
for each recording is used as the standard deviation.
5.3. Monte Carlo Simulations
In this thesis, the impacts of input variable uncertainty on GMPEs are as-
sessed using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. MC simulations are used to
produce a range of values of the input variables, magnitude Mw, average
shear wave velocity in the top 30 metres of the site, Vs30 and the distance
metric, closest distance from fault rupture to site, Rrup. The distribu-
tions and the uncertainty estimates of the variables Mw and Vs30 are those
discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The uncertainty in the source-to-site
distance term, Rrup has not been examined in detail in the literature (Moss,
2009) and therefore, it seems prudent not only to obtain an estimate of the
standard deviation of the calculated Rrup value given in the flatfile, but also
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to investigate the assumption made in previous studies that it can be con-
sidered a normally distributed random variable (Moss and Der Kiureghian,
2006).
This thesis offers an improved assessment of input variable uncertainty
over previous studies for two main reasons. Firstly, there is currently lit-
tle guidance in the literature on the distribution of potential Rrup values.
Secondly, the method used in this thesis simultaneously incorporates un-
certainty in the three input variables Mw, Rrup and Vs30 and develops a
method by which correlated values of Mw and Rrup can be produced. MC
simulations offer a conceptually simple method of propagating the epistemic
input variable uncertainty, however, the method requires a large numerical
effort.
5.3.1. Simulation of multiple datasets
The simulation of the inexact input variables Mw and Vs30 is a straight-
forward procedure. The characteristics defining Mw and Vs30 described
in the previous section, i.e. the mean, standard deviation and normal or
log-normal distributions respectively, are used to define the probability dis-
tributions of these variables. Using MC simulations, a large number of
randomly generated realisations of the variables are created based on these
distributions. The simulations for these variables can then be used along
with simulations of fault planes from which the distance metric Rrup is cal-
culated, to form multiple datasets of possible input variables to derive a
GMPE. The way in which the simulated fault planes and hence Rrup values
are obtained is discussed in the next section.
In order to assess the impacts of the input variable uncertainty on the
derived GMPE multiple regression analyses are conducted. These analyses
use the multiple datasets created using MC simulations and the functional
form of the GMPE for Arias Intensity (Ia) (presented in Chapter 3). It is
important to note that this process assumes that the original model is cor-
rect, i.e. the uncertainty in the original functional form resulting from the
uncertain input variables is neglected. In order to investigate this assump-
tion further, this chapter also examines the differences in the parameters
of the different models estimated using the different datasets. This enables
the validity of selecting the original functional form to be assessed.
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5.3.2. Simulation of source-to-site rupture distance, Rrup
As discussed, there is no available estimate of the standard deviation associ-
ated with the value of Rrup reported in the flatfile. Additionally, in contrast
to Mw and Vs30, the distribution of possible Rrup values is often assumed to
be normal but as it is not well studied, the assumption of normality should
be tested. Therefore, in this section a new method is introduced by which
an estimate for the distribution of Rrup may be obtained.
The source-to-site rupture distance, Rrup, provided in the flatfile is a de-
rived variable, i.e. it is a function of other variables, which can be referred
to as basic variables (Der Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009). Therefore the
overall uncertainty in Rrup can be considered to be a combination of the un-
certainties in the basic variables used in its derivation. These basic variable
uncertainties contribute to the nature of the distribution of values of Rrup.
In this thesis, the basic variables required to calculate Rrup are identified
and the uncertainty in these is quantified. An algorithm which uses MC
simulations to find the uncertainty in the Rrup values resulting from uncer-
tain basic variables is then developed. To summarise, the method by which
a distribution of Rrup values can be obtained is as follows. For each record
r, for an event e, the algorithm simulates potential fault-rupture planes and
calculates Rrup as the closest distance between the simulated fault-rupture
plane and the station where the recording was made (the coordinates of
which are assumed to be known).
The model for the calculation of Rrup uses the following variables:
• Recording station location, cartesian coordinates: xs, ys, zs;
• Strike and dip of the fault: θ, δ;
• Hypocentre location, cartesian coordinates: xh, yh, zh;
• The position of the hypocentre in the fault plane, described using the
fraction of the length along strike and width of the fault down dip that
ruptures in the direction of the recording station: X and Y , (where
X = s/RLD and Y = d/RW : RLD is the fault rupture length and
RW is the fault rupture width);
• Magnitude, Mw.
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Figure 5.2.: A schematic of fault characteristics used in the calculation of
Rrup
The variables which describe fault characteristics are shown in Figure 5.2.
The location of the recording station is assumed to be known and therefore
has no epistemic uncertainty associated with it. The algorithm used to es-
timate the uncertainty in Rrup assumes that the remaining basic variables,
which describe earthquake source characteristics, have an associated mea-
surement error, the values of which are presented and discussed below. It
is important to note that the uncertainty in the characteristics defining the
orientation of the fault-rupture plane θ, δ and the hypocentre position in the
fault-rupture plane, X and Y is dependent on the earthquake event. This
analysis would certainly be improved if a quantification of the uncertainty
in fault-rupture plane parameters and hypocentral position determination
were to be included in the flatfile and should this information become avail-
able, it may easily be incorporated into this framework. In this thesis, the
uncertainty in these parameters is quantified in a way which is consistent
with previous studies.
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Strike and dip, θ, δ
There are a number of problems in defining the uncertainty in θ and δ. Even
in regions which are well-instrumented, estimates of θ and δ can have a large
error, for example, the variation in θ and δ estimates for the Northridge
event were 113◦ ≤ θ ≤ 136◦ and 30◦ ≤ δ ≤ 60◦ (Shen et al., 1996). This
demonstrates that the variation in θ and δ values can be large even for
well-recorded events and the validity of the estimates at the extremes of
the range of values is not clear. Addditionally, it is not possible to use
event-specific values of σδ and σθ in this thesis, as this information is not
available for the majority of events. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a
representative value of σδ and σθ for all events.
There are also issues associated with selecting a single representative value
of σδ and σθ. For example, defining uncertainties in θ and δ is difficult in
regions with numerous faults, as the uncertainty in hypocentral position
may result in incorrect identification of the fault-rupture plane (for which θ
and δ are specified). If the assumed fault plane is not correct, not only will
θ and δ be incorrect, but it will not be possible to propagate the uncertainty
in θ and δ. There are further difficulties in the definition of uncertainty in
δ, as for some faults, the reported value of δ varies across the width of the
fault plane (Hayes and Wald, 2009).
Therefore, in this thesis an estimate of uncertainty in θ and δ is used that
is realistic for the majority of events. However, the use of a single general
value of θ and δ uncertainty may be an overestimate for well-studied events,
but an underestimate for poorly-recorded events. The uncertainty in the
measurement of θ and δ is taken to be 10◦ and the variables are assumed
normally distributed. This value is obtained from the studies of Kilb et
al. (2006) and Hayes and Wald (2009) which discuss that for events with
well-constrained CMT solutions, the orientation of the rupture plane can
be estimated to within 10◦. This value is based on the assumption that the
CMT solutions for the events in the NGA dataset are well-constrained and
it is recognised again that this analysis would be improved if an estimate of
the uncertainty in θ and δ for each event was provided in the NGA dataset.
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Hypocentre location, cartesian coordinates: xh, yh, zh
Mai et al. (2005) discuss in detail the uncertainty in the determination
of hypocentre location and suggest that for locations where there is good
knowledge of the geologic structure or for well-recorded recent events, an
error of earthquake location of about 1−2km laterally, and 2−4km vertically,
is a reasonable assumption. However, for older events or earthquakes that
occurred in remote, poorly instrumented areas, estimates of hypocentral
position are much less well constrained, and uncertainty may be of the
order of 10− 50 km.
In the calculation for Rrup, the error in the position of the hypocentre
is assumed to be 0.05o (approximately 1 km). Similarly to the estimate of
the uncertainty in θ and δ, the analysis would be improved if additional
uncertainty information for xh, yh, zh for each event was provided in the
NGA flatfile.
Length and width of fault from hypocentre that rupture in the
direction of the site: X , Y
The position of the hypocentre within the fault plane is described in Mai
et al. (2005) by the variables HypX and HypZ. These variables are the
along strike and down dip position of the hypocentre normalised by the fault
length and width respectively.
In this thesis, the position of the hypocentre in the fault plane is measured
in terms of the fraction of the fault that ruptures in the direction of the
recording station, X, Y . Returning to Figure 5.2, X, the length ratio, is
calculated as sRLD , where s is the length of the fault rupturing towards the
site and Y , the width ratio is calculated as dRW where d is the width of
the fault rupturing towards the site. The values for X and Y are taken
from the NGA dataset and the uncertainty in these variables is assumed to
be modelled in the same way as HypX and HypZ for Mai et al. (2005).
The standard deviations and distributions of the variables are taken from
Mai et al. (2005) and are as follows. For HypZ, the Weibull distribution
is used with shape parameter 3.353 and scale parameter Y . For HypX,
a truncated normal distribution (at 0 and 1) is used with mean X and
standard deviation 0.23. In the situations where X and Y values are not
provided in the flatfile an approximately bilateral fault-rupture is assumed.
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Magnitude, Mw
In order to provide consistent fault plane dimensions the magnitude un-
certainty quantified in section 5.2 may be incorporated directly into this
analysis by using the simulated Mw values as an input to the calculation of
rupture area RA, rupture width RW and rupture length RLD. The dimen-
sions of a fault plane RA, RW and RLD can be estimated using the scaling
relations of Wells and Coppersmith (1994) shown here in Equation 5.4.
log10RW = a1 + b1Mw
log10RA = a2 + b2Mw
log10RLD = a3 + b3Mw (5.4)
The coefficients in these equations are: a1 = −1.01 and b1 = 0.32 respec-
tively for RW and a2 = −3.49 and b2 = 0.91 for RA and a3 = −2.44 and
b3 = 0.59 for RLD, which are applicable to all fault-rupture types. Using the
all-fault-rupture type parameters rather than rupture specific terms is con-
sidered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, if the fault type is unknown, or
the estimate of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are ap-
propriate for all fault-rupture type models this epistemic uncertainty, which
would not otherwise be accounted for. Secondly, the standard deviations of
the all-fault-rupture type equations are lower. The uncertainty in RA, RW
and RLD estimates is characterised by the standard deviation of the equa-
tions used in their estimation (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). RA, RW and
RLD may be assumed to be log-normally distributed (Wells and Copper-
smith, 1994) with standard deviations σlog10RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26 and
σlog10RLD = 0.16 respectively. The fault rupture dimensions obtained from
the scaling relationships can then be used with the values of X and Y to
define fault-rupture planes which are consistent with simulated magnitudes.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution. The
simulation first selects a record from the NGA dataset and corresponding
event and recording characteristics. The event magnitude selected is a sim-
ulated magnitude value for the event. The calculation is conducted in two
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parallel sets of two loops. Loop set a simulates 100 possible hypocentral
locations and loop set b simulates 100 possible fault-rupture planes and de-
fines the position of the hypocentre within this plane, i.e. the fraction of the
fault width and length that ruptures in a down-dip and along-strike direc-
tion from the hypocentre. These values are used to obtain 100, 000 possible
fault-rupture planes for a given simulated magnitude, which are used to
calculate 100, 000 values of Rrup. For a given record, the total number of
values of Rrup simulated is the number of simulated magnitudes input, m
times 100, 000.
In order to simulate the fault planes and calculate distances, the problem
is transformed into two dimensions. The recording station is set as the
origin of the coordinate system (xs, ys, zs) = (0, 0, 0) and is transformed to
the plane of the fault rupture using the depth of the hypocentre zh so that all
calculations are made in 2D. That is, the coordinate system is transformed
so that there are two orthogonal coordinates ‘in-plane’ of the fault rupture
and one ‘out-of-plane’ coordinate. This change in geometry means that the
location of the hypocentre in the transformed fault-rupture is controlled by
the orientation of the fault plane, described by δ and θ. Therefore, each
simulated hypocentral coordinate must be transformed by the simulated
δ and θ values. The point on the transformed plane which is the closest
distance from station to transformed fault-rupture plane is obtained for
each simulation (xc, yc). When the fault plane has been simulated and
xc, yc obtained, the plane is then shifted back to the actual depth (zh) and
Rrup is calculated as the distance from the recording station (origin) to
the closest point on the plane using trigonometry. The content of these
loops is summarised in the schematic workflows shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.8.
In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are simulation steps
and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r, the loops simulate
values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard de-
viations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh). Out: a = 10 values:
δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, effect of the uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture
plane on the transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha).
Out: b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4.
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• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure 5.5
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa and X, Y . Out:
b = 10 values sab and dab. Figure 5.6.
applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip type removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equations, σ used in their estimation (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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normal distributions defined.
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a = 1
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
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Rrup values, Figure 5.9
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a = 2
a = 10
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bution. For the xth magnit de, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal di tributions defi ed
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible pl n defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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applicable to ll fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip typ removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equations, σ used in their estimation (Wells
an Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative ssumption for small ea thquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard d viation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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Figure 5.3.: Loop 1a Inputs shown in green on the left of th figure (in-
puts marked by a triangle over the top of the variable), δ, θ,
(xh, yh, zh). Outputs in pink on the right, 10 values of δa, θa,
(xha , yha , zha) sampled from the normal distributions defined.
Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps ar
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 h poce tre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative o δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100, 000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.8
The output f these simulations can be summarised as foll ws. For each
record, in a dataset, m magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the mth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are simulated using
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b=1
b=2
b=10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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record, in a dataset, x agnitudes are simulated based n a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 R p values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is s ored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated wit possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of thes simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checke agains the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on tr sformed
position of hy ocentr . I : δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: mulated ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupt ri g owards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calcul te f = 10000 val es of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relativ t δa, θa and calculate 10 00
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gre n boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand cor er of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datase , x magnitudes are simulat d based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xt magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values ar simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are require , he matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup or a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this alg rithm, the st ndard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ)xh + sin(θ)yh
yth = − sin(θ) cos(δ)xh
+ cos(θ) cos(δ)yh + sin(δ)zh
zth = sin(θ) sin(δ)xh
− cos(θ) sin(δ)yh + cos(δ)zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = + b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in t e corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the m trix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• L op 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transf rmed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• L op 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For exampl ,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
in icates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. H re, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For ch
record, in a d taset, x magnitudes re simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above alg rithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
w ich contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for th t event. In order to use the r sults of thes sim lations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup val es are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calcul ted from this algorithm, the sta dar
devi tion nd the distribution of values are examined in t is the is. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Figure 5.4.: Loop 2a For each δa, θa, transform (xha , yha , zha) to coordi-
nates orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δa, θa,
outputs are (xhab , yhab , zhab)
the above algorithm. This inf rmation is stored in a × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which a e correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order o use the results of these simulati ns f r
applications where correlated Mw a d Rrup valu s re requir d, he m rix
c n be sampl d to obtain the required number of Rrup values for giv n
record.
5.3.3. Results o Rrup simulations
The mean of the valu s of Rrup calculated from this algorit m, he standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this t esis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
value of Rrup presen ed in t e flatfile a d was fo nd in some cases to be in
agreement and in other cases to differ. The value of Rrup is within 10km
of the value reported in the flatfile for 108 (out of 114 ev nts) and for all
events is withi 10km f the reported value of Rhyp. Th p ssible r asons
for the differences in sim lated results are now explored.
There are numb r of different ways in which the distance easures pre-
sented in the NGA flatfile may have been calculated and s me measures,
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Figure 5.5: Loop 2b: For each (xh, yh, zh) input δ and θ. Outputs are 10
values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined
by δ and θ
Figure 5.6: Loop 3a: Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given
record r = 1 : 2406 and outputs are n RA and RW for r
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER Loop 3a:
logRW = a+ bM
logRA = a+ bM
(5.5)
AND Loop 3b:
logRW = N (logRA,σlogRA)
logRA = N (logRW,σlogRW )
(5.6)
OR Loop 3c:
Figure 5.7: Loop 3b: Inputs: Standard deviations from Wells and Cop-
persmith (?), σlogRW and σlogRA, logRA and logRW from
Loop 3a. Outputs are 10 values of logRW and logRA sampled
from the normal distributions defined above for each magnitude
n(10 × n matrix). Calculate values of RLD = RARW . Sample 10
values from results of Loop 3a and 3b and set s = RLD and
d = RW
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In the calculation for Rrup, the hypocentral position is described relative
to the recording station and the error in the relative position of the hypocen-
tre is assumed to be 10%. Similarly to the estimate of the uncertainty in θ
and δ, the analysis would be improved if additional uncertainty information
for xh, yh, zh for each event was provided in the NGA flatfile.
Position of hypocentre in fault plane: s, d
The position of the hypocentre within the fault plane, described in Mai et
al. (?) by the variables HypX and HypZ was also investigated and found
to be well modelled by a Weibull or Gamma distribution.
In this thesis, uncertainty in the measurement of hypocentral position
within the fault plane is assumed to be 10% of the mean values, i.e. COV =
0.1 , which provides similar values of uncertainty to those obtained by Mai
et al. (?). The measurement errors are again assumed to be normally dis-
tributed. It is important to note that these paramete s are not known for
all cases and are usually unknown for small earthquake events which have
small rupture areas. The way in which this is dealt with in this thesis is
now discussed in further detail.
In situations where s and d are unknown, values of these variables can
be obtained which are consistent with simulated magnitude values. The
dimensions of a fault plane RA, RW and RLD can be calculated using the
scaling relations of Wells and Coppersmith (?) shown here in Equation ??.
logRW = a+ bMw
logRA = a+ bMwRLD =
RA
RW
(5.4)
In order to provide consistent fault plane dimensions the magnitude un-
certainty quantified in section ?? may be incorporated directly into this
analysis by using the simulated Mw values as an input to the calculation of
RA and RW . The coefficients a and b in these equations can be taken to be
−1.01 and 0.32 respectively for RW and −3.49 and 0.91 for RA, which are
applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
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a=1
a=2
a=10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gr en boxes are inpu s, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypo ntre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or outpu box indicates th number of he simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 he second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all si ulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. F r each
record, in a datas t, x m gnitudes are simulated b s d on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitud , 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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b=1
b=2
b=10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal dis ri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which cont ins Rrup values which are c rrelated with possible magnitude
values for that event. I order to use the results of these simulations for
applicati ns where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup c lculated from this algo ithm, the standa d
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
oop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
osition of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• oop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
ut: a 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the cor er of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output f these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a n rmal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simula ions
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated fr m this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup c lculated from the simulati ns was ch cked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty i rie t tion of the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty i s li relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: and )
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, w ite boxes lculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulatio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 10 , 000 Rrup values re simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of valu s are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• o 2a, certai t i orientation of the fault affect on tr nsformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• oo 2b, uncertainty in fraction of f ult plane rupturi g towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loo 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre v lues (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, for cf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculat 100000
R up values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps re input. Here,
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnit de are simul ted based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es a e simulat d using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains rup values which are correlated with possible agnitude
values for that eve t. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the r quired number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 R sults of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simul tions was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
L op 2a, u i ty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
osition of hypoc ntre. In: δa, θa, (xh , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• oop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
ut: a 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• oop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• L op 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre v lues (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for cf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
rup values, Figure 5.9
In all figure , green boxes are inputs white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The numbe in the left-hand corner of
input or output box indicates th n mber of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output f these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a n rmal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values f r that event. In or er to use the results of th se simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
2a, i i rie t tion f the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty i s li relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: a and a)
2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loo 3, for each d = 100 ypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 val es Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes cal ul tion steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulatio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simul tion can be summ ised s follow . For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes re simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth m gnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are si ulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which r correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain th required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• L op 1b, uncertai y in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
i f ction f faul pl e rupturing tow rds the
site. I : a = 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values X b,
Yab.
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100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
4 xcf , ycf , zcf transf rm relative to δa, θa and calcul t 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-col ured boxes are utputs. The number in the le t-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulati n. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the orner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps re input. H re, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datas t, x magnitudes are i ula d based on a normal distri-
buti n. For the xth magnit de, 100, 000 Rrup valu s are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obt in the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup imulations
Th mean of the values of Rrup calculat d from this algorithm, the standard
deviatio and the distribution of v lues are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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L 2 , rt i t i fr ction of fault plane rupturing towards the
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4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf transf rm relative to δa, θa and calcul t 100000
Rrup val es, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, whit boxes c lculation st ps and
pink-coloured bo es are outputs. The number in the left-h d corner of the
input or output box indicates t e number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simul tions produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values rom 1 - 10.
The output f these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes ar simulated based on a n rmal distri-
bution. Fo the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the ab ve algorithm. This inform tion is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications wher correlated Mw and Rrup values are r quired, the atrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given recor .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
T e mea of h values of Rrup calculated from this alg ri m, the standard
devi tion and the distribution of v lues are ex mined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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• Loop 2a, uncertainty i rie t tion of the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty i s li relations. In: sim lated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 v lues: a and a)
• Loop 2b, ncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing t war s the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf tr nsform relative to δa, θa and alculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are utputs. The number in the ft-ha d corner of the
in ut or tput box indicates the number of the simul tio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the sec n , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations ca be summaris d as foll ws. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitud s are si ulat d based a normal distri-
bution. Fo he xth magni ude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulat d using
the above algorit . is information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains r l es which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that ev t. I order to use the results of these si ulati ns for
applications where correlated w and Rrup va ues are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain he required n mber of Rrup fo a giv n record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The me n of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, e standard
deviation and the dist ibu ion of values are e amined in this th sis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated fr the simulations was checked against the
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position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In simulated values ofMw
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
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In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation step nd
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in th left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced previ s steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For ach
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with pos ible magn t
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required n mber of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calcul te from this algorithm, th stan ard
deviation and the distribution of values are ex ined in this thesis. Th
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against t e
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• Loop 2a, uncertainty i orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of ypocentre. In: δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault pl ne rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Fi ure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calc latio steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the c rner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced i previous steps r input He e, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output f t se simulations can be summarised as follows. F r each
record, in a dataset, x agnitudes are simulated based n a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 R p values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is s ored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated wit possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of thes simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required umber of Rrup f r a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in t is thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checke agains the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on tr sformed
position of hy ocentr . I : δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: mulated ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupt ri g owards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calcul te f = 10000 val es of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relativ t δa, θa and calculate 10 00
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gre n boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand cor er of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datase , x magnitudes are simulat d based on a normal distri-
bution. For t e xt agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values ar simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are require , he matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup or a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this alg rithm, the st ndard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ)xh + sin(θ)yh
yth = − sin(θ) cos(δ)xh
+ cos(θ) cos(δ)yh + sin(δ)zh
zth = sin(θ) sin(δ)xh
− cos(θ) sin(δ)yh + cos(δ)zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to oordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = + b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in t e corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the m trix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• L op 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transf rmed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• L op 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For exampl ,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
in icates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. H re, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For ch
record, in a d taset, x magnitudes re simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above alg rithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
w ich contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for th t event. In order to use the r sults of thes sim lations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup val es are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calcul ted from this algorithm, the sta dar
devi tion nd the distribution of values are examined in t is the is. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Figure 5.4: L p 2a For each δa, θa, transform (xha , yha , z a) to coordin tes
orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δa θa, out-
puts are (xhab , yhab , zhab)
Figure 5.5: Loop 1b Inputs a e a simula ed magnitud value for a given
record r = 1 : 2406. Using the scali g lationships of Wells
and Coppersmith (1994) and the associ ted tandard deviatio ,
σlogRW and σlogRLD, obtain 10 values of logRWa and logRLDa
sampled from the n rmal distribution define .
Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 : 100
values Xe, Ye. and calcul te values f (xcf , ycf , zcf ), whe e = 1 : 10000,
Figure ??.
Loop 4, for each xcf , ycf , zcf transform the fault plane r lative to δa, θa (10
values) and calculate Rrup. Th r ult is 100000 Rr p val e , Figur ??
Figure 5.7: Loop 3 Inputs re
.
The output of these simulations can be summarised s follow . For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated b sed on a normal istri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup valu s are sim lated sing
the above algorithm. This inf rmation is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
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The coefficients in these equations are: a1 = −1.01 and a2 = 0.32 respec-
tively for RW and a2 = −3.49 and b2 = 0.91 for RA a d a3 = −2.44 and
b3 0.59 for RLD, which ar applicable to all fault-rupture types. Using
the all-fault-rupture type parameters rather than rupture specific terms is
considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, if the fault type is unknown,
or th estimat of th fault type is no correct, using parameters which are
appropriate for all fault-rupture type removes this epistemi un ertainty
which would no otherwise be accounted for. Secondly, the sta dard devia-
tion of the all-fault- upture type equations is lower. The uncertainty in RA,
W an RLD estimates is characterised by the st ndard deviation of the
equations used in their estimation (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). RA, RW
a d RLD m y be assumed to be log-n rmally distributed (Wells and Cop-
per mith, 1994) with standard deviations σlog10RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26
and σlog10RLD = 0.16 respectively.
Algorithm for s mulating Rrup valu s
In this a lysis, the uncertainty in ach basic variabl is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution. The
calculation is conducted in two parallel sets of two loops, which result in
100, 000 possible fault-rupture planes for a given record, which are used to
calcula e 100, 000 values of Rrup.
In order to simulate the fault planes and calculate distances, the problem
is ransformed into two dimensions. The recording station is set as the o igin
of the coordinate sys em a e fault plane is ra sformed to the surface of
the earth (using the dep of the hypocentre zh so that all calcula ions are
made in 2D. The oint on the plane which is the closest distance from station
to fault plane is obtained for each simulatio (xc, yc). When the faul plane
has been simulated and xc, yc obtained, the pl ne is then shifted back to the
actual depth (zh) and Rrup is calculated as the distance from the recording
station (origin) to the closest point on the plane using trigonometry. The
content of these loops is summarised n the schematic workflows shown in
Figures 5.3 - 5.5. In al workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
s mulation step and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each re ord r,
the oop simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
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tively for RW and 2 = −3.49 and b2 = 0.91 f r RA and a3 = −2.44 and
b3 = 0.59 fo RLD, which are applic ble to all fault-rupture types. Using
the all-fault-r pture type parameters rather t n ruptu specific terms is
considered appr priate for two r aso s. Firstly, if the f t type is unknown,
or he estimat of e fault y e is n t corr t, usi g parameters w ic are
appropriate for all fault-r pture type removes his epist ic uncertainty
which would not otherwise be account d f r. Secondl , the sta dard devi -
tion f the all-fault- upture type equation is low r. The n ert inty i RA,
RW and RLD esti ates is charact ri ed by the s ndar deviatio of the
equations use in their estim tion (W ll and C ppersmith, 1994). RA, RW
and RLD m y be ssumed to be l g- rm lly dis ri uted (Wells Cop-
persmith, 1994) with standard d vi tion σlog10RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26
and σlog10RLD = 0.16 r pe tively.
Algorithm fo si ulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the un ertainty n each basic v riable is account d for by
i ulating v lues of the variable bas d on its a um d distribu ion. The
calculation is conducted in two ar llel sets f two loops, which r sul in
100, 000 p ssible fault-rupture planes fo a given record, which are used to
calcul te 00, 000 values of Rrup.
In order to simulate the fault planes a d calc te dista ces, the probl m
is transformed into two dimensions. The r cording s ation is s t as the igin
of the coordinate system and the fault plan is transformed to t e surface of
the earth (using the depth of the hypocentre zh so that all calc lations are
made in 2D. The point on the plane which is the cl sest distance fr m s ation
to fault plane is obtained for each simulation (xc, yc). When the fault plane
has been simulated and xc, yc obtained, the pl ne is then shifted back t the
actual depth (zh) and Rrup is calculated as the distance f om the recording
station (origin) to the closest point on the plane using trigonometry. The
content of these loops is summarised in the schematic workflows shown in
Figures 5.3 - 5.5. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard de i-
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The coefficients in these equations are: a1 = −1.01 and a2 = 0.32 respec-
tively for RW a d a2 = −3.49 a d b2 = 0.91 for RA nd a3 = −2.44 and
b3 = 0.59 for RLD, which are applicable to all fault-rupture types. Using
the all- a lt-rupture type parameters rather th n rupture specific terms is
considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, if the fault type is unknown,
or the timate f th fa l typ is not corre t, using param ters whic are
appropriate for al fa lt-r ture type removes this epist mic uncertainty
which would no therwise b accounted for. Secondly, the standard devia-
tion of the al -fault-r pture yp equations is ow r. The uncertainty in RA,
RW an LD esti ates is characterised y the standard deviation f the
equations used in their estim tion (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). RA, RW
and RLD may be assumed to be log-normally dis ributed (Wells and Cop-
persmith, 1994) with standard deviations σlog10RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26
and σlog10RLD = 0.16 respectively.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup v lu s
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
si ul ting values f the variable bas d on its ssumed distribution. The
calculatio is conduct d in two parallel sets of tw loops, which result in
100, 000 possible fault-ruptu e planes for a given record, which are used to
calculate 100, 000 value of Rrup.
In der to simul te the fault planes an calcula e dis ances, the proble
is transformed into two dimensions. The recording station is set as the origin
of the coordinate system and the fault pla e s transformed to the surface of
the earth (using the depth of the hypoc n re zh so that all calculations are
made in 2D. The point on the plane which is the closest distance from statio
to fault plane is obtained for each simulation (xc, yc). When the fault plane
has been simulated and xc, yc obtained, the plane is then shifted back to the
ctual depth (zh) and Rrup is calculated as the distance from the re ording
station (origin) to the closest point on the plane using trig nometry. The
content of these lo ps is summarised in the schematic workflows sho n in
Figures 5.3 - 5.5. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertain y i δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
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The coefficients in thes equations are: a1 = −1.01 nd 2 = 0.32 espec-
tively for RW and a2 −3.49 and b2 = 0.91 for A and a3 = −2.44 and
b3 = 0.59 for RLD, which are applicable to all fault-rupture types. Using
the all-fault-ru ture type parameters rathe han rupture specific t rms is
considered appropriat for two asons. Firstly, if the fault type is u known,
or the estimate of the fault typ is not correct, ing ara e ers which ar
appropriate for all fault-rupture type removes this epistemic uncertainty
which would not othe wise be accounted for. Secondly, the st dard evia-
tion of the all-fault-rupture type equations is lower. The uncertainty in RA,
RW and LD estimates is characterised by the standard deviation of the
equatio s used in their esti ati n (Wells a d Coppersmith, 1994). RA, RW
nd RLD may be assum d to be log-normally distrib ted (W ll and Co -
pe smith, 1994) with standard deviations σlog1 RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26
and σlog10RLD = 0.16 respectively.
Algori hm for simula ing Rrup values
In this analy is, ncertai ty in each basic aria le is accoun ed f r by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distr bution. The
c lculation is condu t d in two pa allel sets of wo loops, which r ult in
10 , 000 po sible f ult-rupture pla s for a given r cord, which are used to
calculate 100, 000 values of Rrup.
In order to simulate the fault planes and c lculate distances, e roblem
is transformed into two dimensions. The recordi g stati n is et as the origin
of t e coordinate system and the fault pl ne is transform d to the surface of
the earth (usi g the epth of the ypocentre zh so th t all calculati ns are
made in 2D. The point n the plane which is the closest dist nc from station
to fault plane is obtai ed for each simulati n (xc, yc). When the fault plane
as been simula ed and xc, yc o tained, the plane is then shifted back to the
actual depth (zh) and Rrup is calculated as th distance from the recording
station (origin) to the clo est point the plane using trigon metry. The
content of thes loops is summari ed in the schematic workflows shown in
Figures 5.3 - 5.5. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represen the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
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The coefficients in these equations are: a1 = −1.01 and a2 = 0.32 respec-
ivel for RW and 2 = −3.49 and b2 = 0.91 for RA and a3 = −2.44 and
b3 = 0.59 for RLD, which are applicable to all fault-rupture types. Using
the all-fault-rupture type parameters rather than ruptur specific terms is
considered ppropriate for tw reas ns. Firstly, if the ault type is unknow ,
or t estimate of he fault type i no o r ct, using param ters which ar
appropriate for all f ult-rupture typ r m ves this epi te c unc rtainty
which would not otherwise be accounted for. Secondly, th standard devia-
tion of the all-fault-rupture type equatio s is lower. The uncertainty in RA,
RW and LD estimates is characteri ed by th tandard devi tion of the
equations used in their esti ation (Wells and Copp rsmith 1994). RA, RW
and RLD may be assumed to be log-nor ally distributed (Wells and Cop-
p rsmith, 1994) with stan ard devi tions σlog10RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26
and σlog10RLD = 0.16 spect vely.
Alg ithm for simulating Rrup values
In thi analysis, the un e ta ty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulat ng values of the vari ble based on s assum distribution. Th
calculation is conduc ed in two p rallel sets of two loops, which result i
100, 000 possible fault-rupture plan s for a give r cord, which a used to
cal u ate 100, 000 values of Rrup.
In order to simulate the fault planes and calculate istances, the problem
is transformed into two dimensi ns. The cording station is set as the origin
of the coordinate sys em and the fault plane is transform d to the surface
the earth (using the depth of th hypoc ntre zh s tha all calculations are
made in 2D. The point on the plane which is the closest distance from stati n
to fault plane is obtained for each sim l tion (xc, yc). W en the fault plane
has been simulated and xc, yc obtained, the plane is then shifted back to the
actual depth (zh) and Rrup is calculated as the distanc from the r cording
station (origin) to the closest point on the plane using trigonometry. The
content of these loops is summarised in the schematic workflows shown in
Figures 5.3 - 5.5. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are ou puts. For each recor r,
the loops simulate values to represe t the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defi ed by the standard devi-
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The coefficients in these equations are: a1 = −1.01 and a2 = 0.32 respec-
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b3 = 0.59 for RLD, which are applicable to l fault-rupture types. Using
the all-fault-rupture type param ers rath r t n ruptur specific terms s
c nsidere appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, if the fau t type is unknown,
or the estimate of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are
appropriat for all ault-ruptur type removes this epistemic uncertainty
which would n t otherwise be accoun d for. Secondly the st dard devia-
tion of the all-fa lt-rupture type equations is lower. The uncertainty in RA,
W and LD estim tes is charact r sed by the s andard deviation of the
equations used in their estim tion ( ls an Coppersmith, 1994). RA, RW
and RLD may be assum d to be log-normally distributed (Wells and Cop-
persmith, 1994) with s a d rd deviations σ og10RA = 0.15,σlog10RW = 0.26
and σlog10RLD = 0.16 resp ctiv ly.
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In this a lysi , u ert in y n ach b ic va iabl is acco nted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution. The
c lculation is conducted in two parallel sets of two loops, which result in
100, 000 po sible f ul -r ptu planes for a given record, w ich are used to
calcul te 100, 000 values of R up.
In order to simulate th fa lt plane and ca late distances, the problem
is transformed into two dimensions. The recording station is e as the origin
of th coo dinate system and the faul plane is tr nsformed to the surface of
the earth (using the depth of the hypocentre zh so that all calculations are
made in 2D. The point on t e plane whic is the closest distance from station
to fault plane is obtaine for each simulation (xc, yc). When the fault plane
has been simulated and xc, yc obtained, the plane is then shifted back to the
actual depth (zh) and Rrup is calc lated as the distance from th recording
station (origin) to the cl sest point on the plane using trigonometry. The
content of these loops is summarised in the schematic workflows shown in
Figures 5.3 - 5.5. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each r cord r,
the loops simula e values to r present the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
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Figure 5.5.: Loop 1b Inputs re a imul agnit d v l for give
record r = 1 : 2406. Us g t li g l tio s i of Well
and Copper mit (1994) h s ciated ta dard d via-
tions, σlogRW nd σlogRLD, bt in 10 v l s f logRWa and
logRLDa sampled from the n rm l istrib i s efined.
such as Rrup and Rjb, requi e informati n ab ut the fault-ru ture plane,
whereas measures such as Rhyp and Repi o ly r quire sourc information1.
Rjb can be calculated from Repi sing the simple relation Rjb = Repi−εjbepi
Where the scatter of Rjb values for a given Repi: εjbepi, can be escribed us-
ing the gamma distribution (Scherbaum et al., 2004). The relation between
Rhyp and Rjb is more complex but can again be modelled using a gamma
distribution and the relationship: εjbhyp = Rhyp −
√
R2jb + Z
2 (Scherb m
et al., 2004). Scherbaum et al. (2004) also report that a f ir fit for the re-
lationship between Rjb and Rrup can be obtained sing Rrup = Rjb+ εjbrup
and a gamma distribution, with a larger amount of scatter in the values
of Rrup at close distances. Therefore, if the alue of Rrup in t dataset
is based on a conversion from other distance metrics as described above, it
would be dependent on the uncertainty in the calculation of Rhyp and Rjb.
Two cases are therefore explored, both assuming that the value of Rrup in
the flatfile is calculated from Rjb. Bommer et al. (2005) report that for the
case where the fault-rupture information is unknown and Rjb is obtained us-
ing conversion equations from other known distance measures such as Rhyp,
1Rhyp is the distance from the recording station to the hypocentre and Repi is the
distance from the recording station to the epicentre
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure ??.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture plane on the
transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure ??.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure ??
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values Xab, Yab, Figure ??.
.
applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip type removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equations, σ used in their estimation (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are ins nsitive to
slip type removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not oth rwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equati ns, σ used in their estimation (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be a sumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop pr ducing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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a = 1
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-colo red boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the num r of the simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simul tions produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datas t, x magnitudes ar simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulat d using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for tha event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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a = 2
a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
p sition f hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , z a). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, unc rtainty in fraction of fault plane r pturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnit de, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal di tributions defi ed
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible pl n defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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applicable to ll fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip typ removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by he standard error of th equ tions, σ used in their estimation (Wells
an Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard d viation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
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range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
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distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncerta nty in each basic riable is accou ted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with eac subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. T e content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as foll ws:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and h pocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (z ,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributi ns defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type arameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters w ich are insensitive to
slip type removes this episte ic uncertainty which would not otherwi e be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equat ons, σ used in their estim tion (Wells
and C ppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Copper mith, 1994). In order to provid estimates
of s and d fr m calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, LD ruptures in the direction f th site as th s provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup v lues
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is acco nted for by
simulating values of the variable ba ed on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard dev ation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loo s, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and he results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Loop 1a Inputs shown in green on the left of the figure, out-
puts in pink on the right. Outputs are 10 values of δa, θa,
(xha , yha , zha) sampled from the normal distributions defined.
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simulatio steps and pink-coloured b xes are outputs. For ach re ord r,
the loops simulate values to repres nt he following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discu sed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure ??.
• L op 2a, unc rt i ty in orie ta ion of the fault-r ptu e plane on the
transformed p ition of hypoce tre. I : δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (x
ab
, yhab , zhab), Figur ??.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupt re imen ions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling rel tions. In: sim lated valu s of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure ??
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values Xab, Yab, Figure ??.
.
applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for wo reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than fo single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip type removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equations, σ used in their estimation (Wells
a d Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be og-n rmally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994 . In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative ssumption for mall earthq ake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the timate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which ar ins nsitive t
slip type removes this epistemic uncertain y which would not oth rw se be
accounted for. The un ertainty in RA and RW estima es is characteris d
by the standard error of the equati ns, σ used in their estimation (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be sumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Copper mith, 1994). In ord r to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed t at the full
length of the fau t, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assu ption for small eart quake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distrib tion, mean
value and standard d viation. The calcula ion is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop pr ducing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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a = 1
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertai ty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
R up values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For exa ple,
1 is first simulation, 2 the seco d, etc. A n in th corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps e nput. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For th xth agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. T i information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for th t event. In order to use the results f these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are exa ined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha) Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , ab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2 , uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 10 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calcula e f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green b xes are inputs, white oxes calculation teps and
pink-colo red boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the num r of the simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corn r of the box
indicates th t all simul tions produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
t kes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datas t, x magnitudes ar simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulat d using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
alues f r tha event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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a = 2
a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
p sition f hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , z a). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, unc rtainty in fraction of fault plane r pturing towards the
site. In: = 10 v lues: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indi ates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first si u ation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of thes simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a no mal distri-
bution. For the xth magnit de, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the atrix
can b sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a give record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal di tributions defi ed
above for each (xh, y , zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ os(δ) ∗ yh + si (δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hyp centre loc tion transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible pl n defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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applicable o ll fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of applicatio of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip typ removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
acco nted for. The uncertainty in RA an RW estimates is characterised
by h standard er or of th equ tions, σ sed i their estimation (Wells
an Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard d viation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypoc ntre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampl d from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of appl cation of the all sl p type parameters is larger than for single-
slip ty regressions. Secondly, if the f ul type is unk w , o the estimate
of the fault ype is not correc , using parameters which re in e sitive to
slip type rem ves this ep stemic ncer i ty which ould not o herwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equa io s, σ used in their es imat on (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA nd RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in t e direction of the site as this provides
a c ns rvativ ssump ion for mall earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In his analysis, the uncerta nty in each basic riable is accou ted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its assume distribution, mean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with eac subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. T e content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as foll ws:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and h pocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (z ,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled f om the
normal distributi ns defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type arameters is larger than for single-
slip ype regressions. Secondly, if fault ype is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters w ich are insensitive to
slip type removes this episte ic ncertainty which would not otherwi e be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equat ons, σ used in their estim tion (Wells
and C ppersmith, 1994). RA nd RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Copper mith, 1994). In order to provid esti ates
of s and d fr m calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
leng of the fault, LD ruptures in the direction f th site as th s provides
conservative assumption for small earthquake event .
Algorithm for sim lating Rrup v lues
In this analysis, t e uncer ainty in each basic variable is acco nted for by
simulating values of the variable ba ed on its assumed distribution, mean
value and standard dev ation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loo s, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and he results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in fault plane, f s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Loop 1a Inputs shown in green on the left of the figure, out-
puts in pink on the right. Outputs are 10 values of δa, θa,
(xha , yha , zha) sampled from the normal distributions defined.
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si ulation steps and pink-col ured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate valu s to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure ??.
• Loop 2 , nce tai ty in o ie tati n of th faul -rup ure plane on the
transf rme position of h oce tre. In: δa, θa, (xh , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Fi ure ??.
• Loop 1b, ncertainty in fault rup ure dime sions r sulting f o uncer-
ainty in scali g r la ion . In: simulat values of Mw. Out: a = 10
value : RWa LDa, Figure ??
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the frac ion of he fault plane rupturing to-
war s th ite. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Ou : b = 10
values Xab, Yab, Figure ??.
.
applicable to all fault ty es. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture s ecific terms is considered appropriate for two re s ns. Firstly, he
range of application of the all slip type p rameters is arger han for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using p ramet rs whic are insensitive to
slip type removes h s epistemi uncertainty which would not o erwise b
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW stimates is characterised
by the sta dard rror of the equati s, σ used in their estimation (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
l ngth of the fault, RLD ruptures in the direction of the site as this provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algori m for simulating rup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accou e for by
simulating values of the v riable base on its assumed distribution, m an
value and s andard deviat on. The calcu ati is conducted in a eries of 4
loops, with each subsequ loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
i to al, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of hes loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: C ordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
ormal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific terms is considered appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of th all slip type parameters s la ge than for single-
slip type regressions. S condly, if the fault typ is unknow , or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are ins nsitive to
slip type e oves this pist mic uncertainty whic would n t oth rwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characte ised
by the standard error of the equati , σ us in the r estimation (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be a sumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed tha the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in he directio of the site as this rovid s
a conservativ ass mption for small arthquak vents.
Algorithm for imulatin Rrup values
In this analysis, the unce t inty in each b sic variable is cc unted for by
simulating values of the variable based on its ssumed distributi n, ean
value and standard deviation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop pr ducing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The content of these loops is summ rised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of th simulati ns subseque tly examined.
For each record r, the steps are s foll ws:
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hy ocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hyp centre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σz )
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypo entre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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a = 1
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocent e. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertaint in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• L op 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 val es: RWa a d RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calcul te 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth agni ude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. T is i formation is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which ntains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitud
values for that event. In order to use the results of these sim lati ns for
applicat on where correlated Mw and Rrup values r r qui ed, the matri
can be sampled to obtain the r quired numb r f Rru for a given record.
5.3.3 R s lts f Rrup simulatio s
The mean of the valu s of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calc lated from the si ulations w s checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocent e. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , z b), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertaint in scaling relations. In: simul ted values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 v lues: RWa and RLDa)
• L op 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towar s the
site. In: a = 10 val es: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Y b.
3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 val es Xe, Y . Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calcul te 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-colo red boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of t e
input or output box indicates the num r of the simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An in the corn r of the box
indicat s that all simul tions produced in previou teps are input. Here, n
takes valu s from 1 - 10.
Th output of th e simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datas t, x m gnitudes ar simulated b sed o a normal distri-
butio . For the xth magni ude, 100, 000 Rrup valu s are simulat d using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for tha event. In order to use the results of these simulati ns for
applicat ons where correlated Mw and Rrup values r required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the r quired number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the valu s of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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a = 2
a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
2a, i orientation of the fault affec on tran f rmed
p sition f hypoc ntre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , z a). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
1b, uncertaint in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
2b, unc rtainty in fraction of fau t plane r pturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 val es: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, f r each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform r lativ to δa, θa and c lcul te 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, w ite boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The o tput of these simulations can be s mmarised as follows. For each
record, in a data et, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magni de, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup val es which are orrelated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order t use he results of these simulati ns for
applicat ons where correlated Mw and Rrup values r required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the r quired number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Loop 2a:
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal di ributions defi ed
bove for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 val es δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ co (θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ x
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the ypocentre loc n transformed t coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible pl n defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Positi n f the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
I ER
3a:
ts: n simulated magnitude values for a given r co d r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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applicable to ll fa lt ypes. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupture specific t rm is considered app opriate for two reasons. Firstly, the
range of application of the all slip type parameters is larger than for single-
slip type regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not correct, using parameters which are insensitive to
slip typ removes this epistemic uncertainty which would not otherwise be
accounte for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard rror of the equ tions, σ used in their estimation (Wells
an Coppersmith, 1994) RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s and d from calculated RA and RW values, it is assumed that the full
length of the fault, RLD ruptures in the dir ction of the site as this provides
a cons rvative assumptio for small ear hquake events.
Algorithm for sim lating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncertainty in each basic variable is accounted for by
simulating val es of the variable based on its assumed distribution, mean
value an standa d d viation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loops, with each subsequent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10 000 values of Rrup. The content of th e loops is summarised in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
F r ea h record r, the steps are as follows:
Loop 1: Coordi ates of the hypoc ntre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Ori ntation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rather than
rupt r specific terms is considered appropriate for two re so . Firstly, he
range of a lication of he all slip type paramet rs is arge than for i le-
slip typ regressio s. Secondly, if the faul type is unknown, o the estimate
of the fault ype is not correc , using parameters which re in e sitive to
slip type rem ves this epistemic uncer inty which ould not o herwise be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equa io s, σ use in their es imat on (Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). In order to provide estimates
of s a d d from calculated RA nd RW v lues, it is assumed t the full
length of he fault, RLD rup ures in the direction of the site as thi provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorithm for simulating Rrup values
In this analysis, the uncerta nty in each basic riable is accou ted for by
imulating values of the variable based on its assume istribution, mean
value and s andard deviation. The calcul tion is conducted in a seri of 4
l p , w th eac subs q ent loop producing 10 new values of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. T e content of these loops is summaris d in
Equations 5.12 and the results of the simulations subsequently examined.
For each record r, the steps are as foll w
Loop 1: Coordinates of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and h pocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh, xh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (z ,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributi ns defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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applicable to all fault types. Using the all fault type parameters rath r than
rupture specific terms is considered ap ropriate for two reas ns. Firs ly, the
rang of pplication of he all sli type a amet rs s large than for si gl -
slip y regressions. Secondly, if the fault type is unknown, or the estimate
of the fault type is not corr ct, using parameters w ich are insensitive to
slip type removes this epi te ic uncertainty which would not otherwi e be
accounted for. The uncertainty in RA and RW estimates is characterised
by the standard error of the equat o s, σ used in their estim tion (Wells
and C ppersmith, 1994). RA and RW may be assumed to be log-normally
distributed (Wells and Copper mith, 1994). I order to provid estimates
of s and d fr m calculated RA and RW v lu s, it is assumed that the full
le gth f the fault, LD ruptures in the direction f th site as th s provides
a conservative assumption for small earthquake events.
Algorith for simulating Rru v lu s
In this analysis, the uncertainty i each basic variable is acco nted for by
simulating values of the variable ba ed on its assum d distribution, m an
valu and standard dev ation. The calculation is conducted in a series of 4
loo s, with e ch subsequent loop producing 10 new val es of Rrup, giving
in total, 10, 000 values of Rrup. The conte t of these loops is su marised in
Equations 5.12 and he results of t e simulations subseque tly exami ed.
For each record r, the steps are s follows:
Loop 1: Coordin tes of the hypocentre
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ. and hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh)
xh = N (xh,σxh)
yh = N (yh,σyh)
zh = N (zh,σzh)
(5.5)
Outputs: 10 values of hypocentre coordinates (xh, yh, zh) sampled from the
normal distributions defined.
Loop 2: Orientation of the fault
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Lo p 2 :
Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for eac (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inp t : 10 values δ and θ (above). F r record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ) ∗ xh + sin(θ) ∗ yh
yth = − sin(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ xh
+ cos(θ) ∗ cos(δ) ∗ yh + sin(δ) ∗ zh
zth = sin(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ xh
− cos(θ) ∗ sin(δ) ∗ yh + cos(δ) ∗ zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed t coordinat s
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
L op 3: Positi n of the hypocentre in fault plane, if s and d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = a+ b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Loop 1 Inputs shown in green on the left of the figure, out-
puts in pink on the right. Outputs are 10 values of δa, θa,
(xha , yha , zha) sampled from the nor al distributions defined.
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b=1
b=2
b=10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
oop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
osition of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• oop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
ut: a 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output f these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a n rmal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty i rie t tion of the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty i s li relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: a and a)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulatio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup s mulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mea value of Rrup calculated from the simulations w s check against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• o 2a, certai t i orientation of the fault affect on tr nsformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• oo 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loo 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, for cf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculat 100000
R up values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simul ted based on a normal distri-
butio . For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es a e simulat d using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The me n of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
devi tion and the distributio of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calcul ted from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
L op 2a, u i ty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
osition of hypoc ntre. In: δa, θa, (xh , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• oop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
ut: a 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• oop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• L op 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre v lues (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for cf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figure , green boxes are inputs white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The numbe in the left-hand corner of
input or output box indicates the n mber of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output f these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a n rmal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values f r that event. In or er to use the results of th se simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
ca be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of t e values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation nd t e distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
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• Loop 1b, uncertainty i s li relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: = 10 values: a and a)
2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loo 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 val es Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulatio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summ ised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth m gnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which r correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applic tions where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mea value of Rrup calculated from the ions was checked against the
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• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• L op 1b, uncertai y in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
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Yab.
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100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
4 xcf , ycf , zcf transf rm relative to δa, θa and calcul t 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-col ured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulati n. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the orner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps re input. H re, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datas t, x magnitudes are i ula d based on a normal distri-
buti n. For the xth magnit de, 100, 000 Rrup valu s are simulated using
th above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obt in the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup imulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviatio nd t e distribution of v lues are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values rom 1 - 10.
The output f these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a n rmal distri-
bution. Fo the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the ab ve algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
hich c ntains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications wher correlated Mw and Rrup values are r quired, the atrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given recor .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
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mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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which contains r l es which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that ev t. I order to use the results of these si ulati ns for
applications where correlated w and Rrup va ues are required, the matrix
can be ampled to obtain he required n mber of Rrup fo a giv n record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The me n of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, e standard
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mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation step nd
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in th left-hand corner of the
i put or output ox indic tes the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the fir t s mulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced previ s steps are input. Here, n
takes val es from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For ach
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are simulated using
t above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with pos ible magn t
values for th t event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
application where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required n mber of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The ea of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, th stan ard
deviati and the distribution of values are ex ined in this thesis. Th
me n value of Rrup calculated from the imulations was checked against t e
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty i orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of ypocentre. In: δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• L op 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of faul pl ne rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for ach d = 100 hypocentre valu (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 value Xe, Y . Out: calcul t f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, r xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Fi ure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calc latio steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the umber of he simulation. For example,
1 s the first imulat on, 2 the second, etc. An n in the c rner of the box
indicates th all simulations produced i p evious steps r input He e, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output f t se simulations can be summarised as follows. F r each
record, in a dataset, x agnitudes are simulated based n a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 R p values are simulated using
the above lgorithm. This information is ored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which cont i s Rrup v lues which are correlated wit possible magnitude
values f r th t ev nt. In ord r to use the result f thes simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and th distribution of values are examined in t is thesis. The
m an value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checke agains the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on tr sformed
position of hy ocentr . I : δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: mulated ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupt ri g owards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• L op 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: calcul te f = 10000 val es of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform rela iv t δa, θa and calculate 10 00
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
I all figures, gre boxes are inpu s, white b xes calculation steps and
pi k-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand cor er of the
input or ou put box indicates the number of the simul tion. For example,
1 i the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
i ic tes that all i ulati ns produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes valu s rom 1 - 10.
The output of hese simul tions can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datase , x magnitudes are simul t d based on a normal distri-
uti n. For the xt ma nitud , 100, 000 Rrup values ar simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are require , he matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup or a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this alg rithm, h st dard
deviatio and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Lo p 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
xth = cos(θ)xh + sin(θ)yh
yth = − sin(θ) cos(δ)xh
+ cos(θ) cos(δ)yh + sin(δ)zh
zth = sin(θ) sin(δ)xh
− cos(θ) sin(δ)yh + os(δ)zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yt , zth) orientat d relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
for each value from Loop 1
Loop 3: Position of the hypocentre in f ult plane, if s and d are
known go o Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
I puts: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = + b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xh , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling rel tions. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLD )
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction f fault plane rupturing towards t
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentr values (xhd , yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Ou : calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loo 4, for xcf , ycf , zc transform relative to δa, θa an calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figur s, green boxe are inputs, w ite box s calc lation s eps and
pink-coloured boxes are o tputs. The number in e lef - and corner of the
input or output box i dicates th nu ber of the simulation. For example,
is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in t e corner of t e box
indicates tha all simulatio s produced in previous steps are i put. He e, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of th se simulatio s can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitude are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are simulated usi g
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
wh ch contains Rrup values w i h a e or el ted with possib e magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the r sults of these simulations for
applications w ere c rrelated Mw and R p values are required, the m trix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The m an of the values of Rrup calcula ed from thi algorithm, the standar
deviatio and the istribution of values are exami ed in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• L op 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transf rmed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(x
ab
, yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLD )
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• L op 3, for eac d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: calcul te f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf ransform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
I all figures, green boxes a e input , white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes re outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
inp t or output box indicates th number of the simulation. For exampl ,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
in icates that all simulati s produced in previous steps are input. H re, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The utput f hese sim lations can be summarised as follows. For ch
record, in a d taset, x magnit des re simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. F r the xth agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above alg rithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
w ich co tai s Rrup v lues w ich are correlated with possible magnitu e
values for th t event. In order to use the r sults of thes sim lations for
pplications where correlat d Mw and Rrup val es are required, the matrix
ca be sa pled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calcul ted from this algorithm, the sta dar
d vi tion nd e distribution of values are examined in t is the is. The
mean value of Rrup calculate from the simulations was checked ag inst the
131
Fi ure 5.4: L p 2a For each δa, θa, transform (xha , yha , z a) to coordin tes
orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δa θa, out-
puts re (xhab , yhab , zhab)
Using the values from the abov loops following calc l tion s s re
made:
• Loop 3, for each = 1 : 100 hypocen re values (xhe , yhe , zh ) take
100 v lues s b and dab. a d calculate values of (xcg ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figur ??.
• Lo p 4, f r ach xcg , ycg , zcg tra sform the fault plane re a ve t δa, θa
(10 v lu s) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figur ??
The ou p t of th e si ulati n can be summ rised as follows. Fo ach
record, in a dataset, x magnitude are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth agnitu e, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated sing
the bove algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 ma rix
which contains Rrup values which are orrelated with p ssible magnitude
v es for that event. In order o use he results of thes simulations for
applications where correl ted Mw and Rrup values re required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the requi ed number of Rrup for a given record.
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b=1
b=2
b=10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• L op 2 , uncertai y in orie tation of the fault affect on tr nsform d
position of hypocent . In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1 , unc rt inty in s ling r lations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLD )
• Loo 2b, unc rt inty in fra tion o fault plane r pturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, f r a h d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculat f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loo 4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and c lculate 100000
Rr p values, Figure 5.9
In al figures, gr en b xes are inputs, white box s calculation steps and
pink-c lo red bo es are outputs. he nu ber in the left-ha d c ner of the
inpu or ou put box indica es ber of the simulation. For example,
1 is th first si ulation, 2 t d, etc. An n in the corner of th box
i dicates that all simulations in previous steps are inp t. Here, n
takes val es fr m 1 - 10.
The output of ese si ulation can be s mmarised as follows. For each
record, in dataset, x mag itudes are si ulated based on a normal di tri-
bution. For the xth mag i ud , 100, 000 Rrup values are simul ted sing
the abov lgorithm. This information is stor in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which c ntains Rrup values which ar correlated with ossible mag itude
values for that event. In order to se the resul of these si ulations for
appl catio s w re correla ed Mw an Rrup values are r quired, the mat ix
c be sampled to obtain the required nu ber of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Resul s of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated f om this algorithm, the tandard
deviation and the distribution f value are examined in this thes s. T
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
op 2a, uncertainty in orient tio of the fault affect on transform d
osition of ypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• oop 1b, uncertainty in sc ling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
ut: a 10 values: RW and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, un ertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• L op 3, for eac 00 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
1 0 values e, t: calculate f = 100 values of (xcf , y zcf )
• Loo 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa nd calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In l figures, green b xes are inputs whit b x s calculati steps and
pink-c lo red boxes are outputs. The number in the left-ha d c er of the
inpu or ou put box indica es the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is th first si ulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in th co ner of th box
i i t at all si ulations pr duced i previ us steps are input. Her , n
l es fro 1 - 10.
t t of these simulation can be summarised as follows. For each
, i ataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a n rmal di tri-
bution. or the xth agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
th ab ve lg rith . This nformati is stor in a x × 100, 000 matrix
whi h c tains Rrup values which r corr lated with possible mag itud
values for that event. In or er to us the result of thes simulations for
applications where correla ed Mw an Rrup values are required, the matrix
can e s mpled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given recor .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated f om this algorithm, the tandard
deviation and the dis ribution f value are examined in this thes s. T
mean value of Rrup calculated from t e simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2 , uncertainty i rient tion of the fa lt affect on transformed
posit on of h tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty i sc li rel tions. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: = 10 v l es: a and a)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values X , Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf ra sform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
r p values, Figure 5.9
In al figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
p nk- ol ured boxes are outputs. Th umber in the left-hand corner of the
inp t or u put box indicates the number of the s mulatio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 th second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indi at s th t ll simulatio s produced in r viou steps ar input. Here, n
tak s values from 1 - 10.
The output of the e simulations ca be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulate using
the above algorithm. Thi information is store in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which co t ins rup val es which ar corr l ted ith possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw an Rrup values re required, the matrix
can be sampled to ob n the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup s mulations
The mean of t e values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and he distribution f values are examined in this thesis. T
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• o 2a, c rt i t i orie tation of the fault affect on tr nsformed
p sition of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Fig res 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, un rtainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• oo 2b, unc rtain y in fra tion o fault plane r p uring towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loo 3, for each d = 100 hyp centre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: cal late f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, f r cf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and c lc l 100000
R p values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green b xe are inputs, white boxes calculatio steps and
pi k-coloured box s are outputs. The in the left-h nd corn r of the
input or output box indicates the number of th simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 he second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indic tes that all simulations p oduced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The o t ut of thes simulati ns can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are si ul ted based on a normal distri-
bution. For t e xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es a e simulat d using
the abov lgorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with ossible mag itude
alues for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where corre Mw and Rrup v lues are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obt in the required number of Rrup for a giv n record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation an the distribution of values re exami ed i this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calcul ted from the sim la ions w s checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
L op 2a, u i ty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
sition f hypo ntre. In: δa, θa, (xh , yha , z a). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
1b, unc rtainty in scali g relations. In: simu ated values ofMw.
ut: a 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa)
• oop 2b, u certainty in fraction of fault pla e rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• L op 3, for each d = 100 hypo e tre v lues (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• L op 4, for cf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa nd c lculate 100000
Rr p value , Figure 5.9
In ll figure , green boxes are inputs whit b xes calculati steps and
pink-col red boxes are outputs. The numbe in the left- and cor er of
in t or utput box indic s the n mber of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 s cond, etc. An n in the c ner of the b x
ndicates t at all si ul tion produced in previous steps are input. Here,
tak s values om 1 - 10.
Th utput f these simulations can be summar sed as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are si l ted based on a n rm l dis ri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
th ab ve algorithm. This information is stor d in a x × 100, 000 matrix
whi h c tains Rrup values which re correlated with possible magnitude
values f r that event. In or er to use he results of th se simula ion for
pplic tions where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given recor .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation nd the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
2 , i i rie t ion f the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty i s li relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: a and a)
2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing owards the
si e. In: a = 10 values: RWa a d RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loo 3, f r each d = 100 hypoc tr values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take = 1 :
100 val es X , Ye. O t: calcul te f = 10000 v lue of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rr p v lues, Figur 5.9
In all figures, g een boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured b xes are o tputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output b x indicates the number of the simulatio . For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An n in the corner of the box
in ica th t all simulations produced in previous steps are input. H re, n
tak s values fr m 1 - 10.
Th output of these simulations ca be summ ised as follows. For each
record, in a dat set x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth m gnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es are simulated using
the above lgorithm. Thi infor ation is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which co tains Rrup val es which r corr l ted with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these sim lations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values re required, the matrix
can be sa pled to ob a n the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simul tions
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertaint in orie tation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• L op 1b, uncertai y in scali g relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLD )
a i f tion faul pl e r pturing tow rds the
site. I : a = 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values X b,
Yab.
3, f r e ch d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): t ke e = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
4 xcf , ycf , zcf t ansf rm relative t δa, θa and c lcul t 100000
Rr p values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes ar inputs, white boxes c lculation steps and
pink-col ured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-h d corner of the
i put or output box indicates the number of the simulati n. For example,
1 is the first si ulation, 2 the second, tc. An n in the orner of the box
i dic tes that all simulatio s produ ed in previous steps re input. H re, n
tak s values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be s mmarised s follows. For each
record, in a datas t, x magnitudes are i ula based on a normal distri-
buti n. For the xth m gnit de, 100, 000 Rrup valu s are simulated using
the abov algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correl ted with ossible magnitude
v lues for tha event. I order to use the r sults of these simulations for
pplications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be s mpled to obt in the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 esults of Rrup imulations
e ean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
e iatio nd t e distribution of v lues are examined in this thesis. The
ean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
oop 2a, uncertaint in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
osition of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• op 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
t: a 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
L 2 , rt i t i fr ction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): t ke e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: c lculate f = 10000 v lues of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf transf rm relati e to δa, θa nd calcul t 100000
Rrup val es, Figure 5.9
In ll figures, green boxes are inputs whit b xes calculati st ps and
p nk-colo red bo es are outputs. The number in the left-h d cor er of the
input or tput box indic tes the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
ind cate that all si lations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
tak s values ro 1 - 10.
The o tput f t i ul tions can be sum arised as follows. For each
record, in a datase , gnitudes are simulated b sed on a n rm l distri-
bution. Fo the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
th ab ve algorithm. This information is stor d in a x × 100, 000 matrix
whi h c tains Rrup values which re correlated with pos ible magnitude
values for th event. In or er to use the results of th se simulations for
applicati ns wher correlated Mw and Rrup val es are r qui d, the atrix
can b s mpled to btain the required number of Rrup for a given recor .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
T e mea of values of Rrup calculated from this alg ri m, the standard
devi tion and the distribution of v lues are ex mined in this thesis. The
mea value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2 , ncert int i rient tion of the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• Lo p 1b, uncert i t i s li relations. In: sim lated v lues ofMw.
Ou : a = 10 v lues: a and a)
• Loop 2b, ncer inty in fr ction of fault plane rupturing t war s the
site. In: = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Ou : b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for ea h d = 100 hyp centre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): ake e = 1 :
100 values X , Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf tr nsform relative t δa, θ and alculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In a l figures, gree boxes are inputs, white boxes c lculation steps and
pink-coloured bo utputs. Th number in the ft-ha d corn of the
ut or tput i icates the number of the imul ti . xample,
1 is the first si ulation, 2 the sec n , etc. An n in the co ner of he box
indi at s h all imulations produ ed in previous teps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The outpu of these si lations ca be summaris d s foll ws. For each
rec d, in a dataset, x magnitud s are si ulate based a normal distri-
bution. Fo he xth , 100, 000 Rrup values are mulat d using
the above algorit . is information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which co t ins r es which are co r l ed with possible magnitude
v lues for that v t. I order to use the r sults of these si ul i ns for
applications where correl te d rup va ues re required, the matrix
can be sampled t ob a ired n mber of Rrup fo a giv n record.
5.3 Results of Rrup i s
The m n of the values of rup calcul ted from thi algorith , e standard
deviation and the dist ibu io of values are examined in this th sis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2 , u certainty in orientation of the fault affect on tra sformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xh b , yhab , zhab), Figu es 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In simulated values ofMw
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction o fault pl ne rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Y b.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values ( hd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10 0 valu of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rr p values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, w ite boxes calcula n s ep nd
pink-col ure b xes ar outputs. The number in th left-hand corner of t
inp or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For exam l ,
1 is the first si ulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in he corne of the box
indicates that all simulations produced previ us steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
T o tput of these simul tions can be summarised as follows. For ach
record, i a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated b sed on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth mag it d , 100, 00 Rrup val es are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 mat ix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with pos ibl magn t
val es for that e ent. In order to use t e results of these simulatio s for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values ar r quired, the mat ix
can be s mpled to obtain the required n ber f Rrup fo a gi en record.
5.3.3 R sults of R up s m lations
T e mean of the val es of Rrup calcul ted from this algorithm, th standard
deviati n and the distribu ion of values are exa ined in this thesis. Th
mean value of Rrup calculated fr m the simulation as checked ag inst t e
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value : δa, θa, (xha , ha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty i orientation of the fault ffect on transformed
p i ion of ypocentr . In: δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Fig res 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: sim lated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault pl ne rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 v lues Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocent e valu s (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Y . Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θ and ca culate 100000
Rrup values, Fi ure 5.9
In a l figures, g een bo es re inputs, white boxes calc latio steps and
pink-colo red box s are outputs. The number in the left-hand cor er of the
i put or output box indica es th number of the simulation. For exam le,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the s cond, e . An in the c rner of the box
indicates hat all si ulations produced i previous s eps input He , n
takes values fr m 1 - 10.
The output f t se sim la ions can be summarise as follows. F r each
record, in a d tas t, x gni udes are sim l ted b d n a norm l d stri-
bution. For the xth magnitud , 100, 000 R p values are si ulated using
the above algorithm. This informa ion is s ored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated wit possible magnitude
values for that event In order to use the results of s simulations for
applic tions where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required n mber of Rrup for a given rec .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simula ions
The mean of t e values of Rrup ca culate from t is algorithm, a dard
devi tion and the istributi n of values r examined in t is t sis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checke agains the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on tr nsfo med
posi ion f hy oc ntr . I : δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop b, uncer inty in scali g elatio s. In: m l ted a u o Mw.
Ou : l es: RWa nd RLDa)
• Loop 2b, unc rtainty in fra tion o fault pl ne r pt ri g wards the
site. I : a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calcul te f = 10000 val es of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf transfor relativ t δa, θa nd calculate 10 00
Rru v lues, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gre n boxes re inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number i the left- and cor er of the
input or output box indic tes the number of the simul tion. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n i he corner of the box
indicates th t all simulations produced in previous steps ar input. He e, n
t kes va ue fro 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations c n be su marised as follows. For each
r cord, in a datase , x agnit des are sim lat d based on a nor al distri-
bution. Fo the xt magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values ar si ulated using
the above lgorithm. This information is stored i x × 100, 000 m rix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magn tude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are require , he matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup or a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup imulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this alg rithm, h st dard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked ag inst the
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Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 values of δ and θ sampled from the normal distributions defined
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above). For record r and (xh, yh, zh) from Lo 2
xth = cos(θ)xh + sin(θ)yh
yth = − sin(θ) cos(δ)xh
+ cos(θ) cos(δ)yh + sin(δ)zh
zth = sin(θ) sin(δ)xh
− cos(θ) sin(δ)yh + cos(δ)zh
(5.7)
Outputs: 10 values of the hypocentre location transformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defined by δ and θ
or each value from Loop 1
o p 3: P siti n f he h poce tre in fault plane, if s and d are
know go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: s mulat d magnitude values for a given reco d r = 1 : 2406
logRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = + b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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values: δa, θa, (xha , ha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in o i ntation of he fault affect on transform d
p sition of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh b), Fig res 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 v lues: RWa RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
sit . In: a = 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa. O t: b = 10 v lues Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, r each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , z f )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and c lculate 100000
Rru valu s, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes re inp ts, white boxes calculation steps a d
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. he number in the left-hand corner of the
input or out u box indicates th number of he simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 he second, etc. An n in t e corner of the box
indicates that all si ulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summari ed as follows. F r each
record, in a datas t, x m gnitudes are simulated b s d on a normal distri-
but on. For the xt magnitud , 100, 000 Rrup values ar simulated using
the above algorit m. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which cont ins Rrup values which are correlated with ossible magnitude
v lues for t at event. In order to use the r sults of these simula ion for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup v lues are r quired, the m trix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean f the values of Rrup calculate from this algorithm, th standar
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calc lated from t e simulations was checked gainst the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , ha , zha), Figur 5.3.
• L op 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transf rmed
p sition of hyp centre. In: δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), F g res 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncert inty in scaling relations. In: simulated v lues ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa a d RLDa)
• L op 2b, uncertainty i fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 v lues Xab,
Yab.
• Lo p 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (x
d
, yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 val es Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps n
pink-coloured box s re outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or o tpu box in icates th numbe of he simulation. For exampl ,
1 is the first imulation, 2 he second, etc. An n in the corner of th box
in icates tha all si lations produced in previous steps are input. H re, n
take values from 1 - 10.
The outpu of he e sim lations can be summarised as fol ow . F r ch
recor , in a d tas t, x m gnitudes simulated b s d on a normal dist i-
bution. For the xth magnitud , 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated sing
the above alg rithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
w ich contains Rrup values which are correlated with possibl magnitude
values for th t event. In order to use the r sults of thes si lations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup val es are required, the matrix
can be sampl d to btai the requir d number of Rr p for a given record.
5.3.3 Results f Rrup simulations
The mean of the valu s of Rrup ca cul ted from this algo ithm, the sta dar
devi tion nd the distribution of values are examined in t is the is. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked ag inst the
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Figure 5. : L p 2a For each δa, θa, transform (xha , yha , z a) t coordin tes
ori ated relative the possible planes de ned by δa θa, out-
put r (xhab , yhab , zhab)
Using the val s from the abov loops foll wing calc l t on s s re
ma e:
• Lo p 3, f r e ch e = 1 : 100 hypoce tre values (xhe , yhe , zh ) take
100 v lues s b and dab. a d calculate values of (xcg ycg , zcg), w ere
g = 1 : 10000, Figure ??.
• Lo p 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane r a ve t δa, θa
(10 v lue ) d calculate Rrup. The result i 100000 Rru val es,
Figure ??
The ou p t of t e si ulati n can be summ rised a follows. Fo ach
rec rd, in a dat s t, x magnitudes ar si ulated b sed on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simul ted sing
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 ma rix
which contains Rrup values which are orrelated with p ssible magnitude
v ues for t at event. In r er o use he results of thes s mu ations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values re required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number f Rrup for a give record.
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, u certainty in orientati n of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulate values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, un ertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards t e
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, f r ach d = 100 hypo e tre values ( hd , yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 val e Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 v lues of (xc , ycf , zcf )
• L o 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf ansform relative o δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup valu , Figure 5.9
In ll figures, green boxes a e inputs, whit boxes calculation steps and
ink-coloured box s ar outp ts. Th number in the left-hand corner of the
in ut or out u b x indicat s the umb r of th simulati . For x mple,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s th all simulat ons roduced in previou steps are input. Here, n
ak s lue f om 1 - 1 .
The o tput of these simulations can be sum arised as f llows. For each
recor , in a dataset, x magnit des r simula ed based on a normal distri-
bution. Fo the xth m ni ude, 100, 000 Rr p values are i ulated using
the above algo ithm. This inf rmation is s or d in a x × 100, 000 matrix
w ich contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible mag itude
values for that e ent. In order to use the result of these simula io s for
applications wh re co el te Mw and Rrup values are require , the matrix
can be sampled to obtain he required nu ber f Rrup for a given record.
5. .3 Results of Rrup si l
The mean of the values of Rrup c l fro this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of l s re examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated fro the si ulations was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , ha , zha), Figure 5.3.
oo 2 , uncert in o ien ation o the fault affect on transform d
sition of hypocentre. In: δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zhab), Fig res 5.4 and 5.5.
p 1b, uncert inty in scaling relations. I : simulated values ofMw.
t: 10 v lu : RWa d RLDa)
o 2b, uncertainty in fr ction of ult pl ne rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 va ues Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for e ch d = 100 yp centre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: calc late f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, for xcf , ycf zcf transform relative o δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
I al figur s, gr en boxe ar inputs, white boxes calcul ti n steps and
pink-c lo red boxes are outputs. The numbe in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box i the number of th simulation. For exa ple,
1 is the first simulatio , e se ond, etc. An in the c rne of the box
indicate that all simul ions p od c i previous steps are input. Here, n
tak s alu from 1 - 10.
The utp f these simulati ns can be su m rised as follows. For e ch
r cord, in a a aset, x magnitudes re imulated based on a n r al di ri-
bution. For th xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup value are simulated using
the above algorithm. This inform tion is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contai s Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
v l es for that ev nt. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications wher correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a giv n record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The me n he lues of Rrup calc lat d from this algorithm, th st ndard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
e l e f r p c lc lated fro t e simulations was checked against the
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val es: δa, θa, (xha , ha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• Lo p 2a, ncer ai i rie t tion of the f ult affect on tran formed
p sit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• L op 1b, uncertainty i s li r lations. In: simulated values ofMw.
O t: a = 10 values: and a)
• Lo p 2b, un rtainty in fra tion of fault plane r pturi g t w r s the
ite. I : a = 10 val es: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 v lues Xab,
Yab.
• Lo p 3, f r each d = 100 hyp centre alues (xhd , yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 values Xe Ye Ou : calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, f xcf , ycf , zcf t ansform relative to δ , θ and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all fig res, gr n boxes are i put , whi box s c lculation s eps nd
pink-colo re boxes are outputs. The nu ber in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indica es the number of the simul tio . For xample,
1 is th first simul tion, 2 he se on , etc. An n in the corn of the box
in ic t s h t all simul tions produced in pr v ous s eps are input Here, n
t kes v lues fr m 1 - 10.
The output of the e simulat ons can be summ rised as follows. F r each
record, a d as t, x magnitudes are si ula ed b s d n normal dist i-
bution. For the xth magnitud , 100, 000 Rr p valu s are simulated using
the abov algorithm. This in or ation is stor d in x × 100, 000 ma rix
whic contains Rrup val es w ich re corr lated with poss ble magnitud
values f r that vent. In or e to us the result of these simulat ons for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of rup simulatio s
The mean of the values of R up calculated from t is algorithm, the standard
de i tion and the distribution of values are examin d in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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values δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• 2a, certai t i orie tation fault ffect on tr nsformed
posi ion of hypocentre. In: δ , θa, (xh , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loo 1b, uncertai ty in scali g r lations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: = 10 valu s: RWa a d RLDa)
• o 2b, uncertainty in fractio of fault plane rupturing towards t e
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. O t: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Lo 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values ( hd , y d , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Ou : calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• L p 4, fo f , ycf , zcf t ansfo m elative to δa, θa and calculat 100000
R up values, Figure 5.9
I all fig re , green boxes ar inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured b x s are outputs. Th number in the left- and corn r of th
in ut or u put box indicates the umber of th simulation. For xample,
1 is the fir t simulatio , 2 the sec , etc. An n in th c ner of the b
indic tes that all simulations pr duced in pr vi us ste s are input. Here, n
tak s lu s f om 1 - 10.
The outp t of these simulations ca be sum arise as f llows. For each
reco d, i a dataset, x magnitudes are si l ted based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup val es a e si ulat d using
the a ove algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 m trix
which co tains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that e ent. In order to use the result of these simula io s for
applicatio s where cor elated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
ca be sampled to obtai he required number f Rrup for a giv n rec rd.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values re examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the sim lations was ch cked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figu 5.3.
L op 2a, u i ty in ori ntation of the fault affect on transform d
sition of hyp c ntre. In: δa, θa, (xh , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 valu s
( hab , yhab , zhab), Fig res 5.4 an 5.5.
• oop b, uncertainty in scaling relations. I : si ulated values ofMw.
ut: 10 valu s: RWa a d RLDa)
• oop 2b, unc rtainty i f ction of ault plane rupturing t wards the
site. In: a = 10 v l es: RWa a d RLDa. Out: b = 10 va ues Xab,
Yab.
• Lo p 3, f r each d = 100 hypocentre v lues (xhd , yhd , zhd): take = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Ye. Out: cal ulate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for cf ycf , zcf ansform relative o δa, θa an calculate 10 000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
I all figure , green box ar inputs white b xes calc lation steps an
p k-coloured boxes are utp ts. The numbe in the left-h nd cor er of
input or outpu box ind cates the n mber f he imulat on. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n i the corner of the box
indicates that all si ul tions p d c i previ u steps are input. Here, n
t kes values f 1 - 10.
The outp f t ese simulati ns can be su marised as follows. For e ch
r cord, i a a aset, x magnitudes re imulated b sed on a n rmal dist i-
bution. For the xth magni ude, 100, 000 Rrup valu are simulated u ing
the above algorithm. This infor ation is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
whic contain Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values f r that even . In or er to use the results of th se simulations for
applicatio where correlated Mw and Rrup values are equired, the matrix
can e sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a gi en r cord.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean the values of Rrup calculat d from this algorithm, th st ndard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from t e simulations was checked against the
131
values: δa, θa, (xha , ha , zha), Figure 5.3.
2a, i i rie t tion f the fault affect on transformed
posit on of tr . a, θa, (xha , yha , z a). Out: b = 10 values
(x
ab
, yhab , zh i 5.
• op 1b, certai ty i lin relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: = 10 values: a d a)
2b, un ertainty in fra tion of fault pla e rupturing tow rds the
i . In: = 10 v lues: RWa and RLDa. Ou : b = 10 v lu s Xab,
Yab.
• Lo 3, f r each d = 100 ypocent e v ues (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 val es Xe, Ye. Out: calc late f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, f cf , ycf , zcf t ansform relative to δ , θ and c lculate 100000
Rrup valu s, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gre n box s are i pu s, white b xes calculation s eps and
pink-c loured box s are outputs. The n mber in the left-hand corne of the
in ut or output box indicat s he umbe of e simula i . For ex ple,
1 is the first simulation, 2 he secon , etc. An n in the corn r of the box
indic t s that all s mulations rod ced in prev ous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The o tput of these simulations c n be summ ised as follows. F r each
record, a da aset, x magnitudes are simulated b s d on a normal dist i-
bution. For t e xth m gnit d , 100, 000 Rrup val s are simulated using
the above algorithm. This in r ation is stor i x × 100, 000 ma rix
which cont ins Rrup values which re correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain th required number of Rr p f r a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examine in this thesis. The
mean val e of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked again t the
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v lues: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypoc ntre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab yha , zhab), Figures 5.4 nd 5.5.
• L op 1b, uncertai y i sc ling relations. In: simula ed values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
i f ction f faul pl e rupturing tow rds t e
site. I : a = 10 valu s: RW and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values X b,
Yab.
p 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values ( hd , yhd , zhd): t k e = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Y . Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
4 xcf , ycf , zcf transf rm relative to δa, θa and cal ul te 100000
Rrup values, F gure 5.9
In ll figures, gree boxe are inputs, white boxes ca culation steps and
pink-coloured b x s are outputs. The number i the left-hand corner of the
in ut or output box indicates the umber of th simulati n. For xample,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the secon , etc. A n in the orner of the box
indic tes that all simulations produced in pr viou steps re input. H re, n
takes lues f om 1 - 10.
T e u pu of these si ulat ons can be su arised a f lows. For each
r cord, in a a as t, x magnitudes are i ula d based on a nor al distri-
buti n. For t xth magnit de, 100, 000 Rrup v l s are si ulated using
the above algorithm. This formation is stor in a x × 100, 000 at ix
which c ntains Rrup val es which are correlated with possible m gnitud
values for that e ent. In or e to us the result of these simula o s for
applic tions where cor elated Mw nd Rrup v lues are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obt in he requir d number f Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Res lts of Rrup im lations
The mea of t e values of Rrup calculat d from this algorit m, the st n ard
deviatio and the distribution f v lue are examined in this thesis. The
ean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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valu : δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
oop 2a, uncertainty in orient tio of the f ult affect on transform d
sition of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
( hab , yhab , zh b) Fig res 5.4 nd 5.5.
• op 1b unce i in scaling relations. In: simulated values fMw.
t: a 10 value : RWa d RLDa)
2 , rt i t i fr ction of ault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: = 10 valu s: RWa d RLDa. Out: b = 10 va ues Xab,
Yab.
• oop 3, f r ach d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): t ke e = 1 :
100 alues Xe, Ye. Out: c lculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative o δa, θa and calcul t 100000
Rru val es, Figure 5.9
I all figures, green boxe a inputs, whit boxes c lculation st ps and
pink-coloured bo es are outputs. Th numb r the left- d corner of t e
put or ou put box indicates the num r of the simul tio . For exampl ,
1 is the firs si ulation, 2 the s cond, etc. An n in th c r er of the box
d c tes ha all simul tio s p d c i previous st ps are i pu . He e, n
takes values rom 1 - 10.
T e p f the e simulati ns can be su marised as follows. For e ch
r cord, i a as t, x m gnitudes im l ba ed on a n l distri-
buti n. Fo t xth magnitu e, 100, 000 Rrup v lu are si ulated using
the ab ve a g ri . This informatio is stored in a x × 100 000 i
w ich co tains Rrup values w ich are correlated with possible magnit de
valu f r th t event. In or er to use the results of these simulations for
applic tions where correla e w and Rrup values are required, the a rix
can be sampled to ob e required number of Rrup for a given r co .
5.3.3 Results of Rrup si ul tions
T e me h values of Rrup calculat d from this alg ri m, th st ndard
d vi tio and the dist ibution of v lue are ex mined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup c lculated from the simulations was checked against the
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v lues: δ , θa, (xha , ha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• o 2a, cert i t i rie t tion f the fault affect on tr nsformed
p sit on of tr . , θa, (xha , yha , zha). Ou : b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh i 5.
• oop 1b, uncertainty in s ali r lations. In: sim lated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 v lues: and a)
• oo 2b, n ertainty i fractio of fault pl ne rupturing war s the
site. In: a = 10 val es: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 v lues Xab,
Yab.
• o 3, f d 1 0 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 alu e, e. O t: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, f xcf , ycf , zcf t nsform relativ to δ , θ and alcula 100000
Rr p valu s, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gre o re i puts, white boxe calculati n s eps and
pi k-colo re bo es s. he number in the ft-ha d corner of the
in ut r utput box i t e number of the simul tio . For example,
1 is he first simulati , sec n , etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicat s th t a si ul ti ns p oduced in p v ous step are nput. Here, n
takes valu from 1 - 10.
Th output of these simulations ca be summaris d a foll ws. For ach
record, a d aset, x m gnitud s are si ulated b s d a normal dist i-
bution. F he xth magni ud , 100, 000 Rrup v l s are s mulat d using
the above algorit . is in or atio is stored in x × 100, 000 ma rix
which co tains r l es which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that ev t. I order to use the results of these si ulati ns for
applicatio s where correlated w and Rrup va ues are required, the matrix
can b s mpled to obtain he equired n mber of Rrup fo a giv record.
5.3.3 Results of R up simulation
The m n of the values of Rrup calcul ted from this algorith , e standard
devi tion and th dis ibu io f values are examined in this th is. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations w s checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , z a), Figure 5.3.
• oop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , y ab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• o b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In sim lat values ofMw
Out: a = 10 values: RW and RL )
• oop 2b, un ert inty in fraction of f ult plan rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypoce e values (xh , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 value Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10 0 valu f (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, fo xcf , ycf , zcf transform relativ to δ , θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figur s, green boxes are inputs, whi boxes c culat step nd
pink-colo red box s are outpu s. The n mb r in left-h nd corner of the
in ut or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is th first simulation, 2 the s co d, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produc d pre i s teps are input. Here, n
tak s values from 1 - 10.
The output of thes sim l tions can be sum rise s f lows. F eac
record, in a dat set, x magnitudes are simul ed based on a nor l dis ri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100 000 Rrup val es are simul ted using
the above algorithm. This informatio is st red in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with p s i le gn t
val es for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations fo
applica ions where correlated Mw and Rrup values re required, the matrix
can b sampled to obt in the required n mb r of Rrup for a given reco d.
5.3.3 Res lts of Rrup simulations
T e mean of the val es of Rrup calcul ted from this algorithm, th stan ard
deviation and the distribution of v lues ar ex ined in this thesis. Th
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against t e
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values: δ , θ , (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, u certainty i orientation of the f ult affect on tr nsformed
position of ocentre. I : δa, θ , (xha , yha , zha). O t: b = 10 values
(xhab , yh b , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, ncertainty in sc ling relations. In: simulated l s ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault pl ne rupt ring towards he
sit . In: a = 10 valu s: RWa and RLDa. O : b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocen re values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 v lues Xe, Ye. Ou : calcul te f = 10 0 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative t δa, θ and calcula 100000
Rrup values, Fi ure 5.9
In all fig res, green boxes a e inputs, whit ox s c lc lat s ps nd
pink-col ure box s ar outputs. The nu ber in the left-h nd corner of h
inp t or output box indicat s the numb r f the simul tion. For xample,
1 is the first s mulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the c ner of the bo
indicates that all simul tions produced i p eviou s ep r i put He e, n
t kes values fr m 1 - 10.
The output f t se simulations can be summarised a foll ws. F r each
record, in a dataset, x agnitudes are si ulated based n norm di tri-
bution. For the xth magnitud , 100, 000 R p values are si ulated using
the ab v alg rithm. This information is s ored i x × 100, 0 matrix
w ich co tains Rrup values which are corr lated wit possible mag itude
valu s for that vent. In order to use e results of t e simulation for
applic tions where correl ted M nd Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 esults of Rrup simul tions
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this alg rithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values re exam ed in t is thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checke agains the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• L op 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on tr sformed
position f hy ocentr . I : δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , hab , zhab), Figures 5.4 nd 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertai ty in scaling relations. In: mulat d ofMw.
Ou : a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, unce tainty in fraction of fault plane upt ri g wards
site. In: a = 10 valu : RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 00 hypocentre values ( hd yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
00 values Xe, Ye. Out: calcul te f = 10000 val e of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• L op 4, f r xcf , ycf , zcf tr nsf r relativ t δa, θa and calculate 10 00
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, gre n boxes re inputs, whit boxes calculation step and
pink-colo red boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand c rner of the
input or output box in icates the number of the s ul t n. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 th second, etc. An i the co ner of the box
indicates th t all si ulation p oduced in p v u steps re input. Her , n
tak s value fro 1 - 10.
The output of th se sim l tions can be su m r s d as follows. For each
rec rd, in a datase , x magnitudes are simulat d based on a nor al dist i-
bu i n. Fo the xt magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values ar si lated usi g
the above algorithm. This information is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitud
values for that e ent. In order to use the results of thes simulations fo
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are require , he matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number f Rrup or a given record.
5.3.3 Results f Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calcu ated from this alg rithm, the st n ard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked ag inst the
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Inputs: δ, θ,σθ,σδ.
δ = N (δ,σδ)
θ = N (θ,σθ)
(5.6)
Outputs: 10 valu s f δ and θ sampled from the normal distributio defin d
above for each (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2.
Loop 2b:
Inputs: 10 values δ and θ (above) For record r nd (xh, yh, zh) from Loop 2
x h = c s(θ)xh + sin(θ)yh
yth = − sin(θ) cos(δ)xh
+ cos(θ) cos(δ)yh + sin(δ)zh
zth = sin(θ) sin(δ)xh
− cos(θ) sin(δ)yh + cos(δ)zh
(5.7)
Output : 10 values of the ypocentre location tra sformed to coordinates
(xth, yth, zth) orien ated rela ive t the possibl planes defined by δ and θ
for each v ue from Loop 1
Loop 3: P sition of the h pocentre in fau t plan , if s a d d are
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER
Loop 3a:
Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given record r = 1 : 2406
ogRW = a+ b ∗M[i]
logRA = + b ∗M[i]
(5.8)
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2 , uncertainty in ori ntation of the fault affect on transform d
p ition of hy ocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zh b), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. I : imulated value ofMw.
Out: a = 10 value : RWa nd RLD )
• Lo p 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
sit . In: a = 10 val s: RWa and RLDa. O : b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, f r each d = 100 hy ocen r values (xhd , yhd , zhd): tak = 1 :
100 value Xe, Ye. Out: c lcul te f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Lo p 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf tran orm relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inpu s, w ite boxes calc steps and
pink-colo red boxes are outp ts. The nu er in the left-hand cor r of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is th first simulation, 2 the second, tc. An n in t e corne of the box
indicates that all simulations produced i previous steps are inpu . Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations ca be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a datase , x magnitudes are si ulated based o a ormal istri-
bution. For the xt magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information i stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which cont ins Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where c rrelated Mw and Rrup values are required, the tr x
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean v lue of Rrup calculated fr m the simulati ns was checked against the
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zh ), Figure 5.3.
• L op 2a, u cert inty n orient tion of the fault affect on transf rmed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, u certai y in scali g r l tions. In: imulated val es ofMw.
Out: a = 10 val e : RWa nd RLDa)
• L p 2b, unc rt in y i fr ction of fault plan rup uring t wards he
sit . I : a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Ou : b = 10 v lues Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for ea d = 100 hypocentr val es (xhd , yhd , zhd): tak e = 1 :
100 value Xe, Ye. O : calc f = 10000 val es of xcf , ycf zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transf rm relative to δa, θa a d calc late 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes ar inputs, white b xe calcul tion s ps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The nu ber in the left-hand corner of t e
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For exampl ,
1 i the first simulatio , 2 th second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
in icates that all simulat ons p oduced in prev ous st ps are input. H r , n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of thes simulations c n be summarised s ollo s. For ch
record, in a d t set, x magnitudes re i ulated b sed on nor l distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simul t d usi g
the abov alg rithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
w ich contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for th t event. In order to use the r sults of thes sim lations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup val es are required, th matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup sim lations
The mean of the values of Rrup calcul ted from this algorithm, the sta dar
devi tion nd the distribution of values are examined in t is the is. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was ch cked against the
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Fig r 5. : L p 2a Fo e c δa, θa, ransform (xha , yha , z a) t c rdin t s
orien ated rel tiv o the ossible pla s d fined by δa θa, ut-
puts r (xhab , y ab , z ab)
U ng th val es from t e abov loops foll wi g calc l i n s s re
ade:
• Lo p 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre val es (x e , yhe , zhe) take
100 v lues sa and dab. a calculate values f (xc ycg , z g), where
g = : 10000, Figure ??.
• Lo p 4, for each cg , ycg , zcg transform the fault pl ne re a ve t δa, θa
(10 v lue ) a d calculat Rrup. Th result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure ??
T e ou p t of t si ulati n can be sum rised as follows. Fo ach
record, in datas t, x m gnitude ar simulate ased on a ormal distri-
buti n. For t e xth agnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simul t d sing
the above algorit m. This informatio is stored in x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are orr lated with p ssible magnitude
v e for that event. In order o use he results of thes sim lations for
ap lications where correlated Mw and Rrup val es re r quired, th matrix
can be sampled to obtain the quired umber of Rrup for a given record.
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b=1
b=2
b=10
X, Y
Yab = f (Y ; 3.353,0.612)
X
ab
= !(X,0.23)
Figure 5.5: Loop 2b: For each (xh, yh, zh) input δ and θ. Outputs are 10
values of the hypocentre loca ion transformed to coordina es
(xth, yth, zth) orientated relative to the possible planes defin d
by δ and θ
Figure 5.6: Loop 3a: Inputs: n simulated magnitude values for a given
record r = 1 : 2406 and outputs are n RA and RW for r
known go to Loop 3c
EITHER Loop 3a:
AND Loop 3b:
OR Loop 3c:
s = N (s,σs)
d = N (d,σd)
(5.5)
Loop 3d: Calculate the closest point on the plane to the site
(cx, cy, cz)
Loop 4: Transform coordinates (xtch, ytch, ztch), calculate Rrup
using geometry.
Figure 5.7: Loop 3b: Inputs: Standard deviations from Wells and Cop-
persmith (?), σlogRW and σlogRA, logRA and logRW from
Loop 3a. Outputs are 10 values of logRW and logRA sampled
from the normal distributions defined above for each magnitude
n(10 × n matrix). Calculate values of RLD = RARW . Sample 10
values from results of Loop 3a and 3b and set s = RLD and
d = RW
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Figure 5.6.: Loo 2b For each Wa and RLDa, sampl b = 10 lue Xab,
Yab from the n rmal and Weibull distrib o s and calc late
10 values of length, sab and width, dab f th faul rup ring
towards the recording station.
the conversion involves a high level of epistemic ncertainty. The efore, the
estimated valu s of Rjb made using these equations will also have a large
u certainty and hence, Rrup will have a large v lue of uncer ainty. T
second issue arises in the case that the fault-rupture for an even is defined.
It has been mentioned previously that as the magnitude of the event in-
creases, the uncertainty associated with the magnitude decreases, i.e. there
is a lower uncertainty associated with large m gnitude vents . Moss and
Der Kiureghian (2006) and Moss (2009) suggest that when estimating mag-
nitude for large events using a seismic moment inve sion, the uncertaint
is lower because the dimensions of the fault-ruptures for larger events are
easier to define. Therefore, smaller magnitude even s with less w l-defined
fault planes may result in published Rjb values with a large uncertainty.
Finally, it is important to mention that the conversion equation from Rjb
to Rrup also has an associated level of error which is not quantified.
The method of calculation of Rjb, i.e. a conversion equation or direct
calculation from a defined fault plane and the subsequent conversion from
Rjb to Rrup, exerts a strong influence on the uncertainty associated with the
NGA published Rrup value. Additionally, these two methods to obtain Rrup
are significantly different to the method of simulated fault planes described.
As the method of calculation of distance is not specified in the NGA flatfile,
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Figures 5.3 - ??. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture plane on the
transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure 5.6
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values sab and dab of the fault rupturing towards the recording sta-
tion. Figure ??.
.
Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative to δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.7
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
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Figures 5.3 - ??. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture plane on the
transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure 5.6
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wa ds the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values sab and dab of the fault rupturing towards the recording sta-
tion. Figure ??.
.
Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
m de:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative to δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.7
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
buti n. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sa pled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
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Figures 5.3 - ??. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the l ps simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture plane on the
transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 0 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
v lues: RWa and RLDa, Figure 5.6
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values sab and dab of the fault rupturing towards the recording sta-
tion. Figure ??.
.
Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative to δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.7
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
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g=10000
g=2
g=1
xcg = xhe ! sign(xhe )" sab
ycg = yhe ! sign(yh )"dab
zcg = zhe
Figure 5.7.: Loop 3 Inputs a e e = 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) and
for each t k 100 values sab and dab. Outputs are 10000 values
of xcg , ycg , zcg
.
it is not possible to directly quantify the uncertainty in the distances pre-
sented and therefore the reasons why the simulated values and NGA values
are different cannot be fully explained. The measurement of the accuracy
of the different distance measures would be an important piece of future
research. Depending on the impacts of the uncertainty in Rrup discussed in
the following sections, if one distance measure is found to have a lower level
of uncertainty over others, it may be prudent to choose this metric as the
distance metric as the basis of the GMPE.
The value of the standard deviation of Rrup, σRrup , obtained from the
simulations for each record, ranges from approximately 1% to 6% of the
mean Rrup value from the simulations and is dependent on the source-to-site
distance associated with the record. The dependence of σRrup on Rrup can be
observed in the plot of scaled standard deviation against distance, Figure 5.9
(where the scaled standard deviation or coefficient of variation, COVRrup , is
obtained using
σRrup
µRrup
for each record so that results from different records
may be compared). From this figure, it may be seen that the standard
deviation of COVRrup reduces with increasing distance i.e., the uncertainty
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Figures 5.3 - ??. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture plane on the
transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure 5.6
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values sab and dab of the fault rupturing towards the recording sta-
tion. Figure ??.
.
Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative to δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.7
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
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values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault affect on transformed
position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out: b = 10 values
(xhab , yhab , zhab), Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values ofMw.
Out: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa)
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in fraction of fault plane rupturing towards the
site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10 values Xab,
Yab.
• Loop 3, for each d = 100 hypocentre values (xhd , yhd , zhd): take e = 1 :
100 values Xe, Ye. Out: calculate f = 10000 values of (xcf , ycf , zcf )
• Loop 4, for xcf , ycf , zcf transform relative to δa, θa and calculate 100000
Rrup values, Figure 5.9
In all figures, green boxes are inputs, white boxes calculation steps and
pink-coloured boxes are outputs. The number in the left-hand corner of the
input or output box indicates the number of the simulation. For example,
1 is the first simulation, 2 the second, etc. An n in the corner of the box
indicates that all simulations produced in previous steps are input. Here, n
takes values from 1 - 10.
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
5.3.3 Results of Rrup simulations
The mean of the values of Rrup calculated from this algorithm, the standard
deviation and the distribution of values are examined in this thesis. The
mean value of Rrup calculated from the simulations was checked against the
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Figures 5.3 - ??. In all workflows, green boxes are inputs, white boxes are
simulation steps and pink-coloured boxes are outputs. For each record r,
the loops simulate values to represent the following:
• Loop 1a, uncertainty in δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh) defined by the standard devi-
ations discussed above. In: δ, θ, (xh, yh, zh), (xs, ys, zs). Out: a = 10
values: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha), Figure 5.3.
• Loop 2a, uncertainty in orientation of the fault-rupture plane on the
transformed position of hypocentre. In: δa, θa, (xha , yha , zha). Out:
b = 10 values (xhab , yhab , zhab), Figure 5.4.
• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
values: RWa and RLDa, Figure 5.6
• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values sab and dab of the fault rupturing towards the recording sta-
tion. Figure ??.
.
Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative to δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.7
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This information is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
which contains Rrup values which are correlated with possible magnitude
values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
applications where correlated Mw and Rrup values are required, the matrix
can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
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• Loop 1b, uncertainty in fault rupture dimensions resulting from uncer-
tainty in scaling relations. In: simulated values of Mw. Out: a = 10
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• Loop 2b, uncertainty in the fraction of the fault plane rupturing to-
wards the site. In: a = 10 values: RWa and RLDa. Out: b = 10
values sab and dab of the fault rupturing towards the recording sta-
ti n. Figure ??.
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Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
• Loop 4, for each xcg , ycg , zcg transform the fault plane relative to δa, θa
(10 values) and calculate Rrup. The result is 100000 Rrup values,
Figure 5.7
The output of these simulations can be summarised as follows. For each
record, in a dataset, x magnitudes are simulated based on a normal distri-
bution. For the xth magnitude, 100, 000 Rrup values are simulated using
the above algorithm. This inform tion is stored in a x × 100, 000 matrix
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values for that event. In order to use the results of these simulations for
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can be sampled to obtain the required number of Rrup for a given record.
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Using the values from the above loops, the following calculation steps are
made:
• Loop 3, for each e = 1 : 100 hypocentre values (xhe , yhe , zhe) take
100 values sab and dab. and calculate values of (xcg , ycg , zcg), where
g = 1 : 10000, Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.8.: Loop 4 Inputs are xcg , y g , zcg , δa, θ . Ou puts are 100000 Rrup
values
in distance values decreases with increasing source to site distance. This
relationship is accentuated by overlaying the graph of COVRrup against Rrup
with points (pink square markers) showing the variation of the standard
deviation of COVRrup with Rrup (Figure 5.9).
The assumption that Rrup is normally distributed is ex mined for individ-
ual events using quantile-quantile (QQ) plots and the Shapiro-Wilks test.
Four example histograms and QQ-plots of the simulations for record number
942 from the Northridge event, with µRrup = 36.77km; 1180 from the Chi-
Chi event, µRrup = 24.98km; 1917 from the Anza-02 event, µRrup = 77.92km
and 2119 from the Big Bear C ty eve t, µRrup = 78.04km are shown in Fig-
ures 5.10 and 5.11. It can be observed by comparing the histogram of the
simulated values and the pink curve, which is a normal distribution with
mean and standard deviation set to the record-specific values, that the dis-
tribution of Rrup in these cases deviates from a normal distribution. The
skew in the d str bution is particularly evident for the near-field r cord for
the Chi-Chi event shown in Figure 5.10. It is also appears to be the case
that the magnitude of the event has an impact on the distribution of values,
with smaller events such as Big Bear City (Mw = 4.92) exhibiting a more
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Figure 5.9.: Dependence of the coefficient of variation of Rrup, COVRrup ,
obtained from the simulations on Rrup, the pink squares are
binned standard deviation values σCOV , i.e. the standard devi-
ation of COVRrup
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Table 5.1.: The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, comparing the dis-
tribution of values obtained for Rrup for each event to a normal
distribution. The second column gives the K-S statistic and the
third column the p-value indicating statistical significance.
Event D p-value
Northridge 0.79 2.2e-16
Chi-Chi 0.9301 2.2e-16
Anza-02 0.92 2.2e-16
Big Bear City 0.82 2.2e-16
normal distribution. In both figures, the graphs are skewed to the right and
additionally, the frequency of values close to the mean on the histogram are
larger than the normal curve. This reflects the presence of extreme values
of Rrup which are inflating the standard deviation and therefore the normal
distribution has lower frequency at values close to the mean. Additionally,
the QQ plots show that there is deviation from the normal distribution,
this is most obvious in the curvature of the plots for smaller and larger val-
ues of Rrup. In the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test, a sample can be
compared with a reference probability distribution, for example a normal
distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic quantifies the distance be-
tween the normal distribution and the empirical distribution function of the
Rrup data for a particular event. The null hypothesis is that the samples are
drawn from the same distribution. The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff
test on the simulated values of Rrup for the four records just mentioned are
very low probabilities that the data are governed by normal distributions,
presented in Table 5.1. This indicates that assuming a normal distribution
of Rrup values is not valid, particularly in the near-field.
As the assumption that the source-to-site distance is normally distributed
does not appear to be valid and because of the variation of σRrup with dis-
tance, this study does not quantify the uncertainty in Rrup using a standard
deviation and normal distribution. Therefore, the method previously de-
scribed to create simulated values for magnitude and shear wave velocity is
not applied when accounting for the uncertainty in Rrup. Instead, the range
of possible values of Rrup is obtained by taking a sample from the matrix
of Mw and Rrup produced by the simulations described in Section 5.3.2.
This offers enhancements over existing methods as it allows the use of cor-
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Figure 5.10.: QQ plots and histograms of simulated Rrup values for a record
from the Northridge (top) event and one from the Chi-Chi
(bottom) event. The pink curve overlaid on the histogram
is a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation
set to the record-specific values to allow comparison with the
histograms.
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Figure 5.11.: QQ plots and histograms of simulated Rrup values for a record
from the Anza (top) event and one from the Big-Bear City
(bottom) event. The pink curve overlaid on the histogram
is a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation
set to the record-specific values to allow comparison with the
histograms.
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related Mw and Rrup values. For future studies, there appear to be two
main options to quantify the uncertainty in the distance metric. Firstly,
the simulation procedure described may be used to quantify uncertainty
in the distance metric of interest; Rrup, Rjb etc. by simulating a range
of possible values for each recording. This may be of particular utility for
ground-motion models which use multiple distance metrics. Alternatively,
similarly to the approach of Bommer et al. (2005), a model for the variation
of σRrup with Rrup may be defined by fitting a curve to the data shown in
Figure 5.9 and extracting the values of σRrup for source to site distances of
interest.
In summary, in order to produce a simulated dataset for use in a regression
analysis on a GMPE with the uncertain input variables: magnitude, shear
wave velocity and source-to-site distance, the following procedure is used.
For each recording r in the dataset upon which the regression analysis is
based, n = 1000 values of Mw and Vs30 are simulated. For each Mw, g =
100, 000 Rrup values are produced using the above algorithm, i.e. for record
r, an Mw × Rrup (n × g) matrix is created. From the matrix of Mw and
Rrup values n values of Rrup are then sampled. The result is n values of
each input variable for each recording r. These n values correspond to n
separate datasets comprising randomly generated input variable values.
5.4. Application of MC simulations to a
ground-motion prediction equation
The impact of input variable uncertainty on a derived ground-motion pre-
diction equation (GMPE) is examined using the following procedure. The
Monte Carlo simulations described in the previous section are used to pro-
duce n = 1000 values of each input variable, Mw, Vs30 and Rrup for each
record in the dataset used to derive the original GMPE. These n values cor-
respond to n datasets comprising randomly generated input variable values.
The influence of measurement error is examined by using regression analy-
sis to estimate the parameters of a GMPE for each of the n datasets and
examining the variation in the coefficients and standard deviations of the n
models.
The effect of the inexact parameters is assessed using the ground-motion
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prediction equation for Arias Intensity presented in Chapter 3. Two model
formulations are considered and two sets of analyses are conducted. The first
is the homoskedastic model form as presented in this thesis with nonlinear
site response (FN) and the second is a modification of the same model
to include only linear site response (FL). Both linear and non-linear site
response model forms are considered in order to investigate the findings of
Abrahamson and Silva (2008a), whose study evaluates the impact of the
measurement errors of the independent parameters and concludes that the
standard deviations from the regression are dominated by data in the linear
site response range.
The original dataset used to derive the model for Arias Intensity is the
same subset of the PEER NGA database described in Chapter 3, containing
2406 recordings from 114 earthquakes. The NGA database is the source for
the input variables, uncertainty in the variables and the wide range of fault
data which is used in this analysis.
The model FN is presented in Equations 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 (as presented
previously in Equations 3.9–3.11) and the linear site response model, FL is
given in Equation 5.8.
ln Ia = ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
+ fsite
(
VS30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
(5.5)
ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
= c1 + c2 (8.5−Mw)2 + (c3 + c4Mw) ln
√
R2rup + c
2
5 + c6Frv (5.6)
fsite
(
Vs30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
= v1 ln
(
Vs30
Vref
)
(5.7)
+ v2
[
ev3(min[Vs30,1100]−V1) − ev3(Vref−V1)
]
ln
(
Iˆrefa + v4
v4
)
ln Ia = c1 + c2 (8.5−Mw)2 + (c3 + c4Mw) ln
√
R2rup + 7.5
2 + c6Frv
+ v1 ln
(
Vs30
Vref
)
(5.8)
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The linear site response model differs from the nonlinear model in two
ways. Firstly, the site response consists of one term which is linear in terms
of lnVs30. Secondly, in order to make the model linear in the parameters, the
coefficient c5 is fixed to a value of 7.5. This value of c5 was determined using
the following process. A non-linear regression analysis was conducted using
FL to estimate all of the parameters c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 and v1. The value
obtained for c5 was used as a starting estimate and the regression analysis
was repeated fixing c5 to this value. A number of regression analyses were
conducted and for each estimate of c5, the model parameters, AIC and log-
likelihood of the model were recorded. The value of c5 = 7.5 corresponds
to the model with the minimum AIC value and maximum log-likelihood.
In addition, the estimated model parameters for fixed c5 are close to those
obtained for the model with a variable value of c5. Therefore, model FN has
10 parameters and model FL has 6 parameters, which are estimated using
regression analysis on the original metadata and are presented in Table 5.2
along with the inter- and intra-event model standard deviations. A com-
parison of the median predictions of the two functional forms is shown in
Figure 5.12. Unexpectedly, this figure shows a considerable difference be-
tween the functional forms. The FN and FL predictions are very different at
close distances, which may result from constraining c5. This large difference
also means that it is more difficult to assess the findings of Abrahamson and
Silva related to the dominance of linear site response on model uncertainty.
Both models have four input variables, namely moment magnitude, Mw,
fault rupture to site distance, Rrup, shear wave velocity in the top 30 metres
of the site, Vs30 and a dummy variable to describe the style of faulting, Frv,
which takes the value of 1 for reverse mechanism earthquakes and 0 other-
wise. Multiple randomly simulated values have been obtained for the first
three and it assumed that the style of faulting uncertainty can be neglected
for the reasons discussed in Section 5.2. In order to investigate the impacts
of input variable uncertainty on the derived model, regression analyses using
the simulated values are performed on FL and 6 coefficients are estimated.
However, in order to stabilise the regression analysis for FN, the coefficient
v4 was fixed to its original value (see Table 5.2) in the analysis and therefore
only 9 of the 10 parameters are estimated. This is the result of a number of
factors including the sensitivity of the non-linear site effects terms and the
fact that the dataset cannot adequately constrain all coefficients. All regres-
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Figure 5.12.: A comparison of the median predictions of the functional forms
FN and FL. Arias Intensity is plotted against Rrup for Mw =
5.5, 6.5, 7.5, VS30 = 760m/s and Frv = 0
Table 5.2.: The coefficient values obtained for the non-linear model, FN and
the linear model, FL. The model uncertainty, partitioned into an
intra-event and inter-event component is also provided for both
functional forms.
Coefficient FN Value FL Value
c1 5.1961 4.1194
c2 -0.2371 -0.1187
c3 -3.6561 -4.2533
c4 0.2309 0.3468
c5 5.4651 7.5 (fixed)
c6 0.3186 0.3466
v1 -1.1335 -0.9948
v2 -0.6519 n/a
v3 -0.0022 n/a
v4 0.1327 n/a
σE 0.6812 0.6294
σA 0.8975 0.9067
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sion analyses are conducted using the nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2008)
of the software program R. Additionally, an important issue to raise is that a
large number of regression analyses for FN do not result in convergence and
therefore estimates of the parameters cannot be obtained. Approximately 13
of the simulations result in convergence. This is likely to be due to the fact
that, as discussed further in Chapter 6 and shown in Table 6.1, there are
strong correlations in the model coefficients which would result in sensitivity
of the model to the input data. This not only demonstrates the sensitivity
of non-linear models to the datasets upon which they are based, but also
raises concerns about whether the available data are able to constrain the
coefficients of GMPEs in regression analysis (Arroyo and Ordaz, 2011).
For both functional forms, the propagation of uncertainty resulting from
inexact input variables is examined in the next two sections. Section 5.4.1
looks at the impacts on the variances of the two models and Section 5.4.2
at the impacts on the coefficient values for each model obtained from the
regression analyses on simulated data.
5.4.1. Impact of input variable uncertainty on the model
standard deviation
For each simulated dataset 1 : n and the corresponding n FN and FL models,
the inter-event and intra-event standard deviations are extracted. For both
FN and FL, the n inter and intra-event standard deviations are collected to
form distributions of model inter and intra-event standard deviations. The
standard deviations of the distributions are then calculated. As the variabil-
ity between the n simulated datasets is due to input variable uncertainties,
the standard deviation of the distribution (for either the FL or FN model
and intra- or inter-event standard deviation) is the portion of the model
standard deviation which is due to input variable uncertainty. Table 5.3
shows a summary of the impact of the inexact input variables on the model
standard deviation where σT =
√
σ2A + σ
2
E is calculated from the values in
Table 5.2. The value of σ due to the uncertainty in the input variables is
σTvu and the final column gives the value of σ if the epistemic uncertainty
due to the measurement error is removed, σTreduced . The percentage decrease
in σ for the non-linear model, FN, is 1%, however for the linear model it is
much smaller, approximately 0.01%.
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Table 5.3.: The first column gives the functional form, the second the
method of analysis, the third, the total standard deviation of
the original model, σT =
√
σ2A + σ
2
E , the fourth σTvu is the part
of σT due to the uncertainty in the input variables and the final
column σTreduced , is obtained using σTreduced =
√
σ2T − σ2Tvu .
Model Analysis
method
σT σTvu σTreduced
FN MC 1.1268 0.1569 1.1158
FL MC 1.1037 0.0287 1.1033
FL FOSM 1.1037 0.1756 1.0896
In order to provide confidence in the predictions of decrease in standard
deviation obtained using Monte Carlo simulations, for the case of the linear
model, FL, uncertainty propagation is examined analytically. The First
Order Second Moment method (FOSM) is used, which requires the partial
derivative of the functional form with respect to the uncertain variable of
interest. Equation 5.9 shows the variance of the function ln Ia dependent
on three variables, Mw, Rrup and Vs30, where Mw and Rrup are assumed to
be correlated and Vs30 is assumed uncorrelated with Mw and Rrup .
σ2Tvu =
(
∂ ln Ia
∂Mw
)2
σ2Mw +
(
∂ ln Ia
∂Rrup
)2
σ2Rrup +
(
∂ ln Ia
∂ lnVs30
)2
σ2Vs30
+
(
∂ ln Ia
∂Mw
)(
∂ ln Ia
∂Rrup
)
COVMwRrup (5.9)
The FOSM calculation of standard deviation is performed for each record
using the relevant values of Mw; σMw ; and σlnVs30 as previously defined
from the dataset. Rrup is taken as the mean of the simulated values for
each record and σRrup the standard deviation of the simulations for each
record. The covariance between Mw and Rrup is also calculated for each
event using the simulated Mw and Rrup values. σTvu is taken as the average
of the FOSM calculated standard deviations obtained from each record.
The results of these analyses are again shown in Table 5.3. The value
of σTvu for FL is smaller than FN obtained from the MC simulations on
FN and FL. Additionally, there is a large difference between the results
for MC and FOSM methods applied to FL, where a larger reduction in
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standard deviation is predicted by the latter method. The discrepancy
between MC and FOSM methods may arise for two main reasons. The first
is because FOSM assumes that the variables are normally distributed which
does not appear to be the case, as discussed, for Rrup. Secondly, FOSM is
a first order Taylor series approximation of the linear function. Using the
method presented in this thesis, MC simulations allow exact uncertainty
analysis based on variables with non-normal distributions to be performed.
Therefore, MC simulations can be considered to provide a more accurate
assessment of the epistemic uncertainty due to input variable uncertainty.
Figure 5.13 can be used to explore the discrepancy between the MC sim-
ulation results for the standard deviation of the FN and FL models. In this
figure, histograms of the simulated values of σT for FN and FL are shown.
These histograms are intended to show if the distributions of σT are skewed
or distorted in a way which would explain the large differences in the values
obtained for FN and FL. It is evident that the nonlinear histogram of σT
is skewed towards the larger values of σT . This helps to explain to some
extent why larger values of σT are obtained for the nonlinear model, how-
ever it does not explain the extent of the differences. The explanation for
this skewness may be due to the sensitvity of the nonlinear model to the
uncertainty in Vs30 values. This appears to contradict the findings of Abra-
hamson and Silva (2008a) who suggest that standard deviations from the
regression are dominated by data in the linear site response range. These
authors therefore assume linear site response in evaluating the impact of the
measurement errors of the input variables. However, based on the results
presented in this section, although it is important to examine the impact
of input variable measurement errors on models which have non-linear site
response terms, the portion of σT resulting from input variable uncertainty
is relatively small.
5.4.2. Impact of input variable uncertainty on the model
coefficients
The second way in which the impact of uncertain input variables on the
derived GMPE may be examined is by looking at the variation of coefficient
values across the different models. For each model FN and FL, Figures 5.14
and 5.15 respectively show a box and whisker plot of the range of coefficient
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Figure 5.13.: A comparison of nonlinear (top) and linear (bottom) his-
tograms of values of σT obtained from simulations.
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values obtained from the regression analyses. In these figures, the pink
circles show the value of the coefficients for the original model, presented in
Table 5.2.
For FN, the graph shows that some parameters are sensitive to uncertain-
ties in the input variables and as a result their estimated values are variable.
In particular, the constants c1, c5 and v1 have a large variation. The vari-
ation in v1 may be due to the fact that the coefficient v4 is constrained
in these regressions which causes unexpected behaviour in the other coeffi-
cients of the non-linear site response model. It is important to observe that
there is a large variation in parameters that have a physical interpretation
and therefore should be well constrained, for example the distance term, c3.
This may be due to the correlation between c3 and c5, which is discussed
further in Chapter 6.
The linear model, FL, has smaller variations in coefficient values when
compared with FN. However, the coefficient of the distance term, c3 and the
style of faulting term coefficient c6 have a significant amount of variation.
Additionally, the coefficients c6 and v1 of the original model, presented in
Table 5.2 and shown as pink dots in Figure 5.15, appear at the extremes of
the range of estimated coefficients. This suggests that when the linear model
is applied to the simulated dataset, the terms used to account for the site
response and style-of-faulting in the linear model do not capture the scaling
of ground motions with respect to these parameters. The form of the linear
model can also be questioned as the coefficient c2, which is associated with
magnitude scaling, is close to 0, which suggests the physically inconsistent
idea that the coefficient could potentially be removed from the model.
The examination of the standard deviation and coefficient values of the
models FN and FL demonstrate that input variable uncertainty has a sig-
nificant effect on the derived model. The portion of the standard deviation
in the model for Arias Intensity resulting from input variable uncertainty
can now be identified. However, the finding that there are a range of po-
tential coefficients of the derived model resulting from uncertain input data
is more significant as it raises issues concerning the performance of derived
ground-motion models when applied to updated datasets which include re-
cent events.
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5.5. Chapter Summary
This chapter has examined the impacts of input variable measurement er-
ror on the ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) for Arias Intensity
(Ia). The findings are that this source of uncertainty has a significant effect
on the estimated parameters of the model and a small effect on the value
of the model standard deviation. This chapter has demonstrated that MC
simulations can be used to quantify epistemic uncertainties. Once quanti-
fied, the uncertainties have been correctly propagated and the portion of the
model standard deviation due to epistemic uncertainty partitioned. In the
next chapter, uncertainty in Ia predictions is further explored, focussing on
the impacts of epistemic uncertainty on future predictions made using the
GMPE for Ia. In Chapter 8, the results of the work on GMPE uncertainty
are explored using GIS. The chapter focusses on ways in which the informa-
tion obtained from this work may be displayed. Particular attention is given
to methods of display which emphasises the importance of accounting for
ground-motion uncertainties and which may be implemented in near-real
time.
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6. The impacts of epistemic
uncertainty on future
predictions
This chapter presents the second section of the work on epistemic uncer-
tainty in ground-motion predictions. The previous chapter examined the
impacts of epistemic uncertainties on derived ground-motion models. In
contrast, this chapter focusses on the impacts of epistemic uncertainty on
scenario predictions made using ground-motion models. The sources of un-
certainty in these predictions differ from those discussed in the previous
chapter, as scenario predictions are based on known input variables.
The focus of this chapter is the epistemic uncertainty which arises be-
cause the GMPE coefficients are not known exactly but are just statistical
estimates (Arroyo and Ordaz, 2011), one of the uncertainty sources listed
in Chapter 5, Section 5.1. Firstly, the theoretical background is provided in
order to explain how statistical errors in the estimation of the parameters af-
fect future predictions made using a GMPE and how this uncertainty may
be reduced. Secondly, the impacts of this uncertainty on ground-motion
predictions are illustrated using the predictive equation for Arias Intensity
introduced in Chapter 3. Finally, a practical application of this work is
presented; the quantification of uncertainty in hazard maps.
6.1. The source of statistical uncertainty in the
estimation of parameters
In future predictions of earthquake ground-motion, the standard devia-
tion of the prediction, characterised by σ, is commonly assumed to be
aleatory (Strasser et al., 2009). The value of σ has a significant effect
on seismic hazard analysis (Strasser et al., 2009). Therefore, the portion
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of σ which is epistemic should be correctly characterised. Removing the
epistemic uncertainty will result in a reduction of σ, which would have a
significant impact on hazard maps or earthquake loss estimates which use
the ground-motion prediction as an input (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006).
The focus of this chapter is the epistemic uncertainty in the parameters
of a ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE). In published GMPEs, the
uncertainty in the parameters is usually represented by a standard error
associated with each coefficient. This parameter uncertainty results in epis-
temic uncertainty in median model predictions made using a GMPE (Ar-
royo and Ordaz, 2011). The sources of this statistical uncertainty are now
discussed in detail.
Referring again to the representation of a GMPE shown in Equation 5.2,
the linear regression model can be expressed as shown in Equation 6.1.
Y = XkB+ e (6.1)
Where Y is a known vector, with dimensions n× 1 including n observa-
tions of a measure of ground motion, Xk is a known matrix of the input
variables, of dimension n× k, B is an unknown k× 1 vector of the parame-
ters to be determined in the regression analysis and e is an unknown n× 1
vector of the regression residuals.
The elements of e are the sum of an inter (ηi) and intra-event (εij) resid-
ual. Following Joyner and Boore (1993), Arroyo and Ordaz (2011) assume
that the correlation between ηi values for different events is 0 and the cor-
relation between εij at different sites for a given earthquake is ρη (following
the notation used in Chapter 4).
The correlation between the values of e can, therefore, be represented as a
block diagonal matrix: C = σ2T c, shown in Equations 6.2 and 6.3 (analagous
to Equations 4.22 and 4.25).
C = σ2T

c1 0 . . . 0
0 c2 . . . 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 . . . cNe
 (6.2)
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ce =

1 ρη . . . ρη
ρη 1 . . . ρη
...
...
. . .
...
ρη ρη . . . 1
 (6.3)
Where Ne is the number of earthquake events, Nre is the number of
records for the ith earthquake, with diagonal elements equal to one and ce
is an Nre ×Nre matrix.
For a given value of ρη, the values of σ2T and B which maximise the
likelihood of Y are the weighted least squared estimators σˆ2T and Bˆ (Draper
and Smith, 1998) shown in Equations 6.4 and 6.5.
Bˆ = (XTc−1X)−1XTc−1Y (6.4)
σˆ2T =
(Y −XBˆ)Tc−1(Y −XBˆ)
n
(6.5)
The value of ρη that maximises the likelihood is found iteratively and
therefore the values of σ2T and B are related to ρη of the maximum likelihood.
The covariance matrix (COV(Bˆ)) for a given c is defined as follows (Draper
and Smith, 1998; Arroyo and Ordaz, 2011):
COV(Bˆ) =
1
n− k − 2
[
(XTc−1X)−1
(
(Y −XBˆ)Tc−1(Y −XBˆ)
)]
(6.6)
A GMPE may be used to forecast future observations of Y, represented
by w, for a given scenario characterised by a set of values of X, using Bˆ and
σˆ2T . However, as the coefficient values Bˆ and the total model variance σˆ
2
T ,
are conditioned on Y and X used in the analysis, it is not valid to forecast
w for values of X outside the range of the original data (Arroyo and Ordaz,
2011). That is, if the model is extrapolated, the variance of the forecasted
value is not always related to the variability of the input data. The definition
of input data variability in this case is the range of values of the observed
dependent variable for any value of an independent variable. Arroyo and
Ordaz (2011) present Equation 6.7 to demonstrate how the variance of w
can be represented by the predictive variance σ2p. This value depends on
both the uncertainty in the regression coefficients (ZCOV (Bˆ)ZT) and the
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variability of the dataset (σ2T ), where Z is a vector of k parameters for which
w is being forecast.
σ2p = σ
2
T + ZCOV(Bˆ)Z
T (6.7)
Arroyo and Ordaz (2011) discuss how the variance of w is affected by
uncertainty in the coefficient values. Equation 6.7 demonstrates that σ2p
will tend to σ2T if the variability in the data is reduced, as the variance of
the regression coefficients will be small. However, for a dataset which has
a great deal of variability in the ground-motion records, the variance of the
regression coefficients will be large and the variance of the forecasted value
increases. The uncertainty in parameter estimates can, therefore, clearly
be classified as epistemic because estimates of the parameters become more
precisely defined as the dataset becomes larger (Arroyo and Ordaz, 2011).
In their paper, Arroyo and Ordaz (2011) examine the impacts of statisti-
cal uncertainty in the parameters only for linear models. To illustrate the
impact of this uncertainty on future predictions made using a non-linear
GMPE, Monte Carlo simulations are now used to quantify the uncertainty
in the parameters of the functional form FN previously presented in Equa-
tions 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8, by sampling from the covariance matrix, COV(Bˆ).
6.2. The impacts of statistical errors in the
parameters on Ia predictions
The impact of statistical uncertainty in the coefficients on the median pre-
dictions of the equation for Arias Intensity Ia, previously referred to as FN,
is examined using Monte Carlo simulations.
Firstly, a regression analysis is conducted in R using the FN model form
and the original metadata (refer to Chapters 3 and 5). From this regression,
the estimated coefficients of the model, the standard error associated with
each coefficient and the correlation and covariance matrices of the coeffi-
cients are extracted. The correlation matrix is shown in Table 6.1. There
are very strong correlations between a number of the coefficients, e.g. c2
and c4; v1 and v4 . Revisiting the graphs of the coefficients in Chapter 5,
Figures 5.14 and 5.15, the strong correlations observed in Table 6.1 partly
explain the sensitivity of the coefficients to changes in the dataset. As
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the coefficients are correlated, the Monte Carlo simulations draw n pos-
sible coefficient values from a multivariate normal distribution defined by
the coefficient values (presented in Table 5.2) and the extracted covariance
matrix of these coefficients. From the simulations, there are two relevant
issues relating to the coefficients of the model. The first is the assumption
of normally distributed coefficients, which may be challenged as coefficients
could in theory have any distribution. The second is that the values of the
coefficients, v3 and v4, have a large standard error which leads to a large
range of simulated values and results in strong effects on the model pre-
dictions. This analysis suggests that including these terms in the model,
whilst having a physical meaning, has a weak statistical basis. It can be
questioned whether it is appropriate to select terms on the basis that they
are just statistically significant due to the impact on the overall variability
of the model. This point is also supported by the possibility that the non-
linear site response terms increase the impact of variable uncertainty on the
derived ground-motion model.
The impact of statistical uncertainty in the parameters on the mean and
median of future predictions made using the GMPE is shown for three cases,
in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. These are: the variation of the mean and median
prediction of Arias Intensity (Iˆa) with Magnitude (Mw) for distance ranges,
the variation of Iˆa with Rrup for Mw values and the variation of Iˆa with
Rrup for Vs30 ranges. In each case, the original model predictions are shown
and the n randomly drawn coefficients and the FN functional form are used
to obtain the mean or median prediction of Arias intensity and mean model
predictions plus or minus two standard deviations. The first aspect to test
is whether or not the distribution of the predictions of Ia are normal, i.e., if
it is valid to represent the distribution of the predictions by plotting a mean
or median prediction plus or minus two standard deviations. For a sample
of all of the predictions in each range, a Komogorov-Smirnoff normality
test is conducted and a QQ-plot drawn. Examples of a histogram and QQ-
plot are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 for: Rrup = 30km, Frv = 0 and
Vs30 = 180m/s; Rrup = 10km, Frv = 0 and Vs30 = 180m/s. The results of
the K-S tests for these two examples are: D = 0.328, p-value = 0.01 andD =
0.530, p-value = 0.01, which are representative of the results for the other
events and therefore indicates that the distributions are normal. However,
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show that there may be some skew in the distributions of
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predictions. Therefore, the skewness for each distribution is also calculated
and the results compared to assess if the minimum or maximum predictions
are consistently more likely. The calculated skewness is extremely small
and the value is not consistent within ranges, i.e. distributions may be
skewed towards the maximum or minimum prediction in the same range.
It is, therefore, assumed that the distributions of Ia are normal and the
variation in the median prediction may be well represented using a normal
distribution and, therefore, standard deviations.
The figures demonstrate that the range of values of the median prediction,
represented by the mean prediction plus and minus two standard deviations,
is large and the variation is not constant across the predicted range. In
particular there is a large variation at extreme values of the variables Rrup
and Mw, i.e., for large events at close distances. Additionally Figure 6.3
demonstrates that the variation in values for sites experiencing non-linear
effects (low Vs30 values) is extremely large. Figure 6.3 shows a key result
of the analysis, as the variation in predictions for site with non-linear site
response (Vs30 = 180 m/s) at a close distance, exceeds the variation in model
predictions obtained for sites with different levels of linear site response
Vs30 = 360 and 760 m/s. This again supports the finding that the non-
linear site response terms have a large impact on the uncertainty in the
model predictions. The difference in mean and median predictions can also
be investigated using these figures in order to determine the uncertainty
in the median prediction. The mean prediction appears to be consistent
with the median prediction from the simulations, which indicates that the
distribution of Ia values is not skewed.
This analysis has implications for future predictions made using a GMPE,
particularly in the context of earthquake loss estimation, which assumes that
the median prediction is exact. Instead, there is a large range of values of
median predictions resulting from the epistemic uncertainty associated with
the statistical estimation of the parameters. This also has implications for
ground-motion models, which are currently compared on the basis of their
median predictions. Ground motion models which are assumed to give sig-
nificantly different median predictions may actually give comparable ranges
of predictions. An important application of this work is in the use of the
results to quantify the epistemic uncertainty due to parameter estimation
in hazard maps. This is discussed in further detail in the next section.
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Figure 6.1.: Variation of Iˆa with Magnitude, Mw, for Vs30 = 760 m/s, Frv =
0 and Rrup values: 10km, 30km and 100km (median and mean
predictions)
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Figure 6.2.: Variation of Iˆa with distance Rrup, for Vs30 = 760 m/s, Frv = 0
and Mw values: 5.5, 6.5, 7.5 (median and mean predictions)
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plus and minus 2 standard deviations predictions). For clarity,
mean prediction minus two standard deviations is shown using
a different line type.
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Figure 6.4.: Histogram and QQ-plot for ˆln(Ia) variation withMw for Rrup =
30km, Frv = 0 and Vs30 = 180m/s
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Figure 6.5.: Histogram and QQ-plot for ˆln(Ia) variation withMw for Rrup =
10km, Frv = 0 and Vs30 = 180m/s
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6.3. Quantifying the epistemic uncertainty in
GMPE predictions for Hazard Maps
Seismic hazard maps display earthquake ground motions for various return
periods and are used in a number of applications including seismic provi-
sion for building codes, insurance calculations, risk assessments, and public
policy decisions (Petersen et al., 2008). For example, the 2008 U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey (USGS) National Seismic Hazard Maps are derived from seismic
hazard curves calculated at sites across the United States. These maps pro-
vide levels of ground motion that have the same frequency of being exceeded
in a given period of time (Petersen et al., 2008). The USGS maps are used
as an example in this section, as they can be considered to be the current
best state of practice, having been constructed using expert opinion and
then extensively reviewed (Petersen et al., 2008). The maps also make an
attempt to account for the model-specific epistemic uncertainty associated
with scenario predictions of ground-motions (Stafford, 2008).
Revisiting the list of sources of uncertainty discussed in the first part
of Chapter 5, those of interest to the production of hazard maps are the
following:
• Inexact form of the model and selection of particular model formula-
tion.
• Selection of a particular database.
• Statistical errors in the estimation of parameters.
As discussed previously, the first two may be addressed by the use of multiple
models (Youngs, 2006; Stafford, 2008). In this section, it is demonstrated
that the third can be quantified using the method presented in Section 6.2.
6.3.1. State-of-practice
The current USGS approach for generating National Hazard Maps incor-
porating epistemic uncertainty is to use a logic tree formulation during the
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA), shown in Figure 6.6. The
portion of interest in this diagram is the “Ground-motion models” section
on the right.
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32  Documentation for the 2008 Update of the United States National Seismic Hazard Maps
Fault
models 
Ground-motion
models
Magnitude-
uncertainty
models
PacNW
faults
Characteristic
(0.5)
Gutenberg-
Richter
(0.5)
M (SRL)-0.2
(0.2)
M (SRL)
(0.6)
M (SRL)+0.2
(0.2)
M6.5 to M (SRL)-0.2
(0.2)
M6.5 to M (SRL)
(0.6)
M6.5 to M (SRL)+0.2
(0.2)
  ...... as above
  ...... as above
  ...... as below
  ...... as above
  Boore and Atkinson (2008)
(0.333)
Chiou and Youngs (2008)
(0.333)
Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008)
(0.333)
*
gnd+dgnd (R,M)
(0.185)
gnd-dgnd (R,M)
(0.185)
NGA team gnd
(0.63)
Figure 19. Logic tree for fault sources in the compressional region of the Pacific Northwest 
(PacNW). Parameters in this figure include some aleatory variability as well as depicted epistemic 
uncertainty. Additional aleatory variability may be associated with all models depicted. We treat 
aleatory variability in ground motion in the hazard code. Short faults (less than 17 kilometers) in the 
region with characteristic magnitude less than 6.5 are treated like the upper branch but with full 
weight. NGA, Next Generation Attenuation; gnd is the logarithm of median spectral acceleration 
or peak ground acceleration; dgnd is uncertainty in median spectral acceleration or peak ground 
acceleration at a given distance (R) and magnitude (M). See table 6.
Rupture-depth
models
Magnitude
models
Fault
models 
M8.8
(0.2)
M9.2
(0.2)
M8.0–8.7
M9.0
(0.6)
Cascadia
Entire CSZ
(067)
Floating
(0.33)
500-year
return time
  Thermal model
(0.5)
Global analog model (depth ~30 km)
(0.5)
  Elastic layer
(0.2)
Elastic layer + transition
(0.4)
Elastic layer + 1/2 transition
(0.4)
 ...... as above
 ...... as below
Ground-motion
models
Youngs and others (1997)
(0.25) 
Atkinson and Boore (2003; global model)
(0.25) 
Zhao and others (2006)
(0.5) 
Figure 20. Logic tree for Cascadia subduction zone (CSZ). Parameters in this figure include some aleatory variability as well as 
depicted epistemic uncertainty. Additional aleatory variability shown in table K-1 in Appendix K. 
Figure 6.6.: Logic tree for fault sources in the compressional region of the
Pacific Northwest (PacNW). The portion of interest in this re-
search is the “Ground-motion mod ls” section on the right of
the diagram. gnd is the logarithm f median spectral ccelera-
tion or peak ground acceleration; dgnd is uncertainty in median
spectral acceleration or peak ground acceleration at a given dis-
tance (R) and magnitude (M), (from Petersen et al. (2008)).
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A logic tree theoretically allows the first two sources of uncertainty in the
list above to be captured by allowing a suite of ground-motion models to
be used to make scenario predictions. This is important because ground-
motion models can have divergent predictions for many scenarios the result
of which are loss estimates which are very sensitive to the ground-motion
model used (Stafford, 2008). An example of the difference in predictions
obtained by different NGA ground-motion models at long periods is shown
in Figure 6.8. PSHA commonly uses multiple GMPEs within a logic tree
framework to account for these two sources of uncertainty (Arroyo and Or-
daz, 2011). In Figure 6.6, the different ground-motion models used to pre-
dict ground motions for the USGS National Hazard Maps are shown in the
“Ground-motion models” section and are the relationships of Boore and
Atkinson (2008), Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) and Chiou and Youngs
(2008). These three NGA models used to predict ground motions have
equal weighting (0.333). For each individual model, there are another set
of branches intended to account for epistemic uncertainty in the individual
models. This “triple branch” is intended to account for all components of
epistemic uncertainty (Petersen et al., 2008).
As discussed in Chapter 5, the purpose of using a suite of equations in
a logic tree approach is to capture the first two sources of epistemic un-
certainty. However, a portion of the uncertainty is still not identified as
epistemic, as the suite of equations does not constitute the complete set of
all possible models (Bommer and Scherbaum, 2008). This is compounded
by the use of similar datasets and the same theoretically-governed func-
tional forms to develop ground-motion models which is likely to hide the
true extent of the first two sources of the epistemic uncertainty. This is
demonstrated by examining Figure 6.7 (Stafford, 2008), where the median
predictions for a number of ground-motion models, three of which are used
in the production of National Hazard Maps for the Western United states,
are shown. It is evident from this figure that there is little variation in the
median predictions from the different models which suggests that the true
epistemic uncertainty may not be being captured.
The USGS method deals with epistemic uncertainty for individual models
by assuming, with no theoretically-governed justification, that it is ±50%
on the model median prediction for scenarios with magnitudes (Mw) greater
than 7 and distances less than 10km (Petersen et al., 2008). When applied
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Figure 6.7.: The median predictions for four ground-motion models (where
Boore and Atkinson (2008), Campbell and Borzognia (2008)
and Chiou and Youngs (2008) are used in the production of
National Hazard Maps) showing little variation in the median
predictions from the different models which suggests that the
true epistemic uncertainty may not be being captured, from
Stafford (2008) 153
Figure 6.8.: From Bommer et al. (2008), showing variation of predictions of
ground-motion models particularly at long periods.
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to models predicting spectral acceleration, this ±50% relates to the addition
(α) of 0.4 to the natural logarithm of the spectral acceleration. For different
combinations of magnitude and distance values, or magnitude-distance bins,
the value of an additive factor dgnd is calculated on the basis of the relative
number of earthquakes that have been recorded in these bins, as shown in
Equation 6.8 (Petersen et al., 2008).
dgndi = 0.4
√
n
Ni
(6.8)
Where n is the number of earthquakes with recordings in the bin: M ≥
7, Rrup < 10km, and Ni is number of earthquakes with recordings in the
ith magnitude-distance bin. The way in which the epistemic uncertainty
resulting from parameter uncertainty can then be incorporated into the
logic tree is seen on the far right of Figure 6.6. For each individual model,
additional branches are added based on ±dgnd. The first branch is the
median value predicted by the GMPE (logarithm of the ground-motion
measure) and has a weight w1 = 0.63. The second and third branches
are the median value predicted by the GMPE ±dgnd with weights w2 =
w3 = 0.185 (Arroyo and Ordaz, 2011).
A shortcoming of the USGS National Hazard Maps approach to deal-
ing with the epistemic uncertainty in ground-motion model predictions is
that the source of uncertainty of interest in this chapter i.e., the statisti-
cal errors in the estimation of the parameters, is not directly quantified.
Stafford (2008) identifies the following specific problems with the USGS
approach to the quantification of epistemic uncertainties in the individual
GMPEs. Firstly, the dgnd terms cannot theoretically be the same for all
models, as the dgndi value is calculated using characteristics of the dif-
ferent datasets used to derive the individual models. Secondly, the ±50%
uncertainty has no empirical basis. Thirdly, the factors to adjust this 50%
uncertainty for other magnitude-distance bins do not account for the fact
that this value is calculated based on the number of events in each bin
and not the number of recordings. Arroyo and Ordaz (2011) look at the
quantification of epistemic uncertainties for National Hazard Maps. How-
ever these authors focus only on linear ground-motion models and do not
address the shortcomings in the way in which the variation in dgnd for dif-
ferent magnitude-distance bins is dealt with. Therefore, in the next section,
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an improved method for quantifying the epistemic uncertainties in future
GMPE predictions for Hazard Maps is presented.
6.3.2. A new method for quantifying epistemic uncertainty
in individual GMPE predictions
This section focusses on the quantification of the value of dgnd using the
work presented in Section 6.2 and looks in more detail at the effects that the
distribution of ground-motion predictions about the median value has on the
quantification of epistemic uncertainty in ground-motion predictions. Here,
a method is presented which can be used to obtain dgnd for Arias Intensity
(Ia) predictions. This method may easily be applied to any ground-motion
measure of interest.
The value of dgnd is quantified for Ia predictions using the method pre-
sented in Section 6.2. The n sets of coefficient values created using Monte
Carlo simulations are used to produce n model predictions for the differ-
ent combinations of magnitude and distance values plotted in Figures 6.2
and 6.1. In a logic tree framework analagous to that presented by Petersen
et al. (2008), it is desirable to use a three point discrete approximation
to represent the distribution of the ground-motion predictions for a given
magnitude-distance combination. This allows a “triple branch” of predic-
tions for a given GMPE, a median and an upper and lower value, where
each branch has an assigned weight. In this thesis, the method of Miller
and Rice (1983) is used to obtain these weights. These authors introduce
a method by which discrete approximations to different probability distri-
butions can be obtained. The discrete approximations can then be used to
assign weights to logic tree branches as shown in Figure 6.9.
The method presented by Miller and Rice (1983) is applied in this the-
sis, by firstly, assuming that the predictions for Ia are normally distributed
about a mean value. The normal distribution is then approximated using a
3 point discrete approximation method. Miller and Rice (1983) present 3-
point discrete approximation values for the normal distribution (with mean
= 0 and standard deviation = 1) as follows, with weights shown in brack-
ets: −1.732051(0.166667), 0(0.666667), 1.732051(0.166667). The values with
these weights which correspond to the distribution of Ia values for the rele-
vant magnitude-distance combination, can then be calculated by multiply-
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359 DISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
this case: 
where p,* =pi/w(yi). The weighting function, w(y), is selected to approach infinity 
near 0 and 1 at a rate comparable to that of the inverse cumulative of a typical 
continuous subjective distribution. A weighting function that works well for most 
distributions is: 
The cumulative, yi, and probabilities, pi*, corresponding to this function are shown in 
Table 3. 
Figure 2 shows how the data in Table 3 are used. To approximate the original 
distribution with three pairs of values and probabilities, use the data in Table 3 for 
N = 3. For each of the three cumulative probabilities listed in the table, use the graph 
of the cumulative distribution to determine a value for the random variable, xi. Then 
pair each value with the corresponding probability in Table 3 to produce the discrete 
approximation. (If the inverse cumulative distribution, F(y), is not continuous, the 
same approach can be used to integrate each continuous segment of F(y).) 
When this procedure is applied to the four representative, continuous distributions 
described earlier, it produces discrete approximations whose moments differ from 
those of the original distributions by the percentages shown in Table 4. A comparison 
of Tables 1 and 4 shows that in almost every case the magnitude of the error in the 
approximation based on gaussian quadrature is less than that of the approximation 
based on the means of equally-likely intervals. (The only exception occurs with a 
(a) A Subjective Cumulative Distribution 
(b) A Discrete Approximation 
FIGURE2 
Figure 6.9.: A demonstration of how an empirical distribution function can
be represented using a discrete approximation, from Miller and
Rice (1983).
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Figure 6.10.: An example cumulative distribution function of the ln(Ia) pre-
dictions for Mw = 6, Rrup = 100km, Vs30 = 760m/s, Frv = 0.
The weights of the logic tree branches used in this analysis are
shown for comparison with x1, x2 and x3 from Figure 6.9(a).
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ing by the standard deviation and adding the mean of the distribution of
Ia values (for the magnitude-distance combination). For illustration, these
values are plotted on a cumulative distribution function of Ia predictions.
The major assumption here that may be challenged is that the distribu-
tion of Ia values is normal. This assumption is justified on the basis that
the distribution is normal, as shown in the example histograms plotted in
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 and the skew in the distributions is not significant.
The value of dgnd for each magnitude-distance combination may now
be calculated as the percentage difference between the median Ia predic-
tion and the Ia prediction with weight 0.166667. The dgnd values for the
magnitude-distance combinations are then used to obtain average values
of dgnd for the magnitude-distance bins shown in Table 6.2 (column 2).
These bins are chosen to allow comparison of the results of this study with
existing studies and column 3 of Table 6.2 gives the published values of
Arroyo et al. (2011) who use a similar 3 point approximation of the dis-
itribution of the predictions with marginally different weights on the logic
tree branches 0.185, 0.63 and 0.185. The final column of Table 6.2 shows
the results obtained for dgnd using the method of Petersen et al. (2008)
on the dataset used in this study, i.e. defining weights on the basis of the
number of earthquakes in the dataset for a given magnitude distance range.
The results produced by the Petersen method are neither consistent with
those obtained using the Monte Carlo approach nor those obtained by Ar-
royo et al. This gives further support to adopting the approach outlined in
this chapter for the quantification of epistemic uncertainty due to statistical
uncertainty in the parameters.
These results demonstrate that the epistemic uncertainty associated with
the statistical uncertainty in the parameters can be quantified for any com-
bination of magnitude and distance values of interest and predictions can
also be made for magnitude-distance bins. For Arias Intensity (Ia), the
largest epistemic uncertainty is obtained for large magnitude events at close
distances and there is a large amount of variation in the values of dgnd.
This is expected, as the scenarios with the highest uncertainty, i.e. extreme
values with less data and regions where non-linear site response occurs, cor-
respond to the scenarios with the least empirical constraint. This method
also allows the flexibility to define different posiitive and negative values
for the increment dgnd if the distribution of predictions is skewed. The
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Table 6.2.: For different magnitude and distance ranges (Vs30 = 760, Frv =
0), dgnd: column 2, results of this study, percentage difference
between prediction with weight 0.17 (defined according to Miller
and Rice (1983)) and median prediction (weight 0.7); column 3,
dgndA from Arroyo et al. (2011) (percentage difference between
prediction with weight 0.18 and median prediction (weight 0.6);
column 4, dgndP from the method of Petersen et al. (2008) and
the dataset used in this study.
Magnitude and Distance range dgnd dgndA dgndP
5 ≤M < 6, Rrup < 10 0.372 0.375 0.133
5 ≤M < 6, 10 ≤ Rrup < 30 0.229 0.21 0.082
5 ≤M < 6, Rrup ≥ 30 0.262 0.245 0.141
6 ≤M < 7, Rrup < 10 0.396 0.23 0.092
6 ≤M < 7, 10 ≤ Rrup < 30 0.272 0.225 0.078
6 ≤M < 7, Rrup ≥ 30 0.246 0.23 0.082
M ≥ 7, Rrup < 10 0.468 0.4 0.4
M ≥ 7, 10 ≤ Rrup < 30 0.377 0.36 0.283
M ≥ 7, Rrup ≥ 30 0.372 0.31 0.4
results of the analyses conducted in this thesis are similar to those pre-
sented by Arroyo et al. (2011). However, this study suggests that larger
values of uncertainty are obtained for all bins, with a particularly signifi-
cant difference for large magnitude and close distance scenarios. The work
presented in this section provides a consistent approach to quantifying the
epistemic uncertainty due to the statistical errors in the parameters using
Monte Carlo simulations and can be applied to hazard maps using a logic
tree framework. The ability to quantify this component of epistemic uncer-
tainty offers significant enhancements over methods currently used in the
creation of hazard maps as it is both theoretically consistent and can be
used for any magnitude-distance scenario.
6.4. Chapter Summary
This Chapter has examined the uncertainty due to the statistical error in
the estimation of parameters. The impacts of this uncertainty have been
investigated by looking at the impacts on the future predictions made using
the model for Arias Intensity presented in Chapter 3. The methods used
in this thesis to quantify this epistemic uncertainty have been applied to
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hazard maps and can be considered to offer significant enhancements over
the techniques currently used. The work presented in this chapter shows
that the minimum additive factor in natural logarithmic space to represent
epistemic uncertainty in the model prediction is 0.23 and the maximum is
0.468. In Chapter 8, the work presented in this chapter is revisited, focussing
on ways in which the information obtained from the statistical analyses used
to quantify uncertainties in ground-motion predictions may be displayed to
a user. The emphasis is on the importance of accounting for ground-motion
uncertainties in a way which may be implemented in near-real time.
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7. Modelling of Spatial
Correlation using Geographic
Information Systems (GIS)
The focus of this chapter is using GIS to better understand the underly-
ing issues which limited the development of a generic spatial correlation
model for Arias Intensity, presented in Chapter 4. Modelling correlations in
ground-motion predictions is a spatial problem. Therefore, GIS is, in prin-
ciple, a suitable environment to explore the spatial correlations of ground
motions.
This chapter has three main sections. The first introduces the current
state-of-practice in terms of display of ground-motion fields and spatial cor-
relations, e.g. ShakeMap (USGS, 2011). The second explores the modelling
capabilities of GIS for spatial correlations in ground motions, again focussing
on Arias Intensity. This section attempts to both develop and validate the
work conducted in Chapter 4. The final section uses GIS as a tool for the
visualisation of spatially correlated ground-motion fields.
7.1. State-of-practice
In this section, the rationale behind using GIS to build upon the analysis
conducted in the previous chapters is first presented. Next, existing GIS
techniques and tools for ground-motion prediction are reviewed and partic-
ular attention is given to investigating ShakeMap (USGS, 2011), which uses
GIS for the display of predicted and recorded ground motions.
7.1.1. The GIS environment
Geographic information systems are tools for the storage, retrieval, query
and display of geographic information and also have the ability to perform
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complex spatial analyses on data (Fotheringham and Rogerson, 1994). The
following paragraphs give a brief explanation of how these data are repre-
sented, modelled and stored in a GIS and which software tools are available
to perform these tasks.
Within GIS, there is specific nomenclature explaining the representation
of real-world spatial information. This information is often referred to as fea-
tures, and data are features in digital format (Heywood et al., 2006). Within
a study area, data modelling determines how the area is divided. The small-
est indivisible component in the region of interest appears in two different
forms depending on the data model, either as a vector or a raster (Good-
child and Haining, 2004). In this thesis, both raster and vector data are
used, for example recording stations are represented by point (vector) data
and ground-motion intensity fields are raster data.
The storage of objects in a GIS is often performed using two databases
- relational and spatial (Shekhar and Xiong, 2008). GIS enables these two
databases to be combined and can perform this in a number of ways. For
example, a spatial object such as a point representing a recording station lo-
cation has attributes associated with it, which could include soil conditions
at the site, the distance from the site to earthquake hypocentre and infor-
mation on a building at that location. Geographic objects in GIS with the
same geometry and attribute representation are grouped in layers (de Smith
et al., 2007). In the previous example, information on soil type at different
sites could form one layer, and building information another. The organisa-
tion of data in layers is particularly useful in a complex framework such as
Earthquake Loss Estimation (ELE), where the interaction between layers
of different data in the same location must be analysed, for example, the
impact of the ground-motion field layer on the layer of building inventory
information is required. The interaction between a number of layers typi-
cally involved in an earthquake risk assessment is shown diagramatically in
Figure 7.1 (Cova, 1999).
GIS software has the facility to capture, manage and store geographic
data as well as analysing these inputs and displaying the results (Haining,
2003). There are a number of different types of GIS software as shown in
Figure 7.2 (Steiniger and Hay, 2009). This thesis requires software that
is capable of viewing, editing and analysing data and therefore, Desktop
GIS software is required. Exisiting tools, such as HAZUS and ShakeMap,
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Figure 7.1.: The different components of an earthquake loss model repre-
sented as layers from Cova (1999)
may also be categorized as Desktop GIS. There are a number of different
Desktop GIS software packages, both open source and proprietary. A re-
view conducted by Steiniger and Hay (2009) identifies the three most widely
used programs: ArcGIS, MapInfo and GRASS GIS, where the first two are
proprietary software and the latter open-source software. In this research,
ArcGIS, a proprietary Desktop GIS tool is used due to its superior func-
tionality and interoperability with other GIS software. This last point is of
particular importance as, although the software is proprietary and therefore,
not freely available, the state-of-practice GIS-based ground-motion predic-
tion and ELE tools, i.e., HAZUS and ShakeMap, use ArcGIS. Additionally,
ArcGIS is functional for the purposes of this research, as it includes a num-
ber of spatial analysis tools.
One of the major applications of the research included in this thesis is in
ELE. As discussed in Chapter 1, ELE requires the management and analysis
of large amounts of spatially-referenced data, such as earthquake locations
and magnitudes, geological conditions and building inventories. GISs were
designed to support geographical inquiry and spatial decision-making, at-
tributes which make it valuable in this environment (Cova, 1999). Insurance,
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Figure 7.2.: Different types of GIS software, where ArcGIS can be defined
as a Desktop GIS software (a “core” GIS tool), from Steiniger
and Hay (2009)
engineering and financial institutions as well as governments now routinely
use GIS maps to examine earthquake impacts (ESRI, 2007). GIS is used to
help manage the impact of earthquakes by enabling the assessment of earth-
quake risk in terms of their populations and the built environment (Johnson
and Davenhall, 2005). The use of GIS has also improved procedures for
Earthquake Loss Estimation, particularly with regard to display capabili-
ties (Strasser et al., 2008).
Th re are three main advantages of using a GIS environment to further
investigate the subject of this thesis; the impacts of uncertainty on ground-
motion prediction for Earthquake Loss Estimation. The first is the utility
of GIS as a tool to manage the volume of data involved in the prediction of
ground motions. In terms of data management, the earthquake event record-
ings used in this research, with positions defined in the NGA Flatfile (Chiou
et al., 2008), are input as point features with associated attribute informa-
tion and can then be grouped in layers depending on the requirements of the
analysis. Secondly, a great deal of statistical analysis has been conducted
in order to develop models for spatial correlation and understand the prop-
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agation of uncertainty through a ground-motion model. A key component
of this work is to be able to compare these impacts at particular locations.
GIS is particularly well-suited to identifying earthquake events which have
occurred in a particular study area and enable location based analysis and
query of the results produced from the statistical analyses conducted in pre-
vious chapters. Finally, GIS enables the results of the analyses conducted
in the previous chapters of this thesis to be visualised. The impact of the
uncertainties in ground-motion prediction on a ground-motion field can best
be understood by comparing a set of ground-motion maps produced for a
particular area. For example, a comparison of the effect on the predicted
field of neglecting or including spatial correlation. Information regarding
the variation in the ground motion that can be expected at a certain loca-
tion is particularly important in the context of rapid earthquake response
for critical facilities (ESRI, 2007). In near real-time, a visual tool to assess
the impacts of uncertainty on a ground-motion field may be most useful to
the end-user.
7.1.2. ShakeMap: Ground Motion Prediction for ELE
HAZUS has been introduced in Chapter 1 as the state-of-practice tool for
Earthquake Loss Estimation. The portion of the loss estimation framework
which is of interest in this research is the ground-motion prediction compo-
nent. There are a number of ways in which ground-motion predictions may
be input into an ELE framework and in this research, the tool of interest
for generating ground motion inputs is ShakeMap.
A ShakeMap is a representation of the ground shaking produced by an
earthquake (Wald et al., 2006b). ShakeMap is currently used for the rapid
evaluation of ground-shaking hazards for significant earthquakes worldwide
(Wald et al., 2006a). It is used for both post-earthquake evaluation of
ground-motion hazard as well as for generating predictive ground-motion
maps for scenario events (Wald et al., 2006b). Shakemap ground-motion
maps can be output as GIS shapefiles for direct input into the HAZUS loss
estimation software and GIS maps for more general use can also be pro-
duced (Wald et al., 2006b). ShakeMaps are also used for the USGS Prompt
Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response (PAGER) system (Wald
et al., 2006a). The utility of the maps produced by ShakeMap when used
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in conjunction with other GIS software is evident. For example, real-time
ground-shaking maps when overlaid with inventories of critical facilities,
highways, bridges and vulnerable structures in software such as HAZUS,
provide an important means of prioritising response (Wald et al., 2006b)
and can support government decision-making regarding management of re-
sources, aid and damage assessment (Wald et al., 2006b).
Although ShakeMap can be considered to be a state-of-practice tool for
the prediction and display of earthquake ground-motion fields, there are a
number of shortcomings in the methodology used to produce the maps, as
well as aspects of the tool that could be developed.
Firstly, ground-motion fields from ShakeMap are produced using both
recorded and estimated ground motions (Wald et al., 2008). The ground-
motion measures calculated by ShakeMap are peak ground acceleration
(PGA) and peak ground velocity (PGV ) and for larger events, 5%-damped
spectral acceleration at periods: T = 0.3, 1.0, 3.0 seconds (Sa(T )). ShakeMap
does not have the facility to calculate a field of Arias Intensity. There are a
number of GMPEs included in the ShakeMap package and these are auto-
matically selected to produce maps for some events with a certain magnitude
and depth. Alternatively, for a particular region the attenuation relation-
ship may be manually selected for specific or scenario events (Wald et al.,
2006). A shortcoming is that the estimations of ground motions are made
using ground-motion prediction equations with linear site response terms.
The estimated ground motions in ShakeMap are calculated as peak ground
motions on rock sites and are corrected based on site soil conditions using
the relations of Borcherdt (1994). Therefore, one way in which this chapter
offers an enhancement over existing ShakeMaps is by producing Ia fields
with non-linear site response included, based on the predictive equation
presented in Chapter 3.
Secondly, ShakeMap uses GMPEs that provide point predictions of ground-
motion measures, which suggests that spatial correlation between recording
stations are not directly considered. Empirical predictive equations are used
to estimate peak ground motions in areas where recordings are sparse and
the ground shaking maps are prepared by interpolating the recordings and
estimates at locations on a uniformly sampled grid (Wald et al., 2006b).
Although recent work, for example Worden et al. (2010), has reviewed the
ground motion interpolation methods for ShakeMap, the spatial correlation
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of ground motions are not included in this methodology.
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with improving the treatment
of spatial correlations in ground-motion predictions made using ShakeMap.
This is performed in two ways. The first is by using GIS to facilitate better
modelling of spatial correlations. The second is to use GIS to facilitate
the visualisation of ground-motion predictions which incorporate spatial
correlations.
7.2. Facilitation of spatial correlation modelling
The importance of calculating spatially correlated ground motions was dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 4. As suggested in the discussion above on
ShakeMap, it appears that spatial correlations are not adequately accounted
for in existing GIS-based techniques for the prediction and display of ground
motions. This section focusses on improving the modelling of spatial corre-
lations by revisiting the work presented in Chapter 4 where problems were
encountered in the development of a generic spatial correlation model for
Arias Intensity. Therefore, the aim is to use the spatial analysis capabilities
of GIS to identify spatial features of the problem, which if addressed, may
aid the development of spatial correlation models.
The first task is to examine the validity of GIS as a tool for modelling
spatial correlations, by conducting similar analyses to those in Chapter 4
and comparing the results. Next, the development of a regional spatial
correlation model is attempted in order to explore the underlying issues
that produce event-to-event variations in spatial correlation models.
7.2.1. Using GIS to model spatial correlations
The work presented in Chapter 4, which uses R to model spatial correla-
tions, focussed on the Northridge, Chi-Chi and Anza events. In this section,
potential spatial correlation models for the Northridge event are further ex-
amined so that the results produced in R and those obtained using GIS
can be compared. The GIS method uses the Geostatistical Analyst tool-
box in ArcGIS and the metadata presented in Chapter 4 to develop spatial
correlation models.
The analyses conducted in R (Section 4.2) for the Northridge event, used
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Figure 7.3.: Schematic showing the definition of the term “nugget” on an
empirical semivariogram.
both exponential and sigmoid functional forms to model the spatial correla-
tion of Arias Intensity with distance using empirical semi-variograms. The
analyses do not include a nugget effect, which describes an experimental
semi-variogram which has an intercept at a site separation distance, h = 0
as shown in the schematic in Figure 7.3. The nugget effect implies that the
correlation between measurements made by two recording stations at the
same location is not 1. The results in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1)
show that the exponential form does not capture the specific features of the
empirical semi-variogram and also indicate that the nugget effect should be
further investigated.
The Geostatistical Analyst toolbox in ArcGIS is used, with the normalised
intra-event residuals for the Northridge event, to produce a number of differ-
ent parameter estimates for functional forms for the semi-variograms both
with and without the nugget effect. For the Northridge event, both an expo-
nential form and a stable form for the semi-variogram are considered using
Geostatistical Analyst. These functional forms were introduced in Chap-
ter 4, Equations 4.14 and 4.16. The equation for the stable semi-variogram is
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presented again in Equation 7.1, where the additional parameter compared
with the exponential model is ω.
γ (h) = a
[
1− e−3h
ω
bω
]
(7.1)
The exponential form is used in order to be able to compare results obtained
in GIS to both work conducted in R and the work presented by Jayaram
and Baker (2009), which was for spectral acceleration. The stable semi-
variogram is used to allow the assumption that the semi-variogram has an
exponential form to be investigated as ω is allowed to vary.
For both functional forms for the Northridge event, the nugget effect is
also investigated. There is a strong indication from the results obtained in R
that the empirical semi-variogram should have an intercept on the y axis (i.e.
a nugget) (Chapter 4, Figure 4.6). However, Cressie (1985) provides support
for neglecting the nugget effect, stating that the nugget effect arises due to
measurement error. In the context of this thesis, measurement error refers to
the discrepancy between predicted Ia values at small separation distances.
Two recordings, with separation distance h → 0, which are produced by
the same earthquake will have the same values of Mw and Frv and Rrup.
Therefore, if the semi-variogram values are different for this value of h due to
measurement error, this must result from error in the measurement of Vs30.
This measurement error will vary from event to event due to different site
conditions and methods used to obtain Vs30 values. Therefore, it does not
seem desirable to include this effect in a generic spatial correlation model.
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show a comparison of stable and exponential models
produced by ArcGIS, both with and without the nugget effect respectively.
The parameters of the models produced in R and ArcGIS are summarised
in Table 7.1. The figures show that the exponential and stable models with
a nugget effect give very similar model fits. However, there is much more
variability between the two models obtained without the nugget effect.
The first parameter to examine is the sill, in Table 7.1, column “a”. For
models with no nugget, this value is equal to the partial sill of the semi-
variogram and for models with a nugget effect, it is obtained by adding the
values of the partial sill and nugget. Both R and GIS analyses are based on
normalised residuals. The results show that both the stable and the expo-
nential model, including and neglecting the nugget effect, give comparable
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Figure 7.4.: Exponential and stable semi-variogram models for the
Northridge event obtained using a functional form with a nugget
effect. The parameters are included in Table 7.1. The maxi-
mum separation distance on the graphs for the Northridge event
produced using GIS is the range of the semi-variogram.
Table 7.1.: A comparison of the parameters of the exponential semi-
variogram model obtained using R with the parameters of the
different functional forms obtained using ArcGIS
Method Model
type
Nugget
(N)
Partial
sill (PS)
a b (km) ω
R Exp - 0.911 0.911 3.430 -
ArcGIS Exp - 0.915 0.915 1.993 -
ArcGIS Exp 0.454 0.477 0.931 26.294 -
ArcGIS Stable - 0.944 0.944 34.977 0.302
ArcGIS Stable 0.479 0.442 0.921 23.110 1.169
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Figure 7.5.: Exponential and stable semi-variogram models for the
Northridge event obtained using a functional form without a
nugget effect. The parameters are included in Table 7.1.
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results for the sill parameter to those obtained using R. In GIS, the expo-
nential semi-variogram model fit with no nugget (the same model fit used
in the R analyses) has the the closest sill value to that obtained in R.
The second parameter of interest is the range, shown in Table 7.1, column
“b”. Comparing ArcGIS and R, the value of the range for the exponential
model with no nugget (GIS) is comparable to the R analyses. However, there
is evidently a large variation in range values and the range is larger in the
ArcGIS analyses compared with R. The difference in predicted range values
can be attributed to a difference in the model fitting procedure used in GIS
and R. GIS uses a local polynomial fit to the empirical semivariogram values,
which attempts to minimise the fitting error over all distances, whereas R
uses the weighted least squares approach of Cressie (1985). As mentioned
in Chapter 4, fitting procedures such as that used in GIS are not optimal
as they are governed by the performance of the fitted model over the full
range of data. It is more important to obtain a good fit for small separation
distances and therefore the model fit in this region is the priority in these
analyses.
Examining Figure 7.5 it can be appreciated that removing nugget results
in a poor fit of the empirical semi-variogram at close distances. This is due
to the constrained shape of the exponential model, as in order to obtain a
flat response with distance, it is necessary to decrease the range of the semi-
variogram. This is supported by an improvement in the fit of the ArcGIS
exponential model when a nugget is included. In contrast, the stable model
performs well and both with and without a nugget, providing a good fit
to the data at small distances. The parameter, ω of the stable correlation
model is estimated to be 0.305 which indicates that the validity of fitting
an exponential model to the data may be questioned. Although the ArcGIS
results for the range of the stable semi-variogram are larger than the R re-
sults obtained using an exponential model fit, the stable model is chosen
to model the spatial correlation in GIS, chiefly because the model gives an
improved fit to the data at small separation distances.
The aim of the next section is to use the results for the Northridge event to
develop a regional spatial correlation model based on the stable functional
form. Particular attention is paid to the possible sources of variation in the
parameters and functional forms of semivariogram models.
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7.2.2. Developing a regional spatial correlation model
In Chapter 4, the development of a generic spatial correlation model was
limited by the large event-to-event variations in spatial correlation models.
In this section, regional variations in spatial correlation models are exam-
ined for California using GIS. As discussed, the aim is to facilitate better
modelling of spatial correlations by examining the causes of the event-to-
event variations in spatial correlation models for a particular study area
using the spatial analysis capabilities of GIS.
California has been chosen as the study area for this work for a number
of reasons. Firstly, there are a large number of Californian events included
in the NGA flatfile, as the NGA project focussed on shallow crustal earth-
quakes from active tectonic regions worldwide, particularly those occurring
in California (Chiou et al., 2008). Secondly, ground-motion models based on
Californian data have been shown to be consistent with strong motion data
in other active tectonic regions (Chiou et al., 2008). Thirdly, variables such
as Vs30 are known with a higher level of certainty than in other regions, as
discussed in Chapter 5 and by Chiou et al. (2008). Finally, by using records
from California, the results of this analysis can be compared to those of
Jayaram and Baker (2009) who have fitted spatial correlation models for
spectral ordinates to a number of Californian events and investigated the
theory that spatial correlations are related to local site conditions in this
area (Jayaram and Baker, 2009).
For earthquake events in California, the information contained in the
NGA Flatfile (Chiou et al., 2008) is input into GIS as point features rep-
resenting the recording stations with attribute information including the
relevant metadata from the Flatfile and information necessary for the anal-
ysis of spatial correlations, including calculated values of Arias Intensity
and intra-event residuals extracted from the analysis conducted in R (Chap-
ter 4). A subset of Californian events is then selected for the spatial corre-
lation analysis, which includes events with a sufficient number of recordings
distributed with a range of separation distances to allow statistical analy-
ses to be performed, such as producing semi-variograms and interpolated
ground-motion maps. In total 16 events are chosen. The locations of the
recording sites for these are shown in Figure 7.6. Each event has more than
20 recordings and the set includes two events also used by Jayaram and
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Baker (2009) in their analysis of spatial correlations, namely the Anza-02
and Big Bear City events.
The Geostatistical Analyst toolbox in ArcGIS and the metadata de-
scribed are used to develop a regional spatial correlation model in Cali-
fornia for Arias Intensity. The spatial correlation model predicted for the
well-recorded Northridge event using ArcGIS is used to aid the selection of
an appropriate functional form for the empirical semi-variogram to apply
to the other events in the study area. The stable model has been selected
as the trial functional form for regional spatial correlation models as it has
the most flexibility in its parameters and the values of ω obtained may give
indications of an appropriate functional form.
The parameters of the various functional forms considered for the selected
Californian events are presented in Table 7.2. This table shows that the sill,
range and parameter ω of the stable semi-variogram vary considerably from
event to event. This finding supports those of the analysis conducted in R
where the models for the Northridge and Chi-Chi events had very different
parameters. However, the event-to-event differences are surprising in a re-
gion, such as California, where similar correlation patterns are expected due
to the similar paths taken by the seismic waves, as well as for some events,
similar site effects. This is illustrated by comparing Figures 7.7 and 7.8,
where the stable semi-variograms for the Anza and Big-Bear events are
shown. These figures show the stable model fitted to the semivariogram. It
is clear that the shape of the semivariograms and therefore the parameters
of the functional forms for these two events are very different. It is also
evident, for both events that there is a large amount of scatter in the semi-
variogram values, particularly at separation distances greater than 60km.
The event-to-event differences in the sill and range are now considered and
underlying effects that may contribute to the differences in spatial correla-
tion models are also investigated.
The first parameter to be considered is the sill and in particular, the
existence of a nugget effect, as discussed in the previous section in the
context of the Northridge event. The nugget calculated for the Northridge
event and shown in Table 7.1 is 0.479, however the nugget calculated for the
other Californian events varies from 0 to 0.836, indicating that it may be an
event-specific parameter. The large nugget calculated for some events may
be the result of having too few pairs of sites to constrain the model at close
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Figure 7.6.: Figure showing the recordings in the NGA Flatfile for each
Californian event used in the spatial correlation analysis. The
smaller panels show the individual records for Anza, Big Bear
City and Northridge events
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Figure 7.7.: Stable semi-variogram functional form with no nugget obtained
for the Anza-02 event. Please refer to Table 7.2 for the pa-
rameters of this model. The maximum separation distance on
the graph is 80km to show the large amount of scatter in the
semivariogram values for large separation distances.
distances. The variability of the nugget between these events supports the
rationale in this thesis, as well as in the work of Jayaram and Baker (2009),
for not including a nugget effect. The sill parameter also varies a large
amount between events from to 0.507 to 1.581.
The next parameter to be considered is the range of the semi-variogram.
Firstly, it is important to note that in previous research where the correla-
tion between ground-motion intensities has been computed, large differences
in the estimated rate of decay of correlation with separation distance are
obtained in different studies for the same event (Jayaram and Baker, 2009).
For example, Jayaram and Baker (2009) compare the results for the range
of the semivariogram for the Chi-Chi event obtained in their study, for
spectral accelerations at periods 0.5s to 1, with the results of Wang and
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Figure 7.8.: Stable semi-variogram functional form with no nugget obtained
for the Big Bear City event. Please refer to Table 7.2 for the
parameters of this model. The maximum separation distance
on the graph is the range of the semivariogram.
Takada (2005) for PGV. The latter estimate that the range of the semi-
variogram is 83.4km compared with the estimate of Jayaram and Baker of
approximately 35km.
Explanations for the differences in range obtained for different events
were explored by Jayaram and Baker (2009). These authors suggest that
the large ranges obtained for the Chi-Chi event, relative to the results from
Northridge, can be explained by examining the Vs30 values at the recording
stations. Intra-event residual values (ε) can be affected in two main ways by
site effects. Firstly, the terms involving Vs30 in a ground-motion model may
fail to capture the local-site effects adequately, which results in correlations
in ε values at sites with similar soil conditions. This is further explored in the
next section of this chapter. Secondly, ε values are affected if the predicted
ground-motion intensities are affected by inaccurate Vs30 values (Jayaram
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and Baker, 2009). As discussed in Chapter 5, site Vs30 values in the NGA
dataset are obtained in different ways, for example measured or inferred
from site classes. Sites in close proximity to each other are likely to be of
the same site class i.e., have similar Vs30 values which have been obtained
in the same way. Therefore, errors in inferred Vs30 values are likely to
be correlated among sites that are close to each other, therefore resulting
in correlated prediction errors, which will increase the range of the semi-
variograms (Jayaram and Baker, 2009).
This theory is explored for the Northridge, Anza and Big Bear City events
by plotting semi-variograms of scaled Vs30, Figure 7.9. In order to compare
the results for different events, the distributions of lnVs30 values for each
event are standardised. This process involves subtracting the mean lnVs30
value for the event from lnVs30 for each recording and then dividing by the
standard deviation of the Vs30 values for that event so that the results for dif-
ferent events can be compared. Semivariograms are calculated for all events
and Figure 7.9 shows the bin-averaged values of the semivariograms (for bin
sizes of 6km), so that results for different events can easily be compared.
Figure 7.9 indicates that there is no correlation at all separation distances
for the Northridge event. This is similar to the findings of Jayaram and
Baker (2009), who discuss that for the Northridge event there is too much
scatter to be able to fit an empirical semi-variogram. However, in contrast,
Figure 7.9 indicates that the standardised Vs30 values for the Anza and Big
Bear City events are spatially correlated and therefore, a stable model is
fitted to the bin-averaged values. This suggests that for the Anza and Big-
Bear events, values of ε are spatially correlated due to more homogeneous
site effects which in turn cause correlated prediction errors (Jayaram and
Baker, 2009). The correlation in the Vs30 values supports the theory that
larger values of the range parameter of the semi-variogram are linked to
correlations in site conditions.
The final assumption made in the R investigations into empirical semi-
variograms, which is now further explored, is that the semi-variograms are
isotropic. GIS has particular capabilities in this task as directionality may
be easily visualised. As discussed in Chapter 4, Jayaram and Baker (2009)
found that an isotropic semi-variogram could be assumed for Californian
events. However, there are theoretical reasons why for certain events, semi-
variograms may be anisotropic. In the near-fault region, earthquake ground
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motions can exhibit directivity. Earthquake directivity is the focussing of
wave energy along the fault in the direction of the fault-rupture. Therefore,
the stronger ground motions will be distributed in an elongated pattern cen-
tered along the axis of the fault, i.e. ground motions in certain directions will
be greater than in others (Somerville, 2003). Therefore, if the model does
not predict directivity effects, part of the difference in the intra-event resid-
uals at two sites separated by h along the same azimuth will be common to
both sites. The clustering of correlated errors can cause the ground motions
to appear to be correlated over greater distances, hence increasing the esti-
mated range. In order to test the assumption of isotropic semi-variograms,
directional semi-variograms are constructed from the Northridge earthquake
data. The parameters of a directional semi-variogram are shown in Fig-
ure 7.10 (Jayaram and Baker, 2009). These are, the azimuth of the direction
vector, φ (measured from North), azimuth tolerance, δφ, bin separation, δh
and the separation distance, h.
SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED GROUND-MOTION INTENSITIES
Figure 7. (a) Parameters of a directional semivariogram. Subfigures (b), (c) and (d) show experimental
directional semivariograms at discrete separations obtained using the Northridge earthquake !˜ values
computed at 2 s. Also shown in the figures is the best fit to the omni-directional semivariogram:
(b) Azimuth=0◦; (c) Azimuth=45◦; (d) Azimuth=90◦.
Copyright 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Earthquake Engng Struct. Dyn. (2009)
DOI: 10.1002/eqe
Figure 7.10.: The parameters of the directional semi-variogram, from Ja-
yaram and Baker (2009)
The Northridge event is chosen for this analysis, as a large amount of
data is required to compute directional semi-variograms because of the need
to obtain pairs of sites with particular azimuths. The parameters of the
directional semivariogram are: bin width of 2km and an azimuth tolerance
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of 10o. In this thesis, two directional semivariograms for the Northridge
event are plotted using the Geostatistical Analyst toolbox (GA) and stable
spatial correlation models are fitted to the semivariograms. The first is
the direction of the major range of the semivariogram, i.e. the direction
in which the range is greatest. The second is the direction of the minor
range, which is perpendicular to the major range. The semivariograms
have a sill of 0.910 and the major range is 34.977 with azimuth 160o and
the minor range is 11.68. The two directional semivariograms are plotted in
Figure 7.11. There is clearly a difference between the semi-variograms and
therefore, between spatial correlation model parameters at relatively close
separation distances which are of particular practical importance. This has
important implications for the attempts to develop generic semi-variogram
models for a region. This is because directional effects are event specific
and are dependent on the nature of the fault rupture causing a particular
earthquake event as well as the location of the recording sites relative to the
fault rupture.
The aim of this section was to facilitate the modelling of the spatial cor-
relation of ground motions using GIS. The variation in spatial correlation
models in a particular study region has been investigated and a number of
issues identified which have an impact on the modelling of spatial corre-
lations. The large event-by-event variations in spatial correlation models
have been examined and it is clear that correlations in site effects and the
anisotropy of semi-variograms have an impact on spatial correlation mod-
els. It is also important to note that there is a large amount of scatter
in the semi-variograms shown in this chapter for all events, which again
contributes to the difficulty in developing spatial correlation models. The
findings of this chapter support the work in Chapter 4 by identifying prob-
lems in the modelling of spatial correlations which prevent region-specific or
generic models from being developed. In the next section, the use of GIS to
facilitate the display of both spatial correlations and the underlying issues
which impact the development of spatial correlation models is explored.
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Northridge event data.
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7.3. Visualisation of spatially-correlated
ground-motion fields
The aim of this section is to facilitate the visualisation of ground-motion
predictions. This is achieved firstly, by enabling the display of spatially-
correlated ground-motion fields. Secondly, by visually examining the im-
pacts of the issues affecting the development of spatial correlation models
discussed in the previous section. In this section, three events are used to
visualise the impacts of spatial correlation: Northridge, Anza-02 and Big
Bear City.
7.3.1. Displaying spatially correlated ground-motion fields
The impacts of spatial correlation on a ground-motion field are examined by
plotting fields of intra-event residuals. An intra-event residual (σA) is the
difference between the recorded ground motion at a location and the me-
dian model prediction plus the inter-event residual (σE). Therefore, maps
of intra-event residuals can be used directly to represent the impacts of
including or neglecting spatial correlation on a ground-motion field in a
particular area. A spatially correlated ground-motion field could then be
simulated using the correlated intra-event residuals as follows. Recalling
that a ground-motion model that predicts Arias Intensity at a site j due
to an earthquake i takes the form ln(Ia) = ln ˆ(Ia) + εij + ηi, firstly, ob-
tain the median ground-motion values ln(ˆ(Ia) at the sites of interest using
a ground-motion model. Secondly, simulate inter-event residuals ηi, with
mean 0 and standard deviation from the predictive model for Arias Inten-
sity. Thirdly, simulate intra-event residuals, εij , using the standard devia-
tion from the ground-motion model and the correlation model (for example
a stable model) discussed previously. Then, calculate simulated ground-
motion intensities at the sites of interest, ln(Ia) (Jayaram and Baker, 2009).
In order to produce spatially correlated fields of intra-event residuals in
ArcGIS, the Geostatistical Analyst (GA) toolbox is again used. The maps
produced in this thesis using ArcGIS, use the technique of ordinary kriging.
The kriging maps are smooth surfaces created using a weighted average of
the data, with weights based on a covariance structure specified based on
the correlation model obtained from the work on empirical semi-variograms
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presented in the previous section. Kriging is a technique of using a set of
observations to interpolate the value of a random field Z. In this case Z
is comprised of values of ε of the ground-motion model, where ε is a mea-
surement of the extent to which a ground-motion field is above or below the
expected value of the field at an unobserved location, Zˆ(xi). The procedure
of ordinary kriging computes a best linear unbiased estimator, Zˆ(x0), which
assumes an unknown constant mean based on a model of spatial dependence
quantified by the variogram model, γ (h) (Cressie, 1991). Ordinary kriging
also assumes stationarity, an assumption discussed in the development of
the empirical semi-variograms in Chapter 4 of this thesis and also in Ja-
yaram and Baker (2009). The uncertainty in the ground-motion field can
be represented using the kriging standard error and can also be plotted as
a surface using the GA toolbox. The kriging estimator and variance are
shown in Equation 7.2 (Cressie, 1991).
Zˆ(x0) = Σ
n
i=1ωi(x0)Z(xi)
σ2i (x0) = Var
(
Zˆ(x0)− Z(x0)
)
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wi(x0)wj(x0)c(xi, xj) + Var (Z(x0))
− 2
n∑
i=1
wi(x0)c(xi, x0) (7.2)
Where the weights, wi(x0), i = 1, . . . , n are chosen, such that σ2i (x0) is
minimized using the condition:
E[Zˆ(x)− Z(x)] =
n∑
i=1
wi(x0)µ(xi)− µ(x0) = 0 (7.3)
In Equation 7.2, c(xi, xj) is the covariance function, which for spatially-
correlated observations contains the parameters of the spatial correlation
model as discussed in Chapter 4. The kriging standard error at any lo-
cation (se(xi)) can be obtained using the kriging variance (presented in
Equation 7.2) and the expression: se(xi) =
√
Σni=1σˆ
2(xi)
n . Figure 7.12 shows
a contour map of kriged intra-event residuals based on the stable correla-
tion model for the Northridge event. Figure 7.13 shows the corresponding
map of the kriging standard error (on the normalised intra-event residuals)
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calculated at each location used to obtain a kriging estimate. This map
provides the uncertainty in the kriged prediction and for example, the 95%
prediction interval for future predictions would be obtained by calculating:
Zˆ(x0)± 1.96se(x0). At locations on the figures where the kriging standard
error is high, such as the bottom left grid-cell and the top left of the figures,
the kriged map has contours of intra-event residuals that do not enclose any
recordings (shown in red). Therefore these areas cannot be considered to
represent the actual ground-motion field, which demonstrates the impor-
tance of producing a map of the kriging errors so that locations with high
values of uncertainty can be neglected from subsequent analyses. Addition-
ally, as there are a large number of stations in the study area for Northridge,
the kriging standard error at locations where the values of normalised intra-
event residuals are known is non-zero. This is because the kriged map fits
the correlation model to all sites, resulting in a predictive error at individual
sites. It should also be noted that the uncertainty map assumes that the
underlying variogram is correct and the error in the semi-variogram model
is, therefore, not accounted for.
Now that the methodology behind the creation of spatially-correlated
ground-motion fields has been examined, the impacts of spatial correlation
on a ground-motion field can be explored. Spatially correlated maps of
the residuals are compared, such as that presented in Figure 7.12, with
ground-motion fields obtained using the interpolation method Inverse Dis-
tance Weighting (IDW), which does not take into account correlations be-
tween predictions. The method used to produce IDW maps is now described
and the results are presented for the Northridge, Anza and Big Bear City
events.
An interpolated ground-motion map can be produced in a similar way to
ShakeMap using Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW). IDW methods use a
weighted average of datapoints where the weights dictate that the interpo-
lated surface should be influenced most by nearby points and less by more
distant points. In contrast to kriging, IDW does not use a covariance func-
tion, i.e. spatial correlations are not considered. A general form of finding
an interpolated value Z at a given point x based on samples Zi = Z(xi) for
187
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ordinary kriging based on the stable semi-variogram model
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Figure 7.13.: The standard error in the kriging predictions of Figure 7.12
i = 0, 1, ..., N using IDW is an interpolating function:
Z(x) =
N∑
i=0
wi(x)Zi∑N
j=0wj(x)
(7.4)
Where, wi(x) =
1
d(x,xi)p
, d is a distance metric used to define the separa-
tion between points x and xi, and p is a positive number which describes
the degree of smoothing in the interpolation.
In this analysis, locations where recorded information exists, and there-
fore, intra-event residual values are known, are used to constrain the maps of
intra-event residuals. In ShakeMap, both recorded and predicted informa-
tion are used to constrain the ground-motion fields. For all events considered
in this analysis, 5% of stations with known intra-event residuals are omitted
from the analysis for each event, in order to compare these known values
and the results from the kriged ground-motion field and field predicted by
IDW. This can be done directly using GA in ArcGIS, by dividing each set of
event data into a “test feature class” and a “training feature class”, where
the test features are used to validate the surface produced based on the
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training features1.
Figures 7.12, 7.14, 7.15, 7.16, 7.18 and 7.19 compare plots of intra-event
residuals including and neglecting spatial correlation for the three events:
Northridge, Anza and Big Bear respectively. For each event, two plots of
intra-event residuals are presented showing a surface produced by Inverse
Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation (i.e. neglecting spatial correlation)
and a surface produced using kriging with a covariance structure as defined
above (i.e. including spatial correlation). A third plot of the kriging stan-
dard error is also presented for the Anza and Big Bear events, Figures 7.17
and 7.20, similar to that shown for the Northridge event in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.14.: Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation of intra-event
residuals for the Northridge event (i.e. neglecting spatial cor-
relation)
The incorporation of spatial correlation clearly has a large impact on the
predicted ground motion field. This is demonstrated by tabulating values
of the error in the kriging prediction compared with the error in the IDW
1Schematic workflows representing the GIS-based tools which allow these analyses to be
repeated in the GIS environment are shown in the Appendix
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Figure 7.15.: Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation of intra-event
residuals for the Anza event (i.e. neglecting spatial correlation)
prediction at test sites for each event, where the actual value of the intra-
event residual is known. The results are shown in Table 7.3.
Although the kriging predictions result in less error than the IDW predic-
tions for almost all test locations, it is clear from Figures 7.18 and 7.19 that
the kriged prediction gives physically unlikely results in areas where there
are no recording stations. However, in reality, GMPEs may be used to pre-
dict ground motions in areas where there are no ground-motion recordings
and therefore, the kriging prediction would be better constrained in these ar-
eas. Additionally, there is a large kriging standard error in areas where mul-
tiple recordings exist, which is particularly clear for the Northridge event,
Figure 7.12. However, the kriging prediction is preferred as there is some
estimate of the error and it is based on a known correlation between the
recording sites. It is particularly important in terms of Loss Estimation
applications that the IDW interpolation method underestimates the ground
motions in some locations, for example the Northridge event shown in Fig-
ures 7.14 and 7.12. In summary, although both methods have associated
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Figure 7.16.: Ordinary kriging map (stable semi-variogram model) of intra-
event residuals for the Anza event (i.e. including spatial cor-
relation)
errors, in general, the kriging method produces more accurate predictions
over the study area. These figures also demonstrate that if a kriging based
interpolation is used, a map of the uncertainty in the ground-motion field
due to the distribution of known or predicted ground motions can be pro-
duced.
7.3.2. Vs30 impacts on spatial correlation
The maps produced showing spatially correlated intra-event residuals can
be used to examine the existence of a relationship between correlated Vs30
values and the spatial correlation of the ground motion discussed by Ja-
yaram and Baker (2009) and mentioned in Section 7.2. The larger ranges
of semi-variograms for certain events may be due to possible correlation be-
tween the true Vs30 values, where a larger correlation between these values
would indicate a more homogeneous soil and biased estimates of the median
ground-motion prediction. Therefore, if a ground-motion model does not
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Figure 7.17.: Kriging standard error for Figure 7.16
accurately capture the site effects at one site, it is likely to produce similar
prediction errors in a cluster of closely spaced sites (Jayaram and Baker,
2009). This theory is investigated by overlaying a kriging map of the intra-
event residuals based on a stable semi-variogram model for the Northridge,
Anza and Big Bear events with a map showing the Vs30 value at each sta-
tion, classified into ranges of values. These plots are shown in Figure 7.21,
Figure 7.22 and Figure 7.23 respectively.
However, from these figures, there is no clear evidence to suggest that a
relationship between the spatial correlation and Vs30 values exists for the
Northridge, Anza or Big Bear events. This suggests that the site effects
terms in the ground-motion model for Arias Intensity are doing an adequate
job of capturing the local site effects.
7.4. Chapter Summary
This chapter has explored the current uses of GIS in ground motion predic-
tion for earthquake loss estimation. The GIS environment has been recog-
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Figure 7.18.: Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation of intra-event
residuals for Big Bear City event (i.e. neglecting spatial cor-
relation)
nised as having two clear roles. The first is the capability to facilitate the
improved modelling of spatial correlations by allowing the spatial aspects
of the problem to be realised. The second is to improve the visualisation
of results of spatial correlation analyses. Although the results of this chap-
ter and Chapter 4 have not enabled a generic spatial correlation model for
Arias Intensity to be produced, a better understanding of some of the un-
derlying issues that impact the development of a generic spatial correlation
model has been obtained, such as anisotropy of ground motions and impacts
of site conditions. Additionally, methods by which the impacts of spatial
correlation on predicted ground-motion fields may be visualised have been
developed. Chapter 8 builds on the work presented in this chapter, looking
at the display of the uncertainties in ground-motion prediction, based on
work presented in Chapter 5 and 6.
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Figure 7.19.: Ordinary kriging map (stable semi-variogram model) of intra-
event residuals for the Big Bear City event (i.e. including
spatial correlation)
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Figure 7.20.: Kriging standard error for Figure 7.19
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Table 7.3.: A comparison of actual normalised intra-event residual values
(εA), kriging prediction and IDW prediction at test sites (marked
with a red star in the previous figures) for each event. The last
two columns show the error in the kriging prediction and error
in the IDW prediction respectively.
Event εA εAK εAIDW K Error IDW
Error
Anza -1.215 -0.339 -0.121 0.875 1.093
Anza -0.423 -0.245 -0.706 0.178 -0.282
Big Bear City -0.115 -0.376 -0.381 -0.261 -0.267
Northridge -0.858 -0.718 -0.593 0.139 0.264
Northridge 1.913 1.162 0.724 -0.750 -1.188
Northridge -0.968 -0.536 -0.266 0.432 0.702
Northridge 0.396 0.283 0.590 -0.113 0.193
Northridge -0.386 0.126 0.534 0.512 0.920
Northridge -0.343 -0.027 0.394 0.317 0.737
Northridge -1.135 -1.058 -1.076 0.077 0.059
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Figure 7.21.: Figure 7.12 (Northridge event) is overlain with points with size
proportional to the normalised Vs30 values for each station in
order to try and identify any patterns of correlation between
Vs30 correlation and intra-event residual correlation
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Figure 7.22.: Figure 7.16 (Anza event) is overlain with points with size pro-
portional to the normalised Vs30 values for each station in or-
der to try and identify any patterns of correlation between Vs30
correlation and intra-event residual correlation
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Figure 7.23.: Figure 7.19 (Big Bear event) is overlain with points with size
proportional to the normalisedVs30 values for each station in
order to try and identify any patterns of correlation between
Vs30 correlation and intra-event residual correlation
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8. Visualising Uncertainty in
Ground Motion Predictions
using GIS
The aim of this chapter is to use GIS as a tool to visualise the impacts
of uncertainty on ground-motion predictions. The main points to demon-
strate are firstly, that the median prediction of ground motion is not an
adequate representation of a predicted ground-motion field because it does
not represent the range of possible values of ground motion at any loca-
tion. Secondly, existing techniques which calculate and display an estimate
of the uncertainty in a ground-motion field, have significant shortcomings,
resulting in an unreliable estimate of the uncertainty.
This chapter uses similar tools and techniques to those presented in Chap-
ter 7 to examine the impacts of epistemic uncertainty on Arias Intensity
ground-motion fields. These impacts are studied by displaying and query-
ing the results of the analyses conducted in Chapters 5 and 6. In this chap-
ter, the current state-of-practice for displaying uncertainties is first defined
and its relationship to the previous chapters explained. The next section
examines the impacts of uncertainty on near-real-time ground-motion pre-
dictions, following the work presented in Chapter 5. The final section looks
at future predictions made using the model for Arias Intensity, discussed in
Chapter 6. Similarly to Chapter 7, GIS-based tools to enable these methods
to be applied to other areas are also presented.
8.1. State-of-practice
ShakeMap (introduced in Chapter 7) produces an uncertainty map as well as
a map of ground-motion predictions. This uncertainty map gives an insight
into the variation of predicted earthquake ground motions. However, it is
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limited as it does not consistently characterise uncertainties and neglects
some uncertainty sources. The result is that in some cases the uncertain-
ties in the predicted ground-motion field are overestimated and in others
underestimated.
ShakeMap gives both a quantitative and qualitative estimation of the
uncertainty in the ground-motion prediction. The former is represented by
a map of uncertainty in the ground-motion prediction at a given site and
the latter by giving the ground-motion map one of five uncertainty grades
(ranging from high to poor quality) based on the uncertainty map (Wald
et al., 2008). In this study, the focus is on the quantitative assessment of
the uncertainty in ShakeMap, displayed using the uncertainty map. The
ground-motion uncertainty at a site of interest in ShakeMap is a result of
two main factors:
• The spatial variability of peak ground motions near recording stations,
i.e. the density of observations in a study area (referred to hereafter
as Uncertainty A)
• The uncertainty in estimating ground motions from the GMPE (Un-
certainty B) (Wald et al., 2008).
The ShakeMap uncertainty map is produced using a spatially-dependent
quantitative assessment which gives a calculated variance value at each
ground-motion prediction location (Wald et al., 2008). There are three
different ways in which uncertainty is predicted, which are now outlined
and where appropriate, the equations used by ShakeMap for the prediction
of uncertainty are also presented.
• Case 1: For small to moderate earthquakes, it is assumed that Uncer-
tainty A is the largest component of the total uncertainty when the
prediction point is within 10km of a recording station, i.e. the uncer-
tainty in the ground motion is a function of inter-station spacing. The
uncertainty in the predicted value of ground motion reduces to zero as
the distance between observation and recording station reaches zero.
Alternatively, if the separation distance is large, the spatial correlation
approahes zero and the uncertainty tends to the uncertainty associ-
ated with the difference between an observation and a prediction at
an individual site, σindobs. The variance of peak motions as a function
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of inter-site spacing in ShakeMap is described using Equation 8.1 and
originates from Boore et al. (2003), who used it to describe the spa-
tial variability of ground motions for the Northridge earthquake. It is
important to emphasise this latter point, as a ShakeMap produced for
Case 1 for any location in the world uses an uncertainty model based
on a functional form developed for a single event in California. This
uncertainty model may, therefore, not be an accurate representation
of the actual uncertainty due to inter-site spacing for different events.
σ2∆ log Y = σ
2
indobs(1 +
1
N
)F (∆)2 (8.1)
F = 1− exp−√0.6∆
In Equation 8.1, σ∆ log Y is the standard deviation of the difference in
the logarithm of the peak ground motion Y between sites and ∆ is
the average separation between sites. However, for distances greater
than 10km, the uncertainty is described as ‘aleatory’, σaleatory, i.e. it
cannot be reduced by the acquisition of more recordings and is given
as the variance of the predictive model, Uncertainty B and is shown
in Equation 8.2.
σaleatory =
√
σ2E + σ
2
A (8.2)
• Case 2: For larger events, it is not valid to assume that the source
is a point source. Therefore, in order to calculate ground motions at
a particular site, it is not appropriate to use a distance metric such
as epicentral distance, Repi in a GMPE based on a measure such as
Rjb, as Repi ≥ Rjb (which would cause ground motions to be underes-
timated). Instead, the dimensions of the fault are required to calcu-
late the distance from the fault to the site of interest, using a metric
such as Rjb or Rrup. ShakeMaps are often produced initially without
knowledge of the fault rupture and therefore, distance correction fac-
tors are used to transform Repi into Rjb (as discussed in Chapter 5).
The conversion used by ShakeMap is shown in Equation 8.3 (Wald
et al., 2008), where C1 to C5 are model coefficients given by Wald
et al. (2008) with different sets used for PGA or spectral acceleration
periods.
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Rjb = Repi[1− 1/ cosh(C1 + C2(M − 6) + C3 ln(r′))]
r′ =
√
R2epi + h
2
h = exp (C4 + C5(M − 6)) (8.3)
Initial ShakeMap estimates use the distance conversion in Equation 8.3
to obtain the ground motion at a particular point. If more information
about the fault rupture becomes available, Rjb is calculated from the
updated fault characteristics.
The uncertainty value for Case 2 is a combination of Uncertainty A
and Uncertainty B. Where Uncertainty B is a combination of the
GMPE uncertainty and an additional component of aleatory uncer-
tainty due to the distance conversion, as presented in Equation 8.4.
In Equation 8.4, σaddptsr represents the portion of the ground motion
standard deviation due to the randomness in epicentre location and
orientation. The expression used by ShakeMap to obtain this compo-
nent of uncertainty is shown in Equation 8.5 (Wald et al., 2008). The
uncertainty resulting from error in the rupture distance term (part
of Uncertainty B) is the largest component of the uncertainty (Wald
et al., 2008). An important point is that the point-source uncertainty
is assumed to be aleatory (Wald et al., 2008), even though it reduces
with time after the event as more information on the fault source is
acquired.
σtotal =
√
σ2aleatory + σ
2
addptsr (8.4)
σaddptsr = exp (C1 + C2(M − 6) + C3(M − 6)2[1− 1/ cosh(fa)][1/ cosh(fb)]
fa = exp (C4 + C5(M − 6)) + exp (C6 + C7(M − 6))repi
fb = exp (C8 + C9(M − 6)) ln(r′/h)
h = exp (C10 + C11(M − 6)) (8.5)
Where C1 to C11 are model coefficients given by Wald et al. (2008)
for PGA or spectral acceleration periods.
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• Case 3: For large events where the source parameters are known,
Uncertainty B is well constrained and as in the case of smaller events,
the uncertainty estimate is dominated by Uncertainty A.
Recent work on the quantification of uncertainty in ShakeMap has fo-
cussed on the uncertainty in the interpolation methods used (Worden et al.,
2010). The limitations of the ShakeMap approach to uncertainty quantifi-
cation are outlined to some extent in the associated documentation (Wald
et al., 2008) which also states that the dominant sources of ShakeMap uncer-
tainty are included in the methodology. Wald et al. (2008) discuss that other
uncertainties have not been addressed, specifically uncertainties in source
location, magnitude and site amplification, but may have been implicitly or
explicitly addressed in other calculations.
In ShakeMap, the uncertainty in the prediction at a particular location
is characterised by σ. This uncertainty (Uncertainty B) along with Uncer-
tainty A, are used to calculate the ShakeMap uncertainty map with the
relative contributions of Uncertainty A and B dependent on the nature of
the earthquake event as outlined above. The ShakeMap methodology does
not consider the difference in the character of the uncertainties (i.e. aleatory
or epistemic). It also does not consider the difference in the uncertainties
resulting from whether the event is a scenario prediction or a near-real-time
prediction. For example, in the former case, the input variables and fault
characteristics are known and in the latter these are unknown or estimated.
This chapter aims to bring clarity and consistency to the treatment of
uncertainties in ground-motion prediction for earthquake loss estimation.
There are two ways in which this thesis allows a more reliable estimate of
the uncertainty in the predicted ground-motion field to be obtained. Firstly,
uncertainties due to spatial correlation are considered separately to other
uncertainty sources. Secondly, based on the work presented in Chapters 5
and 6 as well as the issues associated with the prediction and display of
ShakeMap uncertainties, the following points are examined:
• The difference in the source and character of the uncertainties if the
event is a scenario or future prediction compared with a near-real time
prediction.
• The characterisation of uncertainties as aleatory and epistemic, par-
ticularly regarding incorrectly assuming that epistemic uncertainties,
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such as variable uncertainty, are aleatory.
8.2. Visualisation of the impact of epistemic
uncertainties on Ia prediction
This section applies the same GIS-based techniques used to display spatially-
correlated ground-motions to investigate the impacts of epistemic uncer-
tainty on the prediction of Arias Intensity. The results of this study are
two types of uncertainty map: one for Arias Intensity model predictions
for near-real time post-event predictions (Section 8.2.1) and the second for
future predictions made using the model (Section 8.2.2). The former looks
at the impact of input variable uncertainty on the model standard devia-
tion, where the total uncertainty in the ground-motion model is represented
as σT (GMmodel) and the component of σT (GMmodel) due to input variable
uncertainty is σTvu. The latter examines the impact of the statistical un-
certainty, discussed in Chapter 5, by showing maps of levels of predicted
ground motion with probabilities corresponding to the logic tree branches
with weights: 0.1667, 0.6667, 0.1667 as shown in Chapter 6, this uncertainty
is represented as σcoefs. In order for the results of this study to be compa-
rable with ShakeMap results, the spatial correlation discussed in Chapter 7
is incorporated in a similar way to ShakeMap, as outlined in “Case 1” in
the previous section. ShakeMap uses interpolation techniques to obtain
ground-motion fields, which indirectly consider spatial correlations in Case
1 by making ground-motion prediction uncertainty a function of inter-site
spacing (Uncertainty A). In the work on spatial correlation in the previous
chapter kriging methods were explored. The uncertainty in kriged ground-
motion fields corresponding to the ShakeMap Uncertainty A can also be
displayed in GIS and this error is, as shown in Chapter 7, Equation 7.2, a
function of the covariance function and therefore of the inter-site spacing.
This uncertainty source exists in all interpolated ground-motion fields and
therefore, contours showing the uncertainty in interpolation are overlaid on
all of the following uncertainty plots1.
The region selected to display the results produced in this section, show-
1Similarly to the work conducted on spatial correlation, the schematic workflows rep-
resenting the GIS-based tools which allow these analyses to be repeated in the GIS
environment are shown in the Appendix.
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Table 8.1.: Summary of uncertainty plots included in this chapter, the first
column is the number of the figure plotted to show the impact of
the uncertainty listed in the second column. The third column
is the nature of the uncertainty shown in the plot and the final
two columns state whether the uncertainty has an impact on
near-real-time or future predictions.
Figure Displayed
uncer-
tainty
Aleatory/
Epistemic
Near real-
time
Future pre-
diction
8.3 & 8.4 σT (GMmodel) Both Yes Yes
8.5 & 8.6 σTvu Epistemic Yes No
8.7 & 8.8 σCoefs Epistemic Yes Yes
ing the impacts of uncertainty on Arias Intensity predictions, is California.
For both a near real-time and scenario prediction, the previously presented
model for Arias Intensity is used to predict Ia at a number of sites in the
study area and these predictions are then used to produce a kriged map of
median Ia. The various previously discussed components of uncertainty in
a ground-motion map can then be displayed which cause the ground motion
at individual sites to be above or below the median prediction.
In order to make a ground-motion prediction at a particular location, a
scenario event must be defined and the site conditions and distance from
recording site to source are required. The scenario event in this analysis
is the Northridge event and the locations used as the basis of the ground-
motion uncertainty maps are locations where the required GMPE input
variables are known, which correspond to recording stations. The uncer-
tainty maps produced in this section are summarised in Table 8.1 in terms
of the uncertainty type displayed and whether the results can be applied
to near-real-time or future predictions. The remainder of this chapter de-
scribes the analysis undertaken using GIS to display the uncertainties in
the predicted Ia fields for the near-real-time and future prediction cases
and event outlined above.
8.2.1. Near-real time ground-motion predictions
Figure 8.2 shows a kriged field of the median prediction of Ia based on
predicted values (from a GMPE) at a number of locations. This map would
be obtained in near-real-time in a region with no ground-motion recordings.
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The legend for this map and for all subsequent maps in this section is
presented in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1.: Legend for all kriged maps of uncertainty shown in this section.
The black and white range is the error in the kriged prediction
due to inter-station spacing, using the ShakeMap terminology,
this is referred to as “Uncertainty A”. The colour map shows
the Ia prediction, the colour map is the same on all figures to
allow results to be compared.
There are two types of uncertainty that may be displayed relating to these
predictions. Firstly, Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the impact of uncertainty on
the ground-motion field that can be expected due to the uncertainty in the
GMPE for Ia, i.e. median ground-motion model prediction (Ia) plus and
minus σT =
√
σ2A + σ
2
E The total uncertainty in a ground-motion prediction
from a single ground-motion model has both an aleatory and epistemic com-
ponent and the latter component will reduce over time, as discussed in the
last part of this section. Secondly, the error in the kriged field (dependent
on the inter-site separation distance) is overlaid on the maps as contours.
The uncertainty in the Ia prediction resulting from the standard error in
the kriged field can be obtained using the equations presented in Chapter
7, Section 7.3.
The first point to note is that in an area which has sites with recorded
ground-motion values, the kriged Ia total uncertainty maps (Figures 8.3
and 8.4) will change so that the points on the map with recordings (and
therefore with low or zero kriging error) will be constrained to the observa-
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Figure 8.2.: Kriged median Ia (m/s) for the Northridge event, the legend
for this map is shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.3.: Kriged median Ia (m/s) + σT for the Northridge event.
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Figure 8.4.: Kriged median Ia (m/s) - σT for the Northridge event.
tion value and will not have the associated error in the GMPE, σT (GMmodel).
The kriging error contours in combination with the kriged ground-motion
map based on model predictions have a useful practical application. For a
scenario earthquake, ground-motion predictions can be made for a study
area, for example a city. Areas which have a high level of kriging error, i.e.
a high uncertainty in the predicted ground-motion field and correspond to
the location of a facility of interest, such as a hospital, may be a candidate
site for a new ground-motion recording station.
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 demonstrate why displaying only the median pre-
diction of a ground-motion model is not adequate. There is a very low
probability of all sites experiencing ground motions 1 σ away from median
predictions. However, the aim of these maps is to demonstrate the varia-
tion in predicted ground motions that can be experienced at any single site
which could have a variation of ±σT . There is a considerable difference in
the ground-motion fields produced, showing the importance of quantifying
the uncertainty in the ground motion at a particular location.
In the time following a near-real-time prediction of Ia in a region, more
information is obtained which constrains the input variables to a GMPE. For
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example, as discussed in the context of ShakeMap, improved estimates of
the distance metric may be obtained. As discussed, Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show
the total uncertainty in a ground-motion prediction from a single ground-
motion model, both aleatory and epistemic. The impact of the acquisition
of more information on these maps is now discussed.
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 demonstrate the impact of the work conducted in
Chapter 5 using Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the components of
epistemic uncertainty in ground-motion prediction. In these two figures,
similar plots to Figures 8.3 and 8.4 are shown. However in Figures 8.5
and 8.6, the portion of the model standard deviation due to input variable
uncertainty is removed, σTvu.
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Figure 8.5.: Kriged Ia (m/s) for median ground-motion predictions + σTvu.
The plots therefore show the uncertainty in a ground-motion field if the
input variables to the ground-motion prediction equation are known, σTvu,
which would be the case for scenario predictions. The reduced total model
uncertainty, (σreduced =
√
σ2T − σ2Tvu) results in less uncertainty in the
ground-motion fields, which can be seen by comparing the ranges of val-
ues in Figures 8.3, 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6. The practical application of these maps
is in demonstrating how the total uncertainty in a ground-motion map re-
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Figure 8.6.: Kriged Ia (m/s) for median ground-motion predictions - σTvu.
duces over time. This allows the impact of a reduction in the ground-motion
prediction epistemic uncertainty on ground-motion fields produced in near-
real-time to be more clearly understood. Again, the error in the kriged field
(dependent on the inter-site separation distance) is overlaid on the maps as
contours.
8.2.2. Future predictions
This section shows how a more reliable estimate of σ in the ground-motion
field can be obtained and displayed for future predictions, focussing on two
main enhancements. Firstly, as discussed and displayed in the previous sec-
tion (Figures 8.5 and 8.6), the epistemic portion of the total uncertainty
due to input variable uncertainty (which is not present in a scenario pre-
diction as the value of input variables is defined) can be quantified. This
demonstrates that ShakeMap methodologies can overestimate σ in some
situations. Secondly, an uncertainty which is not currently incorporated
into ShakeMap is displayed in this section, that resulting from statistical
errors in the estimation of the parameters. In some cases, not including
this uncertainty in scenario predictions made using ShakeMap, will result
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in an underestimate of σ. For these maps, all information is predicted and
not recorded as the events are scenario predictions. Therefore, there can
be no reduction of the Ia model uncertainty. The error in the kriged field
(dependent on the inter-site separation distance) is again overlaid on the
maps as contours.
Figures 8.7 and 8.8 display the impact on scenario predictions of model-
specific epistemic uncertainty due to statistical errors in the estimation of
model parameters. In Chapter 6 the magnitude of this uncertainty is de-
scribed using three model predictions for three logic tree branches: a me-
dian Ia prediction, median plus or minus an additive factor with weights
0.6667, 0.1667, 0.16667 respectively, which indicate the probability of ob-
taining the individual predictions. For the Northridge scenario event, the
model predictions are obtained by adding the dgnd factors displayed in Ta-
ble 6.2 to the median predictions for the magnitude range: 6 ≤ Mw ≤ 7
and the corresponding distance range relevant for each site. This type of
uncertainty is not currently considered in ground-motion predictions and
from the maps it is evident that it has a considerable effect on the whole
predicted ground-motion field. The variation in the ground-motion fields
show in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 and compared to the median prediction shown
in Figure 8.1, is large and is comparable to the commonly considered varia-
tion in the ground motion at individual sites, represented by σT . Therefore,
not taking into account this source of uncertainty in ShakeMap has impacts
on the reliability of the ShakeMap uncertainty map produced.
This section has demonstrated the importance of displaying the uncer-
tainty in ground-motion predictions. The limitations of ShakeMap have
also been identified and these shortcomings addressed by providing a more
reliable estimate of σ, differentiating between near-real time and future pre-
dictions. This chapter has also shown that correctly identifying the portion
of the overall model uncertainty that is epistemic may lead to a reduction
in the uncertainty associated with a ground-motion field over time.
8.3. Chapter Summary
This chapter has used GIS to facilitate the display of the uncertainties in
ground-motion prediction previously discussed in Chapter 5 and 6. The
importance of displaying the uncertainty associated with a ground-motion
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Figure 8.7.: Kriged Ia (m/s) for median prediction + dgnd resulting from
statistical uncertainty in the parameter estimates.
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Figure 8.8.: Kriged Ia (m/s) for median prediction - dgnd.
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prediction and the practical applications of this display in the context of lo-
cations of existing accelerometers has been clearly demonstrated. Enhance-
ments over existing techniques to display uncertainty in ground-motion pre-
dictions are achieved by enabling the display of a more reliable estimate of
the uncertainty and capturing the variability of the uncertainty estimate.
The GIS-based work facilitates the visualisation of the results obtained in
this thesis, particularly emphasising the importance of accounting for spatial
correlation and uncertainty in ground-motion prediction fields.
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9. Conclusion
This thesis has examined the impacts of ground motion uncertainty on
Earthquake Loss Estimation (ELE). The aims and objectives of the the-
sis, as presented in Chapter 1 are revisited below:
• The quantification of earthquake ground motions, including:
-The utility of certain ground-motion prediction measures in ELE.
-The prediction of earthquake ground motion.
• The sources of uncertainty and error in ground-motion predictions,
including:
-The way in which spatial correlation in ground motions is dealt
with.
-Uncertainty in ground-motion model derivation and prediction
and the ways in which it is propagated and may be reduced.
• The use of GIS to analyse and display ground motion prediction data.
In particular, its utility in the visualisation of the source and quantity
of uncertainty in the ground motion component of ELE.
This chapter is divided into five further sections. The first four sections
discuss the major findings of the research in this thesis and the extent to
which the initial aims and objectives have been met. The final section
discusses the further research that may be conducted into the impacts of
ground motion uncertainty on Earthquake Loss Estimation.
9.1. Ground motion prediction
The main result of Chapters 2 and 3, is a new GMPE for Arias Intensity
(Ia) which may be used to quantify the ground motion at a site of interest.
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Chapter 2 presented an overview of the utility of different intensity mea-
sures commonly used in ELE. The utility of the intensity measure Ia was
explored, particularly in terms of its applications in ELE. Ia was found to
be a useful measure for dealing with a wide range of problems in earthquake
engineering, which did not have a robust model for its prediction. These
points provided the justification to focus this thesis on the prediction of Ia.
In Chapter 3, a new predictive equation for Ia was developed as a function
of the seismological and site parameters for a location of interest. This
equation offers significant enhancements over existing equations due to its
inclusion of non-linear site effects and heteroskedastic variance structure.
The equation is presented below in Equations 9.1, 9.2 and 9.4, the variance
structure is shown in Equation 9.4 and the model coefficients in Table 9.1.
ln Ia = ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
+ fsite
(
Vs30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
(9.1)
ln
(
Iˆrefa
)
= c1+ c2 (8.5−Mw)2+(c3 + c4Mw) ln
√
R2rup + c
2
5+ c6FRV (9.2)
fsite
(
Vs30, Iˆ
ref
a
)
= v1 ln
(
Vs30
Vref
)
(9.3)
+ v2
[
ev3(min[Vs30,1100]−V1) − ev3(Vref−V1)
]
ln
(
Iˆrefa + v4
v4
)
σ =
√
σ2E + σ
2
Amax (Mw, 5)
2δ1 (δ2 + |1 +NLij |δ3)2 (9.4)
This equation formed the basis for the remainder of the work in the thesis
on the sources of uncertainty and error in ground motion predictions and
their display.
9.2. Spatial correlation
Chapter 4 examined the way in which spatial correlation in ground motions
is dealt with. This was motivated by the idea that when assessing earth-
quake damage to spatially distributed portfolios or networks, knowledge
of the joint probability of occurrence of ground motion values at multiple
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Table 9.1.: Coefficients for the new heteroskedastic model for Arias Inten-
sity. The variance components σE and σA represent the inter-
and intra-event standard deviations respectively.
Coefficient Heteroskedastic model coefficients
c1 4.9862
c2 -0.1939
c3 -4.0332
c4 0.2887
c5 6.3049
c6 0.3507
v1 -1.1576
v2 -0.4576
v3 -0.0029
v4 0.0818
δ1 -0.5921
δ2 3.8311
δ3 4.0762
σE 0.6556
σA 0.5978
locations is required. In these situations in earthquake loss analysis, it is
not appropriate to only predict independent values of Arias Intensity (Ia)
at point locations, using a predictive relation as presented in Chapter 3.
Instead, it is necessary to have a model for the spatial correlation of Arias
Intensity.
In Chapter 4, the steps towards the development of such a model were
described. The aim of the chapter was the development of a worldwide
spatial correlation model for Ia. Despite the obvious theoretical motivation
for developing a spatial correlation model for Ia, the two different methods
used were not successful. The first method, the use of empirical semi-
variograms to model spatial correlations, produced very different results for
three well-recorded earthquake events. This meant that generic parameters
for a spatial correlation model could not reasonably be inferred. The second
method, incorporating a spatial correlation model directly into the regres-
sion analysis, resulted in a failure to estimate the parameters of both the
ground motion model and the spatial correlation model.
The conclusion of the work conducted in this chapter is that it was not
possible using the techniques presented to develop a generic spatial correla-
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tion model for Ia. However, it is important to include a spatial correlation
model in ground motion predictions. Therefore, the development of a spatial
correlation model was further explored using GIS in Chapter 7.
9.3. Uncertainty in ground motion prediction
As discussed in Chapter 2 and demonstrated in Chapter 3, the ground-
motion model for Ia has a large standard deviation, σ. The aim of Chap-
ters 5 and 6 was to gain a better understanding of the partitioning of un-
certainty in a GMPE into aleatory and epistemic components. In these
chapters, the uncertainty in ground motion predictions was computed and
the way in which it is propagated and may be reduced was investigated.
Chapter 5 looked at the impact of variable uncertainty on ground-motion
model derivation and Chapter 6 was concerned with the propagation of
epistemic uncertainty into future ground-motion predictions.
Chapter 5 examined the uncertainty due to the input variable measure-
ment error using Monte Carlo simulations. The model for Ia presented
in Chapter 3 was used to examine the impacts of this uncertainty on the
derived ground-motion model. The work conducted demonstrated that ac-
counting for the epistemic uncertainties arising from input variable uncer-
tainty allows the epistemic uncertainty to be correctly propagated and the
portion of the model standard deviation due to the epistemic uncertainty
resulting from uncertain input variables to be partitioned. However, the
result of the analysis into the impact of input variable uncertainty was that
the portion of the model standard deviation due to input variable uncer-
tainty is relatively small and removing this uncertainty from the total model
standard deviation reduces the value by approximately 1%, from 1.1268 to
1.1158.
In Chapter 6, the impacts of epistemic uncertainty on future ground mo-
tion predictions made using the model for Ia were examined. This chapter
specifically examined the uncertainty due to statistical errors in the esti-
mation of parameters. The methods used in this chapter to quantify this
component of the epistemic uncertainty in future predictions were discussed
in the context of hazard maps. It was found that the methods presented
in this chapter offered significant enhancements over the techniques cur-
rently used in hazard maps to quantify the portion of epistemic uncertainty
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due to statistical errors. The current recommendation is that the epistemic
uncertainty for a ground-motion model can be represented in a logic tree
framework by applying an additive factor of 0.4 to the model prediction for
the magnitude-distance range M ≥ 7, Rrup < 10 which is then adjusted for
different ranges by a factor based on the number of earthquakes recorded
in the relevant range. Chapter 6 provides a more consistent and logical ap-
proach to quantifying this factor and demonstrates that it takes a value of
0.468 in the magnitude-distance range M ≥ 7, Rrup < 10 (for which 0.4 is
currently used). It is also important to note that the methodologies used to
quantify the epistemic uncertainties in the predictive equation for Ia may
be applied to any ground motion measure. This study also offers enhance-
ments over existing studies into uncertainty quantification and propagation
which only deal with linear GMPEs.
9.4. Displaying and understanding uncertainty in
ground motion predictions
Chapters 7 and 8 explored the use of GIS to facilitate the modelling and vi-
sualisation of the impacts of spatial correlation and uncertainties on ground
motion prediction fields. The overall aim of these chapters was to demon-
strate that the results obtained from the statistical analyses in Chapters 4
- 6 may have important practical applications if available in near-real time.
Chapter 7 used GIS to better understand the underlying issues which
limited the development of a generic spatial correlation model for Arias In-
tensity, presented in Chapter 4. This was achieved by examining regional
spatial correlation models for Ia in California, using the geostatistical tools
in ArcGIS and the analyses conducted in Chapter 4. In particular, the
dependence of spatial correlations on site conditions and anisotropy in the
semi-variograms was investigated. These factors were found to affect spa-
tial correlation models, which provided some explanation for the problems
encountered in Chapter 4 when attempting to develop a generic spatial-
correlation model. Next, methods by which the spatial correlation in the
ground motions for individual events could be displayed using GIS were
investigated. The importance of including spatial correlations in predicted
GM fields was demonstrated by comparing the uncertainty in interpolated
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fields generated both with and without the inclusion of spatial correlations.
Chapter 8 used similar tools and techniques to Chapter 7 to build on
the work presented in Chapters 5 and 6, looking at the display of the un-
certainties in ground motion prediction. This chapter firstly demonstrated
the importance of displaying the uncertainties in ground-motion predic-
tions. Secondly, the significant impacts of both epistemic and aleatory un-
certainty on predicted ground motion fields were demonstrated. Particular
focus was placed on the importance of correctly characterising uncertain-
ties as aleatory or epistemic depending on the nature of the prediction, i.e.
near-real time or scenario prediction, in order to provide a reliable estimate
of σ.
The GIS-based work demonstrated visually the importance of accounting
for spatial correlation and uncertainty in ground-motion prediction fields
and provided a way of visualising the important results of this thesis.
9.5. Further research
There are three main areas in which the work presented in this thesis may
be further explored.
The first is the development of a spatial correlation model for Arias In-
tensity. The conclusion of this thesis is that it is not possible to develop a
spatial correlation model for Arias Intensity using the techniques presented
here. There are also indications that certain assumptions made when de-
veloping semi-variogram models should be explored further, such as the as-
sumption of isotropic semivariograms. Additionally, some variables used in
ground motion predictions, such as Vs30 values can have significant impacts
on spatial correlation models, which should be further explored. In terms of
techniques used in future studies to develop spatial correlation models, the
technique of incorporating the spatial correlation directly into regression
analysis (a priori) are more theoretically consistent than empirical semi-
variogram methods. In order to enable the estimation of the parameters of
the spatial correlation model in the regression analysis, it may be necessary
to employ a simplified functional form to obtain a starting estimate for the
correlation matrix. This can then be used to develop a correlation model
for a more complex, i.e. non-linear, functional form. However, based on
the research conducted in this thesis, it seems more prudent to attempt to
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develop a regional correlation model rather than a worldwide model. This
further investigation could be based on events have local arrays of instru-
ments in order to constrain the spatial correlation model for sites with small
separation distances. An additional point to explore in the context of re-
gional correlation models, is that the inter-event correlations for events in
a particular region may not be zero.
The second is the impact of uncertainties on ground motion prediction
equations (GMPEs). The first area which may be considered in future stud-
ies is the choice of distance metrics for use in GMPEs. This requires further
information on the methods of calculation of published distance measures,
so that a comparison of the uncertainty in each metric can be made. As the
uncertainty in the distance metric used as an input variable for a GMPE
contributes to the overall model uncertainty, the use of a distance metric
with the smallest associated uncertainty would allow the model standard de-
viation to be reduced. Another important future application of the research
in this thesis, is in the application of the methodologies presented to other
GMPEs, particularly those used in loss estimation applications. This would
allow the epistemic uncertainties in the GMPEs to be correctly propagated
in an ELE. The techniques used to quantify the uncertainty in future predic-
tions in this thesis can be directly applied to other GMPEs used to produce
hazard maps. Further work into the impact of uncertainties on GMPEs used
to produce hazard maps, is to investigate approaches which account for the
epistemic uncertainty due to model selection. The existing method used,
the logic tree approach, has some shortcomings associated with the fact that
the models incorporated are a subset of all possible ground motion models
and therefore this source of epistemic uncertainty is not correctly accounted
for. Specifically, the validity of the logic tree approach, when used with
GMPEs derived based on the same dataset, could be further investigated
using data-sampling methods, such as bootstrapping, and datasets updated
to include recent events.
The GIS-based work in this thesis has been chiefly involved with using
GIS to visualise the results obtained in previous chapters. GIS has been
used to facilitate the modelling of spatial correlations by identifying under-
lying spatial issues which impact on the development of a generic spatial
correlation model and great importance may be attached to the latter use of
GIS. GIS had particular utility in the identification of spatial issues which
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contributed to the problems in the development of spatial correlation mod-
els. For future studies which have a clear spatial component, using GIS as a
tool to test assumptions and facilitate modelling could result in an improved
analysis.
A further important application of the GIS-based work conducted in this
thesis would be to use the techniques presented to enhance existing tech-
niques for predicting and displaying ground motion fields. As discussed,
ShakeMap does not directly incorporate spatial correlations into its ground
motion field prediction. Additionally, the ShakeMap uncertainty map does
not allow individual sources of uncertainty to be identified, or the changes of
the ground motion map to be examined over time, particularly in terms of
comparing near real time and future predictions. Both the methodologies
used to quantify uncertainties in ground motion predictions and the GIS
work presented in this thesis could be incorporated into ShakeMap method-
ologies to go some way to improving the display of uncertainty in ground
motion fields.
To conclude, the work presented in this thesis has important implications
in terms of existing techniques for dealing with uncertainties in ground
motion predictions for both hazard analysis and earthquake loss estimation
applications. Further research may also lead to the realisation of the some
of the potential practical applications of the work, including improvements
in the way in which the uncertainties in ground motion predictions are
displayed.
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A. Appendix
A.1. ArcGIS toolset for the display of spatial
correlations and uncertainties in
ground-motions
The workflows used in the studies on spatial correlation and uncertainty in
Chapters 7 and 8 are used to create GIS-based tools in ArcGIS ModelBuilder
for the analysis of the impacts of spatial correlations and uncertainties on
fields of Ia values. Each tool is a workflow which consists of a number of
geoprocessing steps, which require the user to input information and which
then output both maps and tables of values. The output maps are similar
to those presented in Chapters 7 and 8 and the tables provide additional
information on which queries in certain areas can be based, for example
to calculate the range of ground motion values that may be expected at a
particular location. The tools are a simple application of the work presented
in Chapters 7 and 8, designed so that the work presented in this thesis can
be reproduced using GIS. They are described in the following paragraphs.
The first four tools are related to the display of spatial correlation and the
last two are associated with the display of uncertainty.
These tools can be directly used in GIS and the following standard GIS
notation is used in the schematic workflows. In each tool, a “P” next to
an input or output (elliptical nodes) indicates that the input or output is a
model parameter which must be specified by the user or which is output by
the tool. The hammer symbol represents a calculation node and the name of
the calculation tool in ArcGIS is given, for example, one which calculates the
Arias Intensity field: “Calculate field” (fourth node, Figure A.1). The colour
scheme is as follows: input data or values are shown in blue, a geoprocessing
tool is shown in yellow and derived values or data are shown in green.
The individual tools are now described. In each figure, ground motion is
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Figure A.1.: Arias Intensity Prediction Tool
abbreviated to GM, spatial correlation to SC and Arias Intensity to Ia.
The first is the Arias Intensity Prediction tool, the workflow for which
is shown in A.1. A user provides an input file of metadata required to
calculate Arias Intensity at each location, for any number of recordings and
events, i.e Mw, Vs30, Rrup and Frv. The tool calculates the median value of
Arias Intensity at each location using the predictive equation presented in
Chapter 3.
The second is the Ground Motion Plot Tool, shown in Figure A.2 (top).
The user provides median model predictions for Arias Intensities at a num-
ber of the recording station locations (the user could also create a subset
of the recording station data, which is used to test the map obtained, in
a similar way to the analysis in the previous sections). The tool creates a
raster field of ground motion predictions using an Inverse Distance Weight-
ing interpolation. The tool also creates a regular grid for the study area
and calculates residual values at grid locations on a regular grid from the
IDW interpolation. This enables values obtained to be compared with val-
ues produced considering spatial correlation or epistemic uncertainty in the
ground motion prediction).
The third is the Spatial Correlation Tool shown in the bottom panel of
Figure A.2. A user provides predicted Arias Intensities at a number of the
recording station locations. The tool then calculates a kriged field of median
ground motions with a specified correlation model, e.g. exponential, with
automatically calculated or user-defined spatial correlation parameters. The
tool also outputs a map showing the kriging error in the prediction which
is Uncertainty A in the ShakeMap approach. The final output is a grid of
ground motion values, in the same format as that produced by the Ground
Motion Plot Tool but based on a kriged ground-motion field.
The fourth tool is the Comparison of Ground Motion and Spatially Cor-
related Ground Motion Fields Tool shown in Figure A.3. The user provides
the outputs from the Ground Motion Plot Tool and the Spatial Correlation
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 Figure A.3.: Comparison of Ground Motion and Spatially Correlated
Ground Motion Fields
Tool to compare the interpolated and kriged ground-motion fields at various
locations.
The fifth tool is the Calculation of Uncertainty Tool. The user provides
median ground motion predictions and GMPE standard deviation σT (where
Inputs 1 and 2 are ±σT ) as well as an estimate of the contribution of vari-
able uncertainty to the model standard deviation or the uncertainty in the
ground motion field which arises due to statistical errors in the derived
model (where Inputs 3 and 4 are ±σTvu or ±σcoefs ) . The former can be
obtained from either a user-conducted FOSM (First Order Second Moment)
method, using the methodology described in Chapter 5, or can be based di-
rectly on the values obtained in this thesis using Monte-Carlo simulations
or FOSM. The latter can use the tabulated values for dgnd presented in
Chapter 6 appropriate to the scenario being considered. The tool calcu-
lates the ground motions with the desired type of uncertainty at certain
locations. These can then be displayed using the final tool, the Uncertainty
Plot Tool which creates a kriged field of uncertainties (with the associated
error discussed in the Spatial Correlation Tool) and also calculates a grid
analagous to that produced by the Ground Motion and Spatial Correlation
Tools.
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